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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the uneven and differential implications of a newly constructed 

road for residents of Kaasa, a rural community in northern Ghana, with an emphasis on youth, a 

group whose experiences and practices in relation to road-based mobility have been largely 

overlooked. It also examines the labour-intensive model used to construct the road, and the 

relationship between this construction model and the completed road’s uneven implications for 

community members. Primary data was collected using in-depth qualitative phone interviews with 

a sample of 15 youth from Kaasa, the road-building project supervisor, and the local 

assemblyman. Analysis of this material, which employs a motility capital – or motility – 

framework, yielded three main typologies: (a) six implications of involving locals in the road-

building process, (b) six themes that describe youths’ lived experiences of the new road, and (c) 

five additional themes that summarise youths’ perspectives on the implications of the new road 

for the community as a whole. Findings reveal that these three sets of implications overlap 

significantly, and that locals’ ability to experience the benefits of the newly constructed road 

depend mainly on their motility, including the assets and opportunities they possess as well as the 

ambition to act on available opportunities. By contributing to knowledge on the multifaceted 

material and social implications of rural road construction for differently positioned individuals in 

a small rural community, this thesis also adds to knowledge on rural development research and 

practice, and the new mobilities scholarship in the social sciences. 
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CHAPTER ONE: NEXUS BETWEEN ROADS AND DEVELOPMENT 

	

1.1 RATIONALE  

	
	Central to the term “development”, or what Baptista (2018, p. 529) describes as the 

“modern conceptualizations of progress” in many third world countries, is the building of public 

infrastructure, including roads (Baptista, 2018; Harvey & Knox 2012; Porter 2002). This is not 

only the case in under-developed and developing countries. The Agenda 2030 for Sustainable 

Development has equally recognized the central role of an efficient, high-quality, and accessible 

road infrastructure (Mikou et al., 2019).  The main argument has been that spending on public 

infrastructures, such as rural roads, leads to multiple effects on other facets of rural lives (Agenor, 

2006; Daniel et al., 2017; Hettige, 2006; van de Walle & Cratty, 2002).  For example, according 

to Hettige (2006), investment in road networks creates both direct and indirect economic 

opportunities for the poor, including employment in infrastructure construction, provision of rural 

transport services, and opportunities for marketing goods and services.  

 In keeping with this argument, rural road investments globally form a major component in 

the developmental aid budgets of many countries. For example, the World Bank spends about 

US$ 1 billion annually on rural roads (World Bank, 2007), and rural accessibility is the only 

indicator used in the Sustainable Development Goals to measure advancement towards improved 

transport services in low- and middle-income countries (Mikou et al., 2019). Sieber and Allen 

(2016) note that rural transport improvement has been identified as a critical indicator for the 

achievement of many developmental ambitions.  

Regardless of the recognized importance of rural roads, and infrastructure in general, for 

achieving rural development, statistics show that about 900 million rural dwellers globally do not 
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have access to an all-season road, and that about 40% of the rural population in the world’s 

poorest countries lack access to good quality and reliable roads (Iimi et al. 2015; World Bank, 

2007). The situation is most extreme in Africa, which as recently as 2011 had an average of only 

85 km of road per 1000 km2, compared to China at 200.6 km, India at 1115.4 km, the United 

States at 702.2 km and European countries at 1377.0 km (Jedwad & Moradi, 2011, p. 2). These 

comparative figures help to justify the current immense efforts by international organizations to 

invest in Africa’s rural transport infrastructure (Jedwad & Moradi, 2011).  

Ghana is one African country where investment in rural transport infrastructure by 

international organizations has been significant. Relative to other countries in the Sub-Saharan 

Region, Ghana has strong road transport indicators, including satisfactory road network quality 

with about 75% of the paved road network and 74% of the unpaved road network in good 

condition (World Bank, 2010). Nevertheless, according to the International Labour Organization 

(ILO) (2017), remaining deficiencies in Ghana’s road infrastructure are negatively affecting the 

country’s economic growth; specifically, motor-ability of roads, access and safety are still 

significant impediments. This is especially the case in the northern part of the country and in rural 

areas (Afukaar & Peter, 2017). As recently as 2010, only 24% of rural dwellers in Ghana lived 

within two kilometers of an all-season road (World Bank, 2010). The situation is even worse in 

rural parts of Northern Ghana, where economic deprivation and high poverty rates (World Bank, 

2010) coincide with the sparsest road network in the nation (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Regional Map of Ghana 
Source: Department of Geography and Resource Development, The University of Ghana. 
 

Northern Ghana is made up of five administrative regions (Upper East, Upper West, 

Northern, North East, and Savannah), which cover more than 40% of Ghana’s landmass, and are 

home to the majority of Ghana’s poor (World Bank, 2011; Abdulai et al., 2018). Often described 

as “poor, underdeveloped, food insecure, risk-prone and conflict-ridden,” Northern Ghana is 

predominantly an agricultural area with farmlands being its most significant asset (Dietz et al., 

2013, p. 17; Yaro & Hesselberge, 2010; Yaro, 2013). Agriculture is predominantly rain-fed 

cultivation of crops and livestock rearing, contributing to over 70% of the population’s primary 

source of livelihood (Dietz et al., 2013; Yaro, 2013, p. 89). Climatologically, Northern Ghana 
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consists of Guinea and Sudan Savannah, which Oteng-Ababio (2017, p. 11) describes as “a uni-

model tropical monsoon, allowing for only one growing season.” 

According to Yaro (2013, p. 3), the underdevelopment of Northern Ghana traces its root to 

the era of “neglect and faulty piecemeal developmental experiments of the past”, beginning in the 

colonial period, when policies enacted by colonial masters disadvantaged the North in favor of the 

South through the exclusion of the North from infrastructural investment while extracting cheap 

labor (Abdulai et al., 2018). Thus, regional inequity in access to mobility is a lingering product of 

colonial-era development, when the spatial distribution of road construction was shaped by the 

prospects of profit from opening new areas to agriculture or resource development and extraction 

(Porter, 2012). Southern Ghana experienced a major road construction boom during this era, 

especially as a result of cocoa expansion. In contrast, Northern Ghana was less useful to the 

colonial economy, and therefore stagnated economically and in terms of infrastructure 

development. Numerous policies have been implemented in the post-colonial era to bridge this 

north-south gap; however, according to Abdulai et al. (2018), these policies have been 

unsuccessful. According to Oteng-Ababio (2017, p. 21) “Ghana’s post-colonial policies and 

strategies” have reproduced rather than ameliorated north-south development disparities in Ghana. 

Increasing recognition that inequitable access to road transportation has detrimental effects 

on rural development in Ghana has in recent years led government bodies and international 

development agencies to initiate schemes to improve the road network, including labour-based (as 

opposed to machine-based) models of rural road construction (Porter, 2012). These efforts align 

with widespread international recognition that infrastructural development is an important social 

and economic development strategy in developing countries (Daniel et al., 2017) and that 

spending on rural roads improves rural lives economically and socially (Agenor, 2006). Indeed, 
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rural road construction has been identified as a basic requirement for rural development (Hettige, 

2006), while isolation and absence of mobility have been recognized as contributors to poverty 

and vulnerability in rural areas (Chambers, 1997; Hettige, 2006).   

A substantial body of literature argues from both a regional and national perspective that 

rural road development facilitates accessibility to markets, economic opportunities, resources, 

technology, and social infrastructure and increases the growth and diversification of rural 

livelihoods (World Bank, 2012). A growing number of micro-level case studies from scattered 

parts of the rural Global South – including Ghana – offer modest empirical support for these 

claims, but mainly in terms of aggregate (i.e., community- or regional-level) increases in 

movement, livelihood diversification, and economic activity (Abdullah, 2017; Windle & Cramb, 

1997). Relatively little research has been done in a global South context (and none in Ghana) on 

the differential effects of road construction and resulting changes in accessibility or mobility 

among members of a rural community. The small number of studies that have been conducted at 

the intra-community scale find that developmental benefits are unevenly distributed along the 

lines of age, gender, education, family composition and wealth (e.g., Cook & Butz, 2011, 2018), 

and that the ability of rural dwellers to benefit from roads is reliant on their socio-cultural status, 

possessions and entitlement to opportunities and resources (e.g., Sieber & Allen, 2016). These 

observations suggest that rural roads in the Global South should be understood not just as vectors 

for aggregate economic development, but also as “material elements of social relations that 

systematically deprive some groups [within a community] of social affordances available to 

others” (Cook & Butz, 2015, p. 391). More community-level research is needed throughout the 

global South to (a) more precisely understand the uneven and differential implications of rural 

road construction within differently-situated rural communities, (b) describe the mechanisms that 
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advantage some social groups more or differently than others in the context of road construction 

in different rural communities, and (c) focus on specific social groups within communities whose 

experiences and practices in relation to road construction may differ from the aggregate picture.  

My study helps to address this need by examining one community – called Kaasa – in 

rural Northern Ghana where a road has recently been constructed, with an emphasis on the 

experiences, perspectives and practices of the community’s youth. Rural youth in Africa 

constitute a social group whose relation to road construction, access and mobility more generally 

has been virtually unexamined (Porter & Turner, 2019; Porter et al., 2007; Waldie, 2004). 

Although much development literature acknowledges the demographic significance of youth, they 

remain largely invisible, if not dismissed and denigrated, in much development practice at the 

local level (Gyimah-Brempong & Kimenyi, 2013; UNDESA, 2018; Waldie, 2004). In the case of 

Africa (the globe’s most youthful continent), social processes, culture, and unfavorable narratives 

undervalue youth’s (perhaps distinctive) perspectives, experiences, and practices (Porter et al., 

2010; Waldie, 2004).   

Kaasa (see Figure 3) is a rural community located in the Builsa North District (see Figure 

2), Upper East Region, Ghana. The Builsa North District, located between longitude 1º 05’ West 

and 1º 35’ West and latitude 10º 20’ North and 10º 50’ North, spreads across a land area of about 

2,200 km2 (GSS, 2014; Kassim et al., 2021). The 2010 population and housing census (PHC) 

report by the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS) estimates that about 90% of the district’s population 

is rural (GSS, 2014). Builsa North District has a total population of about 56,477 people, with the 

majority being women and/or youth (GSS, 2014). Kaasa is one of the ten largest communities in 

Builsa North District, with a total population of about 922 (GSS, 2014), including 462 males and 

460 females (GSS, 2014).  About 75% of Kaasa’s population is below 35 years. Community 
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members are engaged predominantly in seasonal farming, mainly in the form of millet, 

maize/corn, rice, groundnut, Bambara beans and livestock rearing.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Builsa North District 
Source: Department of Geography and Resource Development, University of Ghana. 
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Figure 3: Map of Kaasa and Zogsa 
 Source: Department of Geography and Resource Development, University of Ghana. 

 

Kaasa has two lower-level schools but community members must travel about 10 to 15 

kilometres to access other essential services, including health care, higher education, and market 

facilities. Attempts to start a Community Health Improvement Service (popularly known as 

CHIPS compounds) using a teacher’s bungalow are currently abandoned, and as of the time of 

conducting interviews with participants, it has been over six months since they last saw a health 

worker in the community.  With no electricity and just a recent road connection, few services, 

facilities or economic activities other than farming are available in the community.  

The district has only one major road (from Chuchuliga to Sandema) and a small number of 

feeder roads (Builsa North District Assembly Composite Budget, 2015), so, according to sources 
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in the community, the new Kaasa-Zogsa road, constructed in 2017, is admired and hailed by 

community members and outsiders alike. The road connects Kaasa and its twin community Zogsa 

to the district’s road network and the district capital, Sandema. Before the construction of the 

Kaasa-Zogsa road, locals were dependent on a footpath, which they described as unreliable, 

impossible to navigate by motor vehicle, narrow, covered with potholes, and intersected by a 

stream. The poor condition of the path affected their access to health care, employment 

opportunities, skills learning, education, and access to markets. Recognizing the difficulties faced 

by community members, the community assemblyman launched an appeal through the district 

assembly, which caught the attention of the Ghana Social Opportunity Project (GSOP). The 

Kaasa-Zogsa road was ultimately constructed as a Ghana Social Opportunity Project (GSOP) 

using local labour (Labour-Intensive Public Works – LIPW) and funded by the World Bank. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

	
The objective of this MA thesis research is to examine the implications of the newly 

constructed Kaasa-Zogsa Road for the lives of youth (18-35) living in the village of Kaasa in the 

Builsa North District of Northern Ghana. As noted above, the Kaasa-Zogsa Road was completed 

in 2017 and connected Kaasa to the district’s road network. It was constructed using local labor 

whose pay was funded by the World Bank through the Ghanaian Government’s Labour-Intensive 

Public Works (LIPW) initiative. The study focuses on youths’ perspectives on the road-building 

process (i.e., LIPW model) and on the implications of both the construction process/model and the 

completed road itself for their material and social well-being, as well as the well-being of 

community members more generally.  

Overall, a central question guiding the thesis is: how do youth in Kaasa understand and 

experience the implications of the new Kaasa-Zogsa road and its construction process for their 
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everyday life? To adequately answer the central question of the thesis, three  specific research 

questions were deduced: 

1. What are the social and material implications for involving locals in the road building 

process (i.e., LIPW initiative)?	

2. What are the important material and social implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road for 

residents of Kaasa, especially the youth population? 

3. What accounts for differences in the social and material implications of the road and its 

construction among the youth in Kaasa, and between the youth and other demographic 

categories?  

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

	
Through an in-depth exploration of youths’ lived experiences and perspectives regarding a 

newly constructed rural road, this study has the potential to make a significant contribution both to 

scholarly work and policy implementation. As one of few micro-scale analyses of the differential 

social and material implications of new roads and road-building projects in the rural Global South, 

and one of the even fewer studies to investigate these issues from the perspective of youth, this 

study has the potential to inform scholarly understandings of roads as vectors of development and 

social change, as well as donor and developmental policies for rural road construction.  

Additionally, the study provides young people in Kaasa with a rare opportunity to speak at 

length about an important change to their community and to the context of their lives.  This is a 

significant contribution towards increasing youth visibility and inclusiveness in development 

practice at the local level.  Moreover, as Mabiso and Benfica (2019, p. 6) highlighted, “policies 

and investment decisions that affect rural youth in Africa are often not evidence-based and, at 

times, are based on misconceptions, conjecture and wrong assumptions about youth.” This study, 
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therefore, contributes to presenting rich empirical data based on youth perspectives and lived 

experiences. Lastly, the study results will be available in the community and to the District 

Assembly, so the probability exists that youth perspectives, as articulated in the thesis, will inform 

local decision-making. 

1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 

	
This thesis is organized into six (6) chapters. Drawing from rural development case studies 

and development agency reports, the second chapter situates my topic in the relevant literature. 

The first section of Chapter Two presents an overview of previous research on the implications of 

rural road construction.  The chapter then provides a summary of the literature on community 

participation, road-building projects and the Labour-Intensive Public Work (LIPW) initiative 

under the Ghana Social Opportunities Project (GSOP). The final section of the chapter focuses on 

youth. Here, I discuss how the term ‘youth’ is conceptualized and contested in the literature, and 

briefly review literature on ‘youth and development’ and ‘youth and mobility’, respectively. With 

regard to the latter, I outline two useful mobilities concepts that help in understanding the 

differential implications of road construction for differently positioned residents of the same rural 

community.  

Chapter Three describes the methodology I employed in the study and explains how and 

why I collected my primary data using ‘Qualitative Telephone Interviews.’  Additionally, I outline 

how my primary data collection with each group of participants (youth and experts) unfolded as 

well as how I organized and analyzed my data. 

The fourth chapter addresses my first research question, “What are the social and material 

implications for involving locals in the road building process?”  Findings unpack the superficial 

nature in which community members were involved in the planning process of the project and 
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highlight the significant role of complementary development projects that provide locals with 

skills training and tools to utilize facilities, including the new road. Providing insights into youth 

experiences of, and perspectives on, the implications of involving residents in general (both youth 

and non-youth) in the road-building project, six main themes are extensively discussed in the 

chapter. These themes include income and employment opportunities, skill acquisition, rural-

urban migration, sense of achievement, responsibility and ownership of the road, influence on 

agriculture, and unity/conflict. 

The fifth chapter addresses my second research question: “What are the important material 

and social implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road for residents of Kaasa, especially the youth 

population”? Using data from the 15 interviews I conducted with youth, I describe youth lived 

experiences and perspectives on the Kaasa-Zogsa Road and its implications for the community, 

and then briefly compare and contrast what youth had to say about themselves and what they had 

to say about the community more broadly in terms of the material and social implications of the 

road. I discuss six themes that describe youths’ own lived experiences of the new road, including 

improved mobility, increased social interaction, income and employment opportunities, 

reconstitution of spare time, social stratification, and feeling included in the nation/modernity. I 

then present an additional five themes that summarise youths’ perspectives on the implications of 

the new road for the community as a whole: improved mobility, increased social interaction, 

income and employment opportunities, reconstitution of spare time, social stratification, and 

feeling included in the nation/modernity. 

The sixth and final chapter addresses my third research question, “What accounts for 

differences in the social and material implications of the road and its construction among the 

youth in Kaasa, and between the youth and other demographic categories?”. In addition, the 
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chapter summarises key arguments of the thesis and offers useful policy recommendations. The 

thesis ends by reflecting on its contributions to scholarly literature. 
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CHAPTER TWO:  LITERATURE SURVEY 

	

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents a review of scholarly literature and policy documents pertaining to this 

study. The first part of the chapter draws from rural development case studies and development 

agency literature to introduce the material and social implications of the construction of rural 

roads for rural development. In the second section, I offer a broad overview of community 

participation, rural road-building projects and the Labour-Intensive Public Work (LIPW) initiative 

under the Ghana Social Opportunities Project (GSOP).  Considering that this initiative was 

employed in constructing the Kaasa-Zogsa road, a review of the LIPW model is useful in 

understanding the initiative’s objective and its implementation process. The third main section 

focuses on youth, an important socio-demographic group that forms the central focus of this 

thesis. This section provides an overview of how the term ‘youth’ is conceptualized and contested 

and offers a brief discussion of ‘youth and development’ and ‘youth and mobility.’ I also 

introduce two conceptualizations from the field of mobility studies – ‘politics of mobility and 

‘mobility capital’ (also called motility) – which are useful for explaining the differential 

implications of road construction for differently positioned residents of the same rural community.  

The chapter concludes with a summary of major discussions and some perspectives from the 

literature review pertaining to the study. 

2.2 DEVELOPMENT IMPLICATIONS OF RURAL ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN THE 

GLOBAL SOUTH 

The impacts of rural roads in communities are well documented in the literature (Seedhouse, 

2016; Jones et al., 2016).  Commonly, development literature frames roads as agents for 

stimulating development in rural communities (Asher & Novosad, 2018; Cook & Butz, 2011; 
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Hettige, 2006; Sieber & Allen, 2016). This dominant narrative presumes that increased 

accessibility (resulting from road building and improved transport developments) automatically 

“extend[s] economic development and market relations into ‘remote’ areas” (Campbell, 2010, pp. 

269–270 cited in Gurung, 2021), and posits that “increased mobility should follow from improved 

access to transport infrastructure and should result in economic and social inclusion benefits” 

(Akyelken, 2013, p. 424).  

 Recent road impact literature has been more critical, with many scholars, including but 

not limited to Akyelken (2013), Baptista (2018), Cook and Butz (2011, 2015, 2020), Dalakoglou 

(2010), Dalakoglou and Harvey (2012), Gurung (2021), Murton (2017, 2018) and Pedersen and 

Bunkenborg (2012) challenging the road impact orthodoxies. These scholars have shifted away 

from the sometimes-simplistic narratives of development literature to critically focus on rural road 

construction’s multifaceted material and social implications for intended beneficiaries. The 

following paragraphs below offer a broad overview of the implications of rural roads in an 

integrated manner. In this thesis, rural roads are conceptualized as “small local roads or even paths 

and tracks in rural areas that have low or no motorized traffic volumes” (van de Walle, 2009, p. 

16).  Rural roads link rural communities with other communities or with the road system with the 

projection to have local impacts.  	 

A substantial body of literature reinforces policymakers’ claims that the construction of 

rural roads is linked to the “increase in farm and non-farm economic growth” (Asher & Novosad, 

2018, p. 2; Ren & van de Walle, 2009; Sieber & Allen, 2016; Starkey & Hine, 2014). This 

acknowledges the critical role of rural roads in agriculture due to rural residents’ great dependence 

on agriculture as their main source of livelihood (Starkey & Hine, 2014).  Sieber and Allen 

(2016), citing empirical results from studies in India, Ethiopia, Nicaragua, and West Bengal, 
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report that the construction of rural roads facilitates the transportation of agricultural inputs to 

rural areas and, as a result, increases productivity and household income. Additionally, Ren and 

van de Walle (2008) have also suggested that the construction of rural roads has the potential to 

reduce the prices of farm inputs for farmers, enabling them to earn higher profits. On the contrary, 

scholars like Gurung (2021, p. 111) have argued that roads disconnect locals from their “sense of 

place and their pursuit of traditional livelihood,” including agriculture. Additionally, Asher and 

Novosad (2018, p. 2) have argued that rural roads do not necessarily transform village economies 

(e.g., agriculture), because rural areas often have challenges that make it tough for locals to utilize 

roads efficiently. 

Closely linked to the narrative on agriculture is the linkage between market accessibility 

and rural road construction (Arethun & Bhatta, 2012; Campbell, 2010). Arethun and Bhatta (2012, 

p. 1) note that various governments and international organizations (e.g., World Bank) have 

emphasized the significant role of rural roads and transport in market access and participation. 

The argument is that easy access to markets, which is enabled by rural roads, produces numerous 

benefits to rural dwellers. This, according to IFAD’s Rural Poverty Report 2001, is because “the 

rural poor need access to competitive markets not just for their products but also for inputs, assets, 

and technology, consumer goods, credit and labour” (cited in Arethun & Bhatta, 2012, p. 1). Other 

scholars have been critical of this argument. van de Walle (2009) argues that rural roads only 

result in easy accessibility to markets and development when road construction is accompanied by 

policies targeted at improving the well-being of rural dwellers while reducing the disadvantages 

and inequalities they face. Faiz (2012, p. 23) notes that rural roads in Ethiopia have not only 

significantly improved economic growth and reduced poverty but also contributed to “drought-
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proofing,” where the construction of rural roads in drought-prone areas helps in the timely 

transportation of agriculture surplus to market centers and facilitates the delivery of relief items.   

Another popular theme in the road impact literature is the linkage between increased road 

construction and improved access to health. According to Iimi and Rajoela (2018), accessibility to 

health care remains a significant challenge in many rural communities, especially in developing 

countries. Scholars have attributed this challenge partly to the lack of rural road infrastructure 

(Hine, 2014; Iimi & Rajoela, 2018; Sieber & Allen, 2016). Iimi and Rajoela’s (2018) research in 

Madagascar found that better rural roads improve health care in rural communities by aiding 

patients and medicines to reach health care centers. Hine (2014) also notes that improved rural 

roads encourage the decision to pursue health care, facilitate travel to health facilities, and result 

in improved treatment (i.e., referrals). On the other hand, scholars including Jones et al. (2016), 

Nantulya & Reich (2002), van Gemert et al. (2013), and Musafiri et al. (2011) have argued that 

rural road construction also has the potential to impact health negatively.  For example, Jones et 

al. (2016) elaborate that: 

Increased mobility – especially that related to higher speed vehicular travel – has resulted 
in increased injuries and fatalities from road crashes. Further, negative health outcomes 
(e.g., heart disease, stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, lung cancer, lower 
respiratory infections) are attributable to air pollution from vehicles and are an increasing 
burden. (p. 1) 
 

The authors argue that although this is an alarming issue and contributes to the top ten 

causes of deaths in the sub-Saharan region, under-reporting, especially in rural areas, impedes 

remedies due to the absence of data. 

In addition to the three prominent narratives that dominate the developmental literature on 

road impacts (i.e., agriculture, access to markets, access to health care), other central implications 

of rural roads established in the literature include access to education, tourism, employment, 
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migration, and livelihood diversification (Cook & Butz, 2011; Hettige, 2006; Hine et al., 2016; 

van de Walle, 2009). For example, van de Walle (2009) reports livelihood diversification among 

rural dwellers in Vietnam after rural road construction. Hine et al. (2016) identify that the rural 

road construction process, especially labour-based building models, generates numerous impacts 

for rural dwellers, including income from employment, renting out rooms, and selling food to 

workers. Cook and Butz (2011, p. 31), in their study, “Narratives of Accessibility and Social 

Change in Shimshal, Northern Pakistan,” also show that roads “facilitate new sources of income,” 

ranging from agriculture exports to tourism.   

Additionally, Cook and Butz record that the construction of rural roads can have 

significant benefits in terms of education and employment.  For example, their research on a new 

road in Northern Pakistan found that “improved travel times make down-country jobs more 

accessible for men, and higher education, with its promise of professional wages, possible for 

more students” (Cook & Butz, 2011, p. 31). Songco (2002), citing an OED Impact Evaluation 

Report (1996), indicated that rural road construction increased girls’ enrolment in schools more 

than threefold in Morocco. Although the construction of road facilities improved educational 

access, the report noted it was difficult to directly link all educational advancements to the road’s 

construction.   

Moving away from the linear and somewhat teleological narratives of road impacts 

dominant in development discourse, several scholars have attempted to provide a more nuanced 

and multifaceted picture of the material and social implications of rural road construction. These 

researchers have emphasized the role that rural road construction plays in social disconnection or 

loss of connectivity, reproduction of political and economic hierarchies, family disintegration, 

individualization, loss of traditional culture, electoral politics, the exploitative extraction of 
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resources and shifting gendered subjectivities and relationships (Akyelken, 2013; Baptista, 2018; 

Charley et al., 2016; Cook & Butz, 2011, 2015, 2020; Dalakoglou, 2010; Dalakoglou & Harvey, 

2012; Gurung 2021; Murton, 2017; Pedersen & Bunkenborg, 2012). While the dominant narrative 

has always asserted that rural road construction increases accessibility and social connectively 

(Campbell 2010; Harvey & Knox, 2015), or what Cook and Butz (2013, p. 373) describe as an 

“upward trajectory of increasing mobility,” scholars, including Baptista (2018), Murton (2017) 

and Pedersen & Bunkenborg (2012) have critically asserted that even as roads increase 

connectively, they can also be vectors for social disconnection. For example, Baptista (2018, p. 

539) uses evidence from a micro-level study in Cusseque, Southeast Angola, to argue that, 

contrary to the narrative that roads unify people and communities, roads also facilitate the 

“reorientation of goals from the ‘national whole’ to the ‘I,’…promotes personal projects…[and] 

supports the individualization of the pursuit of fulfillment.” Similarly, Pedersen and Bunkenborg 

(2012, p. 555) argue that, rather than facilitating connectivity as outlined by popular narratives, 

roads constructed in the Sino-Mongolian border zone intensified disconnection by acting as 

“technologies of distantiation” between locals and Chinese mining company employees.  

Cook & Butz (2011) and Gurung (2021, p. 108) have also found that roads can be 

instruments for loss of culture or “loss of old ways of life,” including livelihoods.  Specifically, 

Cook and Butz (2011) report that residents of a community in Northern Pakistan described the 

construction of a road in their community as an instrument for disunity, loss of identity, and 

disintegration of moral values, which led to the introduction of new social hazards to the 

community. The authors (Cook and Butz, 2020, 2011, p. 22) also have critically associated roads 

with increasing vulnerabilities, shifts in the gendered division of labor, and, more broadly, shifts 

in gendered subjectivities and spaces. Roads are often the first infrastructure to be destroyed in 
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disasters (human and natural). For rural communities that have become dependent on road-based 

supply chains, often the most significant aspect of a disaster is the destruction of roads (Cook & 

Butz, 2015). 

In line with the arguments made by Cook and Butz (2011, 2020), Gurung (2021, p. 109) 

has made reference to roads as “vectors of new economic geographies,” where road construction 

has been associated with “shifts in the broader constellation of capital, labor, trading spaces, and 

relations.” The author argues from an empirical case study in Humla, Nepal, that roads are 

instruments of “making and unmaking... markets and settlements” (p. 110) through temporal 

development of new markets and settlements along roads. 

On a broader scale, scholars including Dalakoglou & Harvey (2012) have also been 

critical of the role of roads in the global political economy. According to Dalakoglou & Harvey 

(2012, p. 459), roads are instruments or “paradigmatic material infrastructure[s]” that support 

“both the information society (in the ever-increasing circulation of commodified goods and labor), 

and the extractive economies of developing nations on which the production and reproduction of 

such goods and labour depends.” On the same political terrain, Gurung (2021, p.  111) argues 

from a micro-scale analysis that road construction intensifies “not only existing political-

economic hierarchies but also bolster[s] an emergent class society… [through] the 

proletarianization of wage workers, petty contractors, women, and roadside shop owners.” 

Additionally, the author outlines that roads are used as political tools to contest elections by 

politicians. Although the relationship is complex, he outlines that one of the implications of road 

construction is its role in the “consolidation of political power through electoral politics” where 

locals are “expected to return the gift of the road to the local politicians through votes” (p. 109). 

Therefore, in addition to their other impacts, roads can be a resource of oppression, controlling 
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populations, and regulating people’s movements to serve legitimate or illegitimate political 

purposes. 

Lastly, some authors, including Charley et al. (2016), have addressed the implications of 

roads’ construction on the environment. The authors argue that, while roads increase accessibility, 

they also enable the harvesting of environmental resources due to easy accessibility to markets 

and low transport cost, sometimes leading to severe environmental consequences such as 

deforestation, landslides, and depletion of wildlife.  Pfaff et al. (2018) and Damania et al. (2018) 

find similar evidence of the negative impacts of rural road construction on the environment 

(specifically decline in forest cover) in Brazil and Congo, respectively. 

To conclude, numerous scholars have challenged the dominant narratives relating to the 

implications of road construction by critically reassessing road impacts in multiple registers. 

While roads can be powerful instruments for connectivity, they are equally tools for intensifying 

vulnerabilities, creating social disconnection, or consolidating boundaries and borders 

(Dalakoglou & Harvey, 2012; Gurung, 2021). Moreover, whether locals benefit from road 

construction depends on the assets and opportunities they possess. van de Walle (2009, p. 17) 

sums this up well: 

One does not obtain utility directly from a road but indirectly through the access to 
opportunities for extra consumption that it allows. The nature and extent of impacts are 
also likely to be heavily dependent on interactions with other investments, other social and 
physical infrastructure, and the geographical, community, and household characteristics of 
where they are located. For a new road to enhance mobility, people must have access to 
private (for example, bicycles, motorcycles) or public (for example, buses, taxis) means of 
transport along the road. For impacts to be felt on input and output prices, there must be 
some means of freight transport and local production for which external demand exists. 
For the road to have impacts on social sector outcomes, there must be functioning health 
and education facilities in its vicinity. In the absence of such complementary factors, new 
or improved roads may simply facilitate and hasten population out-migration. That still 
constitutes a benefit as it generates new opportunities, but it is a qualitatively different 
benefit and not (typically) the intended one from a rural roads project. Thus, a large 
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number of factors can be expected to interact with a road intervention in determining what 
impacts it has on its surroundings, as well as who its beneficiaries are.  (p. 17) 
 

2.3 COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION, RURAL ROAD BUILDING PROJECTS, AND 

LABOUR-INTENSIVE PUBLIC WORK – GHANA SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES 

PROJECT  

Community participation is central to international development. According to Storey 

(1999, p. 308), “integration, participation and (to some extent at least) empowerment have become 

buzzwords within the arena of rural policy.” While the term ‘participation’ is a popular buzzword, 

with many organizations strongly advocating for its practice, there is no consensus as to what the 

term really means and how it should be assessed (Owusu, 2014), although most 

conceptualizations of the term revolve around the deep engagement of citizens or locals in the 

process of planning and implementing development strategies for themselves and their 

communities (Adesiji et al., 2014; Ianniello et al., 2019; Owusu, 2014; Storey, 1999).   

One popular conception of community participation is provided by Arnstein’s (1969) 

‘ladder of citizen participation’, although it has been criticized for its linear conceptualization 

(Erdiaw-Kwasie et al., 2020; Ianniello et al., 2019; Owusu, 2014). Arnstein’s understanding of 

citizen participation focuses on the redistribution of power, with the goal of empowering 

vulnerable or marginalized populations. Here, ‘participation’ refers to the active engagement of 

marginalized people in decision-making that directly and indirectly affects them (i.e., 

empowerment).  Arnstein’s framework establishes three main degrees of participation (each with 

several “rungs”): (1) “non-participation” (manipulation, therapy); (2) “tokenism” (informing, 

consultation, placation), (Arnstein, 1969; Erdiaw-Kwasie et al., 2020; Ianniello et al., 2019; 

Owusu, 2014); and (3) “citizen control” (partnership, delegation, citizen control).   
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Although for many, social empowerment of disadvantaged communities is sufficient 

justification for including community participation as a component of rural infrastructure projects, 

an equalling compelling justification is a belief that community participation will build local 

capacity (e.g., skills, social capital, capital) and lead to community members’ greater sense of 

ownership and responsibility with regard to the project or initiative in question (McCord & 

Farrington, 2008). These two prospective advantages of participation (empowerment and capacity 

building) are the core of claims that community participation is a vehicle to achieve “sustainable 

livelihoods, promote good governance and alleviate poverty across the global South” (Dill, 2009, 

p. 717) as well as a social protection tool to reduce vulnerability among poor populations (Osei-

Akoto et al., 2019).   

In the context of infrastructural development, where local participation often takes the 

form of paid labour a third advantage is also important: the potential to earn income and acquire 

capital. According to Porter (2012, p. 13), involving locals in road-building projects, – most 

commonly in the form of ‘labour-based road construction’ – “generates rural employment, uses 

local resources thus saving on foreign exchange, injects cash into local economies, transfers 

technical knowledge of road construction to the local community (which can be utilized in 

subsequent maintenance) and reduces environmental damage.” Hettige (2006) also notes that 

labour-based road construction is an important means by which the poor access direct 

employment and accumulate capital. Hettige (2006) argues that this is vital, as many benefits 

directly derived from rural roads alone do not serve the poorest and most vulnerable.  

Many developing countries have adopted the LIPW as an approach to constructing rural 

infrastructure (Amoah & Eshun, 2013). LIPW projects are often designed to use local labor, 

especially unskilled labor, in construction projects to provide short-term employment (Amoah & 
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Eshun, 2013). In Ghana, LIPW is a popular program for involving locals in the construction and 

rehabilitation of rural infrastructure, including dams and roads (Eshun & Dichaba, 2019). 

Operated under GSOP and funded by the World Bank, LIWP seeks to provide beneficiaries with 

“access to local employment and income-earning opportunities during agricultural off-seasons; 

protect households and communities against external shocks; and rehabilitate and improve 

productive and social infrastructure” (Osei-Akoto et al., 2019, p. 5). 

The Ghana Social Opportunities Project is one of the social intervention programs 

established by the Government of Ghana (GOG) and funded by the World Bank and the 

International Development Agency (IDA) to fight poverty in the country (Osei-Akoto et al., 2019; 

World Bank, 2014).  In recent years, Ghana has attained satisfactory socio-economic development 

with no political uncertainty (ILO, 2015). However, economic growth seems not to trickle down 

equally among citizens, resulting in the reproduction of developmental inequalities and high rates 

of poverty among certain populations, especially in Northern Ghana (ILO, 2015).  As a result, the 

GOG has emphasized social protections and intervention to protect the most vulnerable and fight 

against poverty in the lagging regions. 

The Ghana Social Opportunities Project, which started in 2012, is one of the GOG’s 

strategies to close the big infrastructural and developmental disparities that exist between 

Northern and Southern Ghana, as well as reduce seasonal unemployment in Northern Ghana 

(Osei-Akoto et al., 2019). The overall goal of the project is to fight poverty and to ensure that the 

poor and the most vulnerable in the country are not excluded from Ghana’s economic growth. 

Osei-Akoto et al. (2019) outline that the LIPW component seeks to balance the recurring 

unemployment and the deficit in infrastructural development in targeted communities.  Several 

mini-projects fall under the umbrella of the LIPW program, including the construction and 
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rehabilitation of rural infrastructure (e.g., small dams, feeder roads), climate change intervention 

and soil and land conservation work (Amoah & Eshun 2013; ILO, 2015; Osei-Akoto et al., 2019). 

The LIPW project beneficiaries are often selected through a self-targeting approach and 

deliberately paid low wages (about $2 CAD daily) in the hope of attracting the targeted population 

(the neediest) while discouraging those who are less vulnerable from applying (Eshun & Dichaba, 

2019; ILO, 2015; World Bank, 2015). Empirical studies and policy documents in districts that 

participated in LIPW-GSOP identify women as the most important beneficiaries of the project 

(Eshun & Dichaba, 2019; ILO, 2015; Osei-Akoto et al., 2019), which is unsurprising given 

women are more likely to be economically vulnerable than men. Additionally, most beneficiaries 

are between the ages of 18 and 35 (Eshun & Dichaba, 2019; ILO, 2015).  This can be attributed to 

the low social and economic position occupied by young people in rural Ghana, as well as to the 

labour-intensive nature of the projects, which demand physical strength, thereby excluding or 

discouraging more elderly people.  

Impact analysis studies of the LIPW-GSOP indicate a reduction in poverty, migration and 

an increase in average consumption both at the community and individual level as a result of 

employment via the program. For example, Amoah and Eshun (2013) note from their research in 

the Upper West Region that the creation of employment in road-building projects, especially for 

rural youth, has the potential to be an excellent social intervention for reducing rural-urban 

migration. In addition, Osei-Akoto et al. (2019), in their study on the impacts of public work in 

Ghana (GSOP), identified a reduction in poverty levels in communities that were beneficiaries of 

the LIPW projects, although this cannot be attributed entirely to the LIPW intervention. 

Regardless of the numerous positive impacts of involving locals in rural road projects, the 

approach has also been associated with negative consequences, including disrupting households’ 
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main livelihood activities (Osei-Akoto et al., 2019). Research in Botswana and South Africa has 

also criticized LIPW projects for being unsustainable (i.e., providing only temporary income), 

lacking adequate technical support, exhibiting inconsistencies in terms of length of employment 

and income received, and demonstrating poor budget allocation (Asefa 1989 and McCord 2002 

cited in Amoah & Eshun, 2013; Musekene, 2013). 

2.4 YOUTH 

2.4.1 CONCEPT AND DEFINITION OF YOUTH  

The term ‘youth’ often refers to a period between the dependence of childhood and adult 

independence. Its definition is very fluid and is seen in different ways in different cultures 

(Adesiji et al., 2014; Honwana, 2012). The absence of a universal definition of the term makes it 

difficult to measure and compare data on youth across countries and regions (Gyimah-Brempong 

& Kimenyi, 2013). Indeed, scholars including Gyimah-Brempong and Kimenyi (2013), Porter et 

al. (2007) and Waldie (2004), have noted that information on rural youth remains fragmented in 

many countries and in the development literature due to inadequate data collected on rural youth, 

although that is changing (Chant & Jones, 2005; Honwana, 2012). Waldie (2004) argues that 

development policy documents hardly acknowledge youth, and in rare cases where youth are 

recognized or mentioned, this barely informs policy. 

The most common denominator in defining youth is age. However, as Honwana (2012, p. 

11) argues, “age categories are not entirely natural; they constitute cultural systems with particular 

sets of meanings and values. Age categories are embedded in personal relationships, institutional 

structures, social practices, politics, laws, and public policies”.  The link between social position 

and age is not only intricate but highly disputed, reflecting the role of power in age division 

(Honwana, 2012). 
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For statistical purposes, many international organizations and state governments have 

come up with age categories for defining youth. One internationally recognized definition is 

offered by the United Nations Secretariat, which defines youth as all individuals between the ages 

of 15 and 24 (Gyimah-Brempong & Kimenyi, 2013; United Nations Economic Commission for 

Africa, 2017). Other organizations, including Africa Union, Commonwealth, World Bank, and 

World Health Organization, categorize youth as individuals between the ages of 15-35, 15-29, 15-

24, and 10-24, respectively (United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2017).  

In Africa, the definition of youth varies across countries. Some countries, including 

Ghana, South Africa, Senegal and Tanzania, associate the term with all individuals between the 

ages of 15 and 35 years. Nigeria and Botswana, on the other hand, define youth as the ages of 12-

30 years and 14-25 years, respectively (Anyidoho et al., 2012; Gyimah-Brempong & Kimenyi, 

2013). Although age is a primary consideration in the definition of youth, the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Africa (2017, p. 4) maintains that youth is “a socially constructed life 

stage rather than simply chronological age.” It is a period of growth where characters, interests, 

and goals are formed, a stage with both risks and possibilities (Honwana, 2012). The concept and 

definition of youth changes with socio-cultural, demographic and financial circumstances. 

Honwana (2012, p. 4), in her book The Time of Youth: Work, Social Change and Politics 

in Africa, noted that the concept of youth in Africa can be explained in terms of “waithood.” The 

idea of waithood captures “a prolonged adolescence or an involuntary delay in reaching 

adulthood, in which young people are unable to find employment, get married, and establish their 

own families” (p. 4). It is this sense of “waithood” that helps account for the denigration of youth, 

their absence in the development literature, and their different understandings and experiences 

with new infrastructural development.		 
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In this study, I am treating youth as young people (both males and females) between the 

ages of 18 and 35. Most relevant organizations in Ghana define youth as individuals between the 

age of 15 and 35. I am employing this convention but raising the minimum age to 18 to avoid 

ethical issues related to obtaining informed consent from minors. In this thesis, I acknowledge that 

youth is a large category with many variables, including but not limited to age and autonomy. 

With this in mind, I have constructed a sample that includes youth from a range of social locations 

in terms of age, education, family circumstances, and wealth. 

2.4.2 YOUTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

The rapidly increasing population of young people in the world, especially in Africa, 

makes them a crucial factor in international, regional, national, and local development. Globally, 

Africa is described as the continent with the world’s youngest population (Betchoo, 2014; United 

Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2017). According to the 2019 Rural Development 

Report, about one billion of the globe’s 1.2 billion youth (15-24) dwell in developing countries, 

with rural youth comprising about half that number (Houngbo, 2019).   

 In Africa, statistics indicate that the number of young people between the ages of 15-24 in 

2015 was about 229.6 million, representing about 20% of the African population, with children 

under 15 representing a little over 40% of the population (United Nations Economic Commission 

for Africa, 2017). Beyond being home to the world’s largest proportion of young people, about 

70% of the African population is age 30 and below, a percentage expected to increase drastically 

in the next decade (Gyimah-Brempong and Kimenyi 2013; Houngbo, 2019). The figures and 

expected increase of young people in Africa is in contrast with other continents, where the 

proportion of youth has plateaued and in some cases is expected to shrink (Gyimah-Brempong & 

Kimenyi, 2013; United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2017). The United Nations 
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Economic Commission for Africa (2017) indicates that based on these figures alone, it is clear 

that the voices, choices, opportunities, and challenges of youth will play a major role in shaping 

Africa’s development.  Recognizing both the promise and challenges that come with having a 

youthful population (United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2017), the United Nations 

has encouraged the participation of young people in development, especially in Africa. 

  The 2018 World Youth Report by the United Nations Department of Economic and Social 

Affairs (UNDESA) notes that, although significant progress has been made globally in “reducing 

poverty, hunger, inequality” while improving the general well-being of the world’s most 

vulnerable, such improvements have been uneven (UNDESA, 2018, p. 5). More specifically, the 

report notes that “inequality has not only persisted but in many instances widened, with 

substantial numbers of people, including youth, excluded from full participation in economic, 

political and social life” (UNDESA, 2018, p. 12; emphasis added). The situation in Africa is not 

different from the global picture. Youth across Africa encounter many challenges, including 

poverty, unemployment, and exclusion from developmental issues (Gyimah-Brempong & 

Kimenyi, 2013; Waldie, 2004). Gyimah-Brempong and Kimenyi (2013) propose three factors that 

may significantly contribute to this challenge. The authors argue that high rates of unemployment 

among youth could be a result of slow economic growth (resulting in the low number of jobs 

being created), an economy fueled by the exploitation of resources that is capital intensive (e.g., 

requiring little labor), and/or a deficient educational system leading to a skills mismatch (Gyimah-

Brempong & Kimenyi, 2013; Honwana, 2012). Waldie (2004) elaborates that youth are often 

excluded from development policy and practice, which tends to focus on the household as the 

central unit of economic activity, and in doing so, emphasizes adult lives while overlooking the 

voices of young people. Honwana (2012, p. 165) notes that “the social processes that formerly 
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enabled youths to make a smooth transition to adulthood have been almost entirely eroded by 

endemic poverty and chronic unemployment resulting from failed neoliberal economic policies, 

bad governance, and political crises.” 

These challenges are even more severe for rural youth, especially girls. In Africa, many 

cultures attribute a lowly position to youth while rendering respect to the elderly (Porter et al., 

2010). Youth are often seen or framed as a marginalized group or a danger to themselves and a 

problem for society (Waldie 2004). These constructions diminish the capacity of youth to be 

perceived as a solution to rural development challenges on the African continent. To change the 

unfavorable narratives of youth and to involve them in development practice, “a good starting 

point would be to recognize the contributions they are already making” (Waldie, 2004, p. 7). 

According to Hoetu (2011), it is also important to have a clear and articulate framework nationally 

and across the continent to systematically address young people’s challenges. 

2.4.3 YOUTH AND MOBILITY  

The term mobility is not only a recurring keyword in literature but also what Hannam et al. 

(2006, p. 1) describe as “a powerful discourse that creates its own effects and contexts.” However, 

“the slippery and intangible nature of mobility makes it an elusive object of study” (Cresswell, 

2006, p. 1).  Yet, Cresswell (2006, p. 1) stresses that it is important we study mobility because it is 

“central to what it is to be human.” According to Hannam et al. (2006, p. 1), the term mobility 

“encompasses both the large-scale movements of people, objects, capital and information across 

the world, as well as the more local processes of daily transportation, movement through public 

space and the travel of material things within everyday life.” Mobilities in all forms include “a 

physical reality, are encoded culturally and socially and are experienced through practice”; 

mobility is “implicated in the production of power and relations of domination” (Cresswell 2010, 
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p. 20). The concept of mobility is not static; instead, “it is related in different ways, it means 

different things, to different people, in differing social circumstances” (Adey, 2006, p. 83).  For 

example, mobility can be conceptualized “as progress, as freedom, as opportunity, and as 

modernity…as shiftlessness, as deviance, and as resistance” (Cresswell, 2006, pp.1-2). 

The so-called ‘new mobilities paradigm’ challenges the static and a-mobile nature of the 

social sciences (Hannam et al., 2006; Sheller & Urry, 2006).  However, scholars including Gough 

(2008, p. 243) note that the “agenda drawn up for this mobilities paradigm is clearly based on 

Northern trends with little consideration of the South.” Although the African population has been 

described as highly mobile, little is known about the daily mobility of African young people – a 

group that forms more than half of the continent’s population (Gough 2008; Porter et al., 2007). 

The literature on African mobility has focused largely on migration, with less attention to 

individuals’ daily mobility, especially that of children and youth (Porter et al., 2007, p. 1). 

Existing research in Africa tends to focus on urban centers (Gough, 2008; Langevang & Gough, 

2009). Porter et al. (2007, p. 1) indicate that the limited focus on youth mobility in the past can 

partly be attributed to “restricted knowledge of youth’s daily mobility patterns and constraints.” 

Mobilities, both physical and virtual, play a key role in the lives of young people (Porter et al., 

2010; Porter et al., 2011).   

Youth mobility is important, and as argued by Rama (2014, p. 94), “how the youth 

maintain, sustain or expand their activity choices and action spaces has implications for their 

rights as citizens.”  It shapes their “full and effective participation, and how their agency and 

autonomy are constructed, promoted and implemented in all activities in society” (Rama, 2014, p. 

94).  For example, youth mobility is often connected to education, employment, identity 

formation, marriage, position in family and society (Gough, 2008; Porter et al., 2007; Langevang 
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& Gough, 2009). Access to mobility influences young people’s daily journeys to school or access 

to education, work, the market, health care, church, friends, lovers, relations and extensive 

migrations (Porter et al., 2010).   

Mobilities achieved or frustrated shape youth experiences and future life chances. 

According to Porter et al. (2010), mobility achieved among young people can be a source of 

enthusiasm, temptation, inclusion, opportunity, seeming success, and, at the same time, a cause of 

danger, fear, and exhaustion. On the other hand, mobility frustrated for young people can cause 

anger, exclusion, and failure. To Porter et al. (2012, p. 159), mobility promotes youth inclusion in 

social networks and facilitates the extension of social networks.  

Employing the concept of “social navigation” developed by Vigh in 2006, Langevang and 

Gough (2009, p. 743) indicate that “young people do not just move through space but navigate 

their way.” This means that although youth mobility is “intentional and goal-directed, [it] is not an 

individual free-will affair but is influenced by young people’s social position and by the shifting 

constraints and possibilities of urban space, including the relationships and networks people are 

bound up in and seek to create” (Langevang & Gough, 2009, p. 743).  

Similar to other youth life decisions, youth mobility is influenced and differentiated by 

resources (Krzaklewska, 2019). Results from empirical research in Africa indicate that rural youth 

do not experience or access transport and mobility equally; social divisions, including age, gender 

education, marital and parental status, local circumstances, and the larger cultural and economic 

context, play an important role in shaping differences in mobility among young people (Porter et 

al., 2007, p. 8). For instance, during a study in Ghana and Nigeria, it was established that girls’ 

access to transport, including bicycles and money for transport fare, is very limited as compared to 

boys’ (Porter et al., 2007).  Additionally, young girls’ mobility has been reported to be more 
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constrained by the scrutiny of their parents and elders of the community, especially once they 

reach puberty, compared to their fellow males (Porter et al., 2012). According to the authors, 

although girls’ mobility restrictions often result from good intentions, these restrictions can be a 

barrier to their education and livelihoods (Porter et al., 2012). In addition to gender, age and 

education are other important factors that also influence the mobility of young people (Porter et 

al., 2007). Understanding youth mobility and integrating youth issues, especially their 

perspectives on transport and mobility, is vital, although it will necessitate a great deal of action 

(Porter et al., 2007).  As Sheller and Urry (2006) argue, for social change to take place, multiple 

interacting mobilities are key.  

Two important concepts from the mobility studies literature that are useful in 

understanding the differential implications of road construction for differently positioned residents 

of the same rural community include the ‘politics of mobility’ and ‘mobility capital’ (‘motility’). 

The politics of mobility hinges on two arguments, which Adey (2006, p.  83) summarises as 

follows: “first, that movement is differentiated – that there is a politics to these differentials… and 

second, that it is related in different ways; it means different things, to different people, in 

differing social circumstances. In other words, mobility and immobility are profoundly relational 

and experiential”. 

 The work of Cresswell (2010) is useful for understanding the politics of mobility. The 

author defines politics as “social relations (including, classes, genders, ethnicities, nationalities, 

religious groups and other forms of group identity) that involve the production and distribution of 

power” (p. 21). Building on this explanation of politics, he conceptualizes politics of mobility as 

“the various ways in which mobilities are both productive of such social relations and produced 

by them” (p. 21). In order to develop this conceptualisation of the politics of mobility, Cresswell 
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(2010, p. 19) outlines three intertwined aspects of mobility “that interplay to produce power”: 

movement (physical movement), representation (how mobility is conceptualized or understood), 

and practice (how mobility is experienced or embodied). He argues that there is “clearly a politics 

to material movement. Who moves furthest? Who moves fastest? Who moves most often?” (2012, 

p. 21).  There is also politics in how mobility is represented both at the micro and macro level, 

whether as “adventure, as tedium, as education, as freedom, as modern, as threatening” (p. 19). 

Lastly, there is politics in how mobility is practiced, including how it is “embodied” and whether 

it is “comfortable”, “forced or free” (p. 21). Considering these three aspects of mobility helps to 

understand the various ways in which “mobility is a resource that is differentially accessed” 

(Cresswell, 2010, p. 21). 

A second concept that helps us to consider how mobility is embedded in and constituted 

through social, economic, and political processes or structures is “mobility capital”, sometimes 

referred to as motility. The notion of mobility capital addresses how individuals take control of 

the “realm of opportunities for mobility and utilize it to develop personal projects” (Flamm & 

Kaufmann, 2006, p. 168). In this framework, mobility capital comprises all factors that shape the 

possibility to be mobile in space, including “access (the conditions under which available options 

can be used), skills (required in order to use these options), and cognitive appropriation (the 

evaluation of the available options I one’s projects)” (Flamm & Kaufmann, 2006, p. 169).   

To elaborate on these three factors further, ‘access’ according to Kaufmann et al. (2004, p. 

750), “refers to the range of possible mobilities according to place, time and other contextual 

constraints, and may be influenced by networks and dynamics within territories.” Access entails 

conditions necessary for a person to optimize available means of options, including transportation 

and communication (Kaufmann & Widmer, 2006).  Elaborating the concept of access further, 
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Flamm and Kaufmann (2006) introduce the notion of an “access rights portfolio” to describe all 

available resources that a person gets the right to utilize. 

The second factor, “competence,” entails “all skills and abilities that may directly or 

indirectly relate to access and appropriation” (Kaufmann et al., 2004, p. 750). These include 

physical ability (e.g., the physical or cognitive capacity to walk, bike, drive, take transit, etc.), 

acquired skills (e.g., licenses, permits, technical competence to operate a vehicle, etc.), 

organizational skills (e.g., the ability to gain access to information or skills, read a map, operate a 

GPS, understand signage, etc.), and experiences.  Competence revolves around the “know-how” 

that permits an individual to be mobile (Kaufmann & Widmer, 2006). Lastly, appropriation entails 

how a person makes use of the range of mobility options at their disposal.  More specifically, 

appropriation refers to how actors “interpret and act upon perceived or real access and skills ... 

[and entails] strategies, values, perceptions, and habits” (Kaufmann et al., 2004, p. 750). 

Appropriation is subjective and highly dependent on options available in an individual built 

environment.  Without appropriation – the actual use of mobility options to achieve individual or 

collective projects – competence and access remain potential rather than being realised in practice.  

Flamm and Kaufmann (2006) conceptualize motility as a form of capital that can be 

bartered or exchanged for other forms of capital and “possessed and deployed to realize life 

projects, manage temporal-spatial constraints, and improve quality of life” (Cook & Butz, 2018, p. 

612). The different ways in which people experience mobility, and in this case road 

infrastructures, are established by the differential transformation of motility variables (i.e., access, 

skills, and cognitive appropriation) into mobility (Cook & Butz, 2018). Although infrastructural 

development has the potential to provide new opportunities and avenues for achieving personal or 

collective ambitions, it may also compromise mobility depending on how different people 
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experience and participate in movement (Cook & Butz, 2018).  Most often, people who fully 

appropriate road infrastructure enjoy social advantages. The ways and extent to which road 

construction translates into actual improved mobility for a given individual or social group 

depends on their practical or social access to road-based mobility and their ability to appropriate 

that access. Lack of a vehicle, lack of personal embodied mobility, lack of money, lack of the 

knowledge to make use of roads, etc., all mediate between the existence of roads and their ability 

to decrease isolation or increase mobility for particular people and segments of the population 

(Cook & Butz, 2015).  

   The concept of mobility capital as outlined above adds specificity to the “politics of 

mobility.” Not only are the benefits of road construction socially uneven, they are also socially 

differential, in that they advantage some people to the relative disadvantage of others. For 

example, in a community newly accessible by road, those people who remain without access to a 

vehicle are likely to be more disadvantaged relative to others than they were before the road was 

constructed; roads may decrease inequality among communities but may also increase inequality 

within communities, and even within households. Therefore, a single framework for explaining 

the outcome of road infrastructure and mobility that excludes social inequalities based on age, 

gender, and class, for example, prevents us from fully “exploring the exclusion of certain groups 

from the public good” (Akyelken, 2013, p. 426). My analysis in the subsequent chapters unpacks 

youth lived experiences of and perspectives on the implications of Kaasa-Zogsa and applies the 

logic of the politics of mobility and mobility capital to understand the differential impacts of the 

lived material and social implications of new roads  
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2.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter’s first main section assembled and reviewed useful literature on the 

implication of roads construction for rural development. Presenting arguments from what Gurung 

(2021) terms as road impact orthodoxies or the dominant narratives of road impacts, and critical 

scholarship that unpacks a multifaceted material and social realities of rural road construction, I 

argue that the implications of roads are complex.  While roads can undoubtedly be instruments for 

connectivity, they can equally be powerful tools for deepening vulnerabilities and social 

disconnections (Dalakoglou & Harvey, 2012; Gurung, 2021). Moreover, locals’ ability to 

experience the benefits of rural road constructions depends mainly on the assets and opportunities 

they possess (i.e., their mobility capital).  

 The chapter’s second main section focuses on broadly understanding the nature of 

community participation and its role in development projects.  Highlighting the ‘ladder of citizen 

participation’ developed by Arnstein (1969), where power redistribution is key, I present the 

prevailing view within international development literature that community participation, when 

effectively practiced (not tokenism), can be a vehicle to promote “sustainable livelihoods, 

promote good governance and alleviate poverty across the global South” (Dill, 2009, p. 717). I 

then focus more specifically on the nature and role of community participation under the LIPW-

based GSOP a model, which was employed in the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa road. 

To provide context for why my research focuses on youth, the fourth section of this 

literature review chapter was devoted to understanding how the term youth is conceptualized and 

the demographic significance of youth in relation to development. Although age is the common 

variable used in defining the term ‘youth,’ it must be recognized that youth is “a socially 

constructed life stage rather than simply chronological age (Anyidoho et al., 2012; Gyimah-

Brempong & Kimenyi, 2013; United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2017, p. 4). To 
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provide context for understanding youth experiences and their perspectives on the implications of 

rural road construction, the chapter ends with a section called “Youth and Mobility”. As part of 

this section, I review two useful mobility theories (the politics of mobility and mobility capital or 

motility) that help more fully to conceptualize the differential implications of road construction 

for differently positioned residents (e.g., between youth and adults) of the same rural community.  

Overall, this chapter provides a useful context to better understand the differential and 

uneven implications of rural roads construction in marginalized rural communities and the 

outcomes of community participation in rural development projects, including the construction of 

rural roads. The next chapter outlines the research methodology and methods I employed in the 

recruitment of research participants and the collection of primary data. 
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CHAPTER THREE:  RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 

“Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted.” 

(Albert Einstein, cited in Patton & Cochran, 2002, p. 2). 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
This chapter outlines the research methodology and methods that I employed to collect 

primary data for the thesis. Given the overall objectives of my research, which uses the case of the 

Kaasa-Zogsa Road in Northern Ghana to analyze the micro-scale differential social and material 

implications of new roads and road-building projects from the perspectives of rural youth, a 

qualitative approach was employed in my data collection (Leavy, 2014; Winchester & Rofe, 

2016). A qualitative approach allows for in-depth and empathetic understanding of how people (in 

this case, young people) in particular situations or with particular social characteristics experience, 

act in, and give meaning to their own lives and social contexts (Valentine, 2005). The chapter is 

organized into four main sections.  

In the first section, I discuss why I employed a qualitative approach, more specifically 

qualitative telephone interviews, as the method for collecting my primary data. In addition to the 

cost and time effective nature of telephone interviews, I note that travel restrictions relating to the 

COVID-19 global pandemic was a key factor in using telephone interviews rather than other ways 

of collecting my primary qualitative data. The chapter’s second and third sections provide step-

by-step details of how each group of participants (youth and experts) was recruited for the primary 

data collection. I discuss how I selected my participants using a snowball sampling technique, as 

well as the processes involved in inviting participants and receiving their consent virtually.  
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The chapter’s final section outlines how I analysed my interview data. Here I describe how 

I transcribed all 17 interviews, translated them from my native language (Buli) to English, and 

analyzed the data using latent content analysis and narrative analysis. 

QUALITATIVE TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS 

Primary data for this research was collected using in-depth qualitative telephone 

interviews. Interviews, as described by Dunn (2016, p. 150), “are excellent ways of gaining access 

to information about events, opinions, and experiences.”   Interviews are one of the key 

techniques in qualitative research because they are “sensitive and people-oriented, allowing 

interviewees to construct their own accounts of their experiences by describing and explaining 

their lives in their own words” (Valentine, 2005, p. 111). Additionally, interviews permit 

researchers to appreciate how meaning is constructed and varies among different people.  

The opinions and experiences of young people may differ significantly from other groups 

of people in a community, for reasons explained in previous sections. Interviews enabled me to 

obtain diverse meaning, experiences, and opinions on the differential social and material 

implications of rural road construction from the perspectives of young people. Semi-structured 

interviews, such as those I employed, allow the flexibility to probe for further information with 

follow-up questions to obtain a deeper understanding of participants’ perspectives and 

experiences.  

Specifically, I employed a semi-structured approach, where the interview follows a 

detailed set of topics and sub-topics, but where the wording of specific questions may vary in 

response to what participants say in their previous responses, and follow-up questions may be 

asked. The study involved interviewing three groups of participants, each using a different 

interview guide (a) 15 youth between 18-35 who reside in Zogsa; (b) the project supervisor of the 
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road construction project; and (c) the district assemblyman representing Zogsa, who was involved 

in the initiation and coordination of the project. 

Although face-to-face interviews are the conventional way of interviewing and are 

understood by many researchers as the best way to conduct interviews, I conducted the interviews 

for this study via telephone calls. As argued by Oltmann (2016, p. 12), the decision about the 

mode of an interview is a critical one and should be considered “carefully and thoughtfully, with 

appropriate consideration to both the interviewer context and the respondent context.” Telephone 

interviews are a common and well-established mode of collecting survey data in quantitative 

research. However, in qualitative research, they are often considered a mediocre alternative to 

more conventional face-to-face interviews (Holt, 2010; Novick, 2008), according to the argument 

that telephone interviews make it difficult to build rapport, respond to visual cues or observe 

context (Oltmann, 2016). This narrative has changed somewhat over the last thirty years, with 

scholars like Lechuga (2012) arguing that the characteristics that define and distinguish a great 

interview do not necessarily require the interviewer and interviewee to be in the same location. 

Moreover, the criticism levelled against the use of telephones as a mode of conducting interviews 

is not focused on the use of ‘telephone’ as a medium, but rather on the way in which it is utilized 

in social research (Taylor, 2002). Several scholars have described telephone interviews (e.g., 

Stephens, 2007) as logistically suitable, convenient, accommodating, and useful in facilitating 

increased accessibility to geographically dispersed interviewees. Additionally, telephone 

interviews have been associated with increasing privacy and anonymity while reducing 

distractions (Lechuga, 2012; Stephens, 2007). 

Telephone interviews were employed in this study because of the context of the research 

and to ensure the safety of researcher and participants.  In order to conduct face-to-face qualitative 
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interviews, I would have had to travel to Northern Ghana from Canada. This would have been 

costly and time-consuming, and indeed impossible given travel restrictions related to the current 

COVID-19 pandemic. Telephone interviews allowed me to conduct the research without traveling 

and reduced potential danger both for myself and participants. The next sections offer an outline 

of how participants were recruited as well as how telephone interviews were conducted for the 

various groups of participants. 

3.2.1 YOUTH INTERVIEWS 

Youth who participated in this research were recruited through snowball sampling. 

Snowball sampling, according to Sharma (2017), is a recruitment technique where the researcher 

employs current participants to recruit future participants from among their social networks. This 

technique is popularly used in research contexts where it is difficult for the researcher to contact 

or access prospective participants. I employed this technique as I was unavailable in the field to 

recruit participants personally. 

As a native of the Builsa North District, I had preliminary contact with a youthful member 

of the Kaasa community, who became my first interview respondent. This initial participant 

identified and referred subsequent prospective participants to me from various social locations 

within the community. Other early participants were also asked to identify and refer prospective 

participants. 

 After learning about the project, prospective participants who were interested in the 

research and willing to participate had their telephone numbers forwarded to me with their 

permission by this initial contact.  I contacted by telephone all prospective participants who had 

their contacts forwarded to me, read them the telephone invitation/consent script, and arranged a 

time for the interview after they had provided their verbal consent to be interviewed. When I 
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connected with the participant for the actual telephone interview, I began by going over the 

invitation/consent script again and asked again for their verbal consent to participate in an 

interview. I addressed any pending concerns or questions that participants had before starting the 

interview. Interviews were conducted in either English or Buli (the local dialect of the 

community) to allow for a free flow of communication and to allow non-English speakers to 

participate in the study. English is the first official language in Ghana, and with the introduction 

of free and compulsory universal basic education in 1995 most people, especially youth, speak 

basic English. Nevertheless, to allow for free expression and inclusion, interviews were conducted 

in Buli and a hybrid of Buli and English (about four interviews), digitally recorded and 

transcribed, and when necessary, translated by me into English.  

Once an interview was over, I thanked the participants for their participation in the 

research. Participants were reminded of their rights to withdraw their material from the project 

without penalty within three months after the conduct of the interview. Participants were also 

informed that (a) a copy of the final thesis will be deposited in the District Assembly Library in 

Sandema, (b) that they may request an electronic copy of the thesis if they wish, and (c) if they 

wish I will provide them with a brief plain-language summary of the research results when the 

analysis is complete. Finally, and depending on how many interviews I had completed, I asked 

participants if they were willing to identify and refer two additional youth who they thought 

would be suitable participants. If these individuals permitted their telephone numbers to be given 

to me, I then initiated the same process as outlined in the previous paragraph. This snowball 

sampling procedure continued until I reached my anticipated sample size of 15. As this process 

unfolded, I kept track of the social positionality of youth I had interviewed and encouraged 

participants to direct me toward prospective participants from social backgrounds I had not heard 
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from. In this way, I gained a rich and varied – if not statistically representative – sample of youth 

in Kaasa.   

After all interviews were conducted, participants received a follow-up thank you call for 

their involvement in the research, and to ask if they would like to add, amend or withdraw 

information based on their recollection of the interview. The majority of research participants did 

not have access to email, WhatsApp, or any other convenient way to receive either an audio file or 

hard-copy transcript of their interview (and some may not be able to read a written transcript). 

Given this circumstance, they were asked during the follow-up call if they would like to add, 

amend or withdraw information based on their recollection of the interview. Interviews lasted for 

about one and a half to two hours and were audio-recorded with the participant’s permission. 

Below is a list of youth participants by pseudonyms, age, gender, marital status, and other relevant 

information, including social positionality. It is important to note that while the convention 

employed in recruiting these participants aimed to get a wide range of youth (e.g., age, education, 

gender, autonomy), the goal of qualitative interview research is not to obtain a statistically 

representative sample, or to draw generalisations from research results. Instead, my project seeks 

to understand the lived experiences and perspectives of the young people included in the sample. 

Additionally, as will be evident in the analytical chapters, when a particular social attribute or 

characteristic (e.g., age) is relevant in participants’ perspectives or experiences, it will be noted in 

the analysis. 

• Akaawen: A 36-year-old visually impaired male, divorcee, who did not participate in the 

road construction project but was supported with funds and livestock under the JSDF and 

after the construction of the road. 
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• Akankisi:   A 26-year-old male and high school graduate, single, who did not participate 

in the road-building project because he was in school. His major source of livelihood is 

farming.   

• Anaalie: A 19-year-old female high school student, dependent on her parents, who are 

farmers. She has participated in the road-building project using her mother’s slot. Family 

farmlands were affected during the construction of the road.  

• Anagzuk: A 21-year-old male high school student, single and dependent on his parents, 

farmers, for support, alongside a buying and selling side hustle during vacations. He did 

not participate in the road-building project.            

• Apaawen:  A 19-year-old male Junior High School student, dependent on parents who are 

farmers. He participated in the road-building project using someone else details. 

• Asibi: A 35-year-old married woman and a mother with no formal education, who 

participated in the project. Asibi is a farmer who also makes shea butter for commercial 

sale. She gained capital and technical training (branding and packaging quality shea butter) 

from the road-building project and subsequent projects that came into the community to 

support locals who participated in the road construction project. 

• Ateng: A 30-year-old married man and tertiary graduate who earns his livelihood 

predominantly from farming and rearing livestock. Neither Ateng nor his wife participated 

in the road-building project; however, his mother and other relatives did. 

• Awenate:  A 35-year-old male high school graduate, married, former assemblyman of 

Kaasa. Farming is his main livelihood.  

• Awenboro: A 30-year-old married man, a farmer, who completed basic education. He 

participated in the road-building project using his mother’s details. 
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• Ayaami: A 24-year-old mother, recently (during the construction process) married into the 

community. She dropped out of school after the first year of high school and makes a 

livelihood from farming and trading. She did not participate in the road-building project. 

• Azumah: A 24-year-old married female high school graduate and seasonal farmer who is 

studying hairdressing. She did not participate in the road-building project, although she 

wanted to; other family members, including her mother-in-law, participated. 

• Lamisi: A female 18-year-old junior school student, single, who worked part-time on the 

road construction project using her mother’s details. She depends on her parents, who are 

farmers. 

• Lardi:  A 25-year-old married woman and Junior High School graduate. Her major source 

of livelihood is farming. During the off-season she engages in trading. She participated in 

the road-building project. 

• Talata: A 18-year-old female high school graduate, single and dependent on parents. After 

graduating from high school, Talata has earned some income from organizing teaching 

lessons for students from Kaasa and Zogsa. She participated in the road-building project 

using another person’s particulars. 

• Teni:  A 28-year-old married woman and a mother, who completed basic education and 

dropped out during her second year of Junior High School. Her major source of livelihood 

is farming. Since the construction of the road, she has been involved in trading using the 

money she earned from the Kaasa-Zogsa road-building project.                

3.2.2 EXPERT INTERVIEWS  

Qualitative interviews conducted with experts (project supervisor and assemblyman) were 

useful for understanding the context of Kaasa, and more specifically for understanding the 
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strategy (LIPW model) and rationale behind the construction of Kaasa-Zogsa the road. Data from 

experts were analyzed in relation to youth perspectives on the significance of the road. Expert 

interviews were useful in assessing whether the road construction model in question is effective as 

a rural development strategy. 

Both the assemblyman and project supervisor are public sector employees of the district 

assembly, whose official telephone and email contact information are available through the 

District Assembly offices. I contacted them by phone to ask if they were willing to communicate 

with me about my project. I explained the project in a telephone conversation and led them 

through the invitation/consent scripts. During the call, I arranged a convenient time for a 

telephone interview once they provided their verbal consent to be interviewed.  

The telephone interviews with these expert participants proceeded in the same way as the 

interviews with youth, except that neither the assemblyman nor project supervisor was asked to 

recruit other prospective participants. These individuals were interviewed in their official capacity 

as public officials. Once the interview was over, I thanked them for their participation in the 

research and reminded them of their right to withdraw their material from the project without 

penalty within three months after the conduct of the interview. Once again, the experts were also 

informed that (a) a copy of the final thesis will be deposited in the District Assembly Library in 

Sandema, (b) that they may request an electronic copy of the thesis if they wish, and (c) I will 

provide them with a brief plain-language summary of the research results when the analysis is 

complete. After the interviews were conducted, experts received a follow-up thank you call for 

their involvement in the research. At this time, experts were given the option to request the audio 

file of their interview to be sent to them, which they are able to listen to on their phone or other 

audio devices. They were reminded of their right to contact me to amend what they said in the 
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interview or withdraw from the study within two and three months of the time of the interview, 

respectively. Similar to the youth interviews, expert interviews lasted for between one-and-half 

and two hours and were audio-recorded with their permission. 

3.3 DATA ANALYSIS 

After conducting both youth and expert interviews, all 17 audio interviews were initially 

transcribed and translated from Buli (local language) to English and thematically analyzed. The 

translation was done with extreme care. In most cases, interviews were translated word-for-word; 

in cases where this wasn’t possible, I interpreted participants' words so as to maintain the meaning 

of the conversation.  In some of the dialogues with participants, certain words and phrases in Buli 

were impossible to directly translate word-to-word without losing the meaning and context of the 

statement, and therefore I had to use some interpretive discretion in translating their words.   

Latent content analysis, which Dunn (2016, p. 175) describes as “searching documents (in 

this case transcripts) for themes,” was employed to code and analyze data. Specifically, after 

transcribing and translating all 17 audio interviews to Microsoft Word documents, I read through 

all 17 transcripts to clean the data. Because the audio interviews were transcribed and translated 

directly from Buli to English quickly, this was an important step to check for errors and make sure 

every word was in context. Secondly, I read through the transcripts a couple of times to 

conceptualize and identify general themes in the data.  I then thoroughly re-read through each 

transcript and made notes (e.g., summaries of statements/ words) on the data. These notes were 

useful for identifying and developing generic codes for my data. Results were initially grouped 

into basic codes under broad categories and then refined a couple of times using more codes as 

new trends and commonalities emerged from the data. Refined categories and codes were then 

organized in Microsoft Word and substantiated with quotations from transcripts. 
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 In addition to coding and assigning themes to my data, I employed narrative analysis, 

which Gibbs (2007, p. 59) labels as a “natural way of conveying experience.”   According to 

Smith (2016), narrative analysis is a methodology that focuses on sharing stories. Specifically, I 

used a thematic narrative analysis, a form of narrative analysis that focuses on the “content within 

the story – what is said, what topically and thematically surfaces in the realm of a story’s content” 

(Smith, 2016, p. 207). Here, instead of focusing on just words or breaking apart my data into tiny 

bits, also known as ‘overcoding,’ my analysis focused on stories by considering the experiences 

and the socio-cultural constructions of participants. By focusing not only on what participants said 

but “how they said, why they said and what they felt and experienced” (Gibbs, 2007, p. 71), I was 

able to capture individual stories and experiences of the newly constructed road. 

3.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter outlines the research methodology and methods that were employed in 

assembling primary data for the thesis. Specifically, as I have indicated in the earlier sections of 

the chapter, qualitative telephone interviews were used to collect primary data from each group of 

participants (youth and experts). The decision to use telephone interviews instead of the 

conventional face-face interviews centered strongly on restrictions relating to the global COVID-

19 pandemic, which made traveling to Kaasa in Ghana impossible.  

In the subsequent sections, I outlined the step-by-step processes used to recruit 15 youth 

participants and two experts using snowball sampling and soliciting information from the district 

assembly. Additionally, I discuss how the process of obtaining consent from participants 

unfolded.  Lastly, the final section of the chapter unpacks how I analyzed the large volume of 

qualitative data obtained from the field, using thematic and narrative analytical methods. It is 
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important to note that ethics clearance for this study was granted by the Brock University Social 

Science Research Ethics Board (file# 20-094).  

Having outlined my methodology, I am now in a position to address my first research 

question in the following chapter: What are the social and material implications of involving 

locals in the road-building process? 
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CHAPTER FOUR: SCALE AND IMPACT OF LOCAL PARTICIPATION IN THE KAASA-

ZOGSA ROAD BUILDING PROCESS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

This chapter seeks to answer my first research question: What are the social and material 

implications for involving locals in the Kaasa-Zogsa road-building process? Addressing this 

question involves understanding the construction process, its implementation, and how residents 

of Kaasa were involved in the project.  

The first section of the chapter briefly summarises the Kaasa-Zogsa road building process, 

including its implementation and community participation. Here, I argue that despite numerous 

calls to fully involve residents in community development projects (Dill, 2009; Osei-Akoto et al., 

2019; Porter, 2012), residents of Kaasa were only superficially involved in the construction 

process.  Residents were recruited as laborers for the project while the planning was done by 

international and national stakeholders in consultation with local stakeholders, including the 

assemblyman, chiefs, and elders of the community. The section also provides a brief overview of 

a Japan Social Development Fund (JSDF) initiative that was implemented after the road’s 

construction, and which participants closely linked to the road project. 

The second section scrutinizes the implications of community members’ participation (in 

this case, providing manual labour) in the road-building project. Drawing on my interview 

transcripts, I describe six main themes that provide insights into youths’ experiences of, and 

perspectives on the implications for involving residents (both youth and non-youth) in the road-

building project. These main themes include income and employment opportunities, skill 

acquisition, rural-urban migration, sense of achievement, responsibility and ownership of the road, 

influence on agriculture, and unity/conflict. An overarching motif in my discussion of these 
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individual themes is the influence of the Japan Social Development Fund (JSDF) on people’s 

perceptions and experiences of the road-building project. 

The chapter’s third section briefly outlines three incidental by-products of the Kaasa-

Zogsa road construction: the destruction of resources, exposure to hazards, and income and 

employment generation.  Here, I focus on the outcomes of the road-building process for locals and 

community, as distinct from the impacts of involving locals in the construction discussed in the 

second section. By asking participants and experts to share their perspectives and experience of 

the road-building process, I seek to highlight some of the implications of the road-building 

process in marginalized rural communities. 

The chapter concludes by highlighting that, while the implementation of the LIPW 

initiative under GSOP only superficially involved community members and local stakeholders in 

the planning process (i.e., Arnstein’s “tokenism”), it did achieve some of its goals in the 

community.  For example, the initiative provided residents with short-term seasonal employment, 

increased a sense of ownership of the road, provided a sense of achievement, influenced 

agriculture, and reshaped relations of unity and conflict. I conclude that the JSDF initiatives which 

succeeded the road-building project played a huge role in intensifying the outcomes of involving 

locals in the project (i.e., using their physical strength to work) and the overall implications of the 

road on locals. 

4.2 THE KAASA-ZOGSA ROAD BUILDING PROCESS AND COMMUNITY 

PARTICIPATION 

	
 As highlighted in my literature review, there have been increasing calls for local 

community involvement in developmental projects by many institutions and countries (Dill, 2009; 

Osei-Akoto et al., 2019; Porter, 2012). Analyzing data from both expert and youth interviews, this 
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section focuses on the implementation of the Kaasa-Zogsa road-building project and the ways in 

which community members were involved in the project. Here, I briefly outline how the 

construction process unfolded, identifying the key stakeholders involved, their level of 

participation, and participants’ perceptions of the project.  

The planning process was carried out by international (e.g., donors), national (e.g., project 

managers, consultants), and district (e.g., engineers and project supervisor) actors in consultation 

with local elite stakeholders (e.g., the assemblyman, chiefs, and community elders). In my 

interviews with experts (project supervisor and assemblyman) and youth, the consensus was that 

community members and perceived beneficiaries were not involved in the planning process. The 

project supervisor attested to this by indicating that “Mostly they [community members] were 

largely engaged in the implementation and as for planning it is done here in consultation with 

stakeholders within the assembly and the chiefs and community elders.” In many instances, the 

involvement of the assemblyman, chiefs, and community leaders also had the added role of 

disseminating information regarding road construction to community members.  

Relating this to Arnstein’s (1969) framework, the nature of community participation 

during the road construction project (according to the participants’ narratives) was limited to the 

lowest (non-participation) and second degree (tokenism) of participation where locals, even local 

elite stakeholders, had little influence in the planning process for the project (Erdiaw-Kwasie et 

al., 2020; Ianniello et al., 2019; Owusu, 2014). Based on my conversations with interview 

participants, locals were only informed and recruited to provide manual labor for the project, 

including cutting grasses and trees along the footpath, fetching water, crushing stones, and, most 

commonly, digging, shovelling, spreading, and compacting gravel. 
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Although this was not explicitly stated during my interviews, one reason for the lack of 

more participatory involvement of community members relates to the cost of implementation and 

the practicality of undertaking such a task. For example, reports on LIPW projects show that 

beneficiaries’ lack of or inadequate participation in planning a project is explained by the extra 

cost such participation would entail (Osei-Akoto et al., 2019). Nevertheless, most participants 

seemed satisfied with their level of participation and that of other community members, citing that 

they elected the assemblyman to represent them in cases like this. According to one of my 

participants, Anaalie, a 19-year-old female high school student: 

I was satisfied because the planning was done by the assemblyman and all of us in the 
community can’t go to the assembly to do the planning of the road construction, and that is 
why we elected someone to lead us, which is the assemblyman. (Interview #6) 
 

  Despite this common perspective, a few participants expressed some dissatisfaction with 

the level of participation, arguing that it would have been more productive if the project widely 

involved community members in the planning process. Anagzuk, a 21-year-old student who 

participated briefly in the project, noted that:  

You know they say two heads are better than one, so if all of us were to be part of the 
planning, it would have helped improve the work compared to just two or three people… it 
would have helped. (Interview #2) 
 
While a reasonable portion of participants indicated they had learned about the project 

from the assemblyman and elders of the community, a few participants, on the other hand, shared 

that they only heard about the project during the recruitment of laborers for the project. 

Recruitment of workers for the Kaasa-Zogsa road project was accomplished through the Labour-

Intensive Public Works (LIPW) initiative under the Ghana Social Opportunities Project, funded 

by the World Bank. In a conversation with the project supervisor, he highlighted the objectives of 
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employing the LIPW model in the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa, which strongly aligns with 

the goals of GSOP: 

To actively get community members in decision making and development so that they 
own the facility as well as acquire skills and knowledge regarding construction of roads…. 
to provide some money to community members and to curb the rampant movement of 
youth and married women who move out of the community to search for jobs in the cities 
during the dry season. So, the main idea is that after the project they would have acquired 
skills and knowledge that would easily get them in construction jobs. (Project supervisor). 
 
The study findings indicate that most of the locals who participated in the Kaasa-Zogsa 

road building were women. In addition to the recruitment process that targeted women, 

deliberately paying low wages to attract the very poor in the community discouraged many men in 

Kaasa from participating in the project (Eshun & Dichaba, 2019; World Bank, 2015). This finding 

resonates with most empirical studies on GSOP, including Eshun and Dichaba (2019) and Osei-

Akoto et al. (2019), and matches the objectives of GSOP, which seeks to self-target women 

through the payment of low wages.  

Ironically, although the nature of the work is labor intensive and requires a lot of physical 

strength, less preference was given to youth in the community, except for some young women in 

their 20s who were considered to be in a peculiar or difficult situation (e.g., unemployed young 

mothers). Nevertheless, most people who actively worked on the project (informally) were youth, 

mostly between 18 years to late 20s. Conversations with some of my younger (18-21 years) 

participants revealed that, although they were not directly and formally enrolled to work on the 

project, they were able to use the details of an older adult who was registered to work. According 

to the project supervisor, the logic for not directly recruiting these younger youth is to prevent 

school dropout for quick money; hence, young people were only allowed to work on vacations 

and weekends using their parents’ or other people’s details. 
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An important observation that emerged from my interviews as participants talked about 

the implications for involving them in the project is the role and influence of the Japan Social 

Development Fund. Judging from my interviews, most participants did not recognize this as a 

separate program as it was also implemented under GSOP, thus targeting the very people that 

participated in the project. The Japan Social Development Fund (JSDF) is a multi-sector grant 

established in 2000 by the World Bank and the Government of Japan. According to the Japan 

Social Development Fund Annual Report for Fiscal Years, 2019–2020, the fund was established 

to: 

Mitigate the far-reaching effects of the global financial crises in the late 1990s on the 
poorest and most vulnerable groups… And subsequently broadened to support innovative 
activities that benefit and provide livelihood improvement opportunities to the most 
disadvantaged groups in eligible developing countries. (p. 1) 
 
In Ghana, JSDF is implemented by the Ghana Social Opportunities Programme.  Often, 

beneficiaries of the GSOP projects are the same people who enrolled in the JSDF.  The specific 

purpose of the recent JSDF grant to Ghana (US$2.75 million, ending in 2018) according to the 

Japan Social Development Fund Annual Report for Fiscal Years, 2019–2020 was: 

To improve incomes of the extremely poor households by enabling them to manage their 
small farm and non-farm activities more productively and sustainably. The grant supported 
the piloting of mechanisms through which extremely poor beneficiaries of existing safety 
net programs under the Ghana Social Opportunities Project (GSOP) could develop 
sustainable livelihoods in extremely poor rural communities located in six districts of the 
Upper East Region. The beneficiaries received: (i) business and skills training; (ii) start-up 
grants based on simple business plans developed during training; and (iii) on-the-job 
coaching and mentoring. (p. 61) 
 

In Kaasa, most JSDF beneficiaries were the people who participated in the road-building project, 

with the exception of some vulnerable persons, including the disabled and aged. As will be 
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evident in the subsequent section and fifth chapter of my thesis, participants closely linked the 

impacts of the JSDF to their involvement in and experience of the road project.  

In conclusion, as briefly described above, the Kaasa-Zogsa road’s strategy did not fully or 

directly engage locals of the community in the initiation and planning process of the project. 

Instead, the planning process was executed on residents’ behalf in consultation with the 

assemblyman, chiefs, and elders of the community.  The nature of locals’ participations in the 

project failed to achieve the objective of actively involving locals in decision-making and 

development as outline by the project supervisor. Although most participants seem satisfied with 

their level of participation (i.e., being recruited to work for wages), a few participants felt a broad-

based consultation in the planning process would have yielded better results. As will become more 

evident in the chapter’s next section, the outcomes of involving locals in the project have been 

closely linked to the JSDF, which was implemented in Kaasa immediately after the road’s 

construction.   

4.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR INVOLVING LOCALS IN THE PROJECT 

	
As discussed earlier, the Kaasa-Zogsa road was constructed using the LIPW initiative- 

where local labor was sourced in the construction of the road. This section examines the 

implications for involving locals in the road building process and assesses whether the rationale 

behind the strategy used in constructing the road is effective as a rural development strategy. 

Using quotations from youth interviews, six themes are developed to comprehend the implications 

of involving community members in developmental projects associated with the road’s 

construction. These six major themes include: income and employment opportunities, skill 

acquisition, rural-urban migration, ownership of the road/sense of achievement, influence on 

agriculture, and unity/conflict. 
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4.3.1 INCOME/EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES  
	

One of the major objectives of the LIPW initiative under GSOP is to provide income-

earning and local employment opportunities for the poor in marginalized rural communities 

(Eshun 2020; Osei-Akoto et al., 2019). Partial achievement of this objective was evident in the 

Kaasa community. During my interviews, participants attested that their involvement and other 

community members' participation (i.e., recruited to work as laborers) in the project had generated 

some income and employment opportunities. For example, participants who participated in the 

project noted that they received bi-weekly wages, but also emphasised the insufficiency of the 

payments they received, especially when considering the time- and energy-consuming nature of 

manually working on the project. For example, Teni, 28-year-old married woman who worked on 

the project full-time, stated that: 

The work was very difficult whereas the pay was small when we were working you could 
dig very well for them to mark you 7 cedis a day (about $1.6 CAD) so at the end of the 
month you would only get like 149 or 150 cedis. However, at the end of the month, your 
hands will be full of blisters, and you can’t complain too because you really need the 
money. (Interview #1) 

 
According to interview participants, the wages earned from directly working on the project 

could only cater to their basic needs (e.g., food, soap, and in the case of students, stationery). One 

of my participants, Talata, a student, indicated, “we the young people who participated, we got 

some money to buy some things we need for school” (Interview# 8).  Providing more context, 

Ayami, a mother, indicated: 

I think that monthly money was very helpful; even if you do not have soap to wash your 
kids’ clothes or money to buy foodstuff or money to buy sandals for your kid, you can use 
that money. The money helped solved a lot of petty but important issues in our lives. 
(Interview #10) 
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In addition to the scant wages earned from directly working on the project, almost all of 

my participants attributed significant income and employment opportunities to the subsequent 

JSDF initiatives.  As stated earlier, except for two of my participants who identified the JSDF as a 

separate project, other youth participants were not aware that the JSDF was independent from the 

LIPW model used in the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa road. Therefore, most of my participants 

attributed outcomes of the JSDF, including long-term employment opportunities, livestock, and 

business start-up kits, to their participation in the road-building project.  For example, Azumah, 

one of my participants, who did not participate in the project, had this to say about beneficiaries of 

the road project: 

During the construction process, as I stated, I did not participate, but I learned they use to 
mark their names daily then pay them. After that, they came back, gave them many gifts, 
and placed them into groups. Because most women here have no skills to start a business, 
so they trained people about rearing animals/livestock. Others were trained in making shea 
butter, rice, and kulikuli [local snack made out of peanuts]. So, they were grouped into their 
preferred skills and trained so that after the project, they will get something to do. Most of 
the animals given to them have reproduced other young ones; some have sold to start a 
business. My own mother-in-law learned how to make kulikuli; she was given everything 
she needs to start her business, so today she is independent and has her own business. 
(Interview #13) 
 
As evident in Azumah’s narrative, income and employment opportunities generated by 

JSDF are understood as products of participating in the road project. This perception was dominant 

among most participants, and strongly expressed throughout the subsequent themes discussed 

below.  Like most empirical studies on the LIPW initiative (Eshun & Dichaba, 2019; Osei-Akoto et 

al., 2019), this section highlights that the involvement of locals in the road-building project was 

useful in providing temporal or short-term employment and income for their basic needs.  

However, most sustained long-term employment opportunities and income opportunities locals 

involved in the road-building project experienced were generated by the JSDF. 
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4.3.2 SKILL ACQUISITION 
	

A second major theme that emerged as participants shared their experiences and 

perspectives on involving locals in the road-building project is skill acquisition. Like the theme of 

income and employment opportunities discussed above, participants closely linked skills acquired 

from JSDF to the road-building project. For example, most research participants told me that 

experts travelled from outside the community to train them in local snack (Kulikuli) making, shea 

butter production, rice farming, and other skills that would be useful to start a business using local 

resources. As evident in quotations below, these skills have been instrumental for providing long-

term livelihoods for some members of the Kaasa community. 25-year-old Lardi, who participated 

in the road-building project, narrated that: 

For example, I was at home, I was not into business, but when the project came, they 
taught us how to make shea butter. Now I make some for sale, and people buy. Others are 
also into the rearing of livestock; they also make money from selling the animals. Others 
are also into rice farming. We learned most of these skills from the project like after the 
construction of the road, they organized us and taught us all the skills I listed. (Interview 
#4) 
  

Similarly, 35-year-old Asibi, who is currently a trader, said: 

After the construction of the road, there were a lot of benefits; for example, an NGO came 
and selected some of us, then they asked what we each did, and based on our responses, 
they trained us in different fields ranging from livestock rearing to shea butter production. 
After the training, they came back and provided with start-up kits…they brought people 
from outside the community to teach us how to make and package quality shea butter. 
(Interview #5) 
 
Only a few participants noted that locals had acquired useful skills from directly working 

on the construction project. Specifically, a couple of male interview participants emphasized their 

ability to make basic repairs to the road once it gets damaged. A few other male participants noted 

that working on the road project had equipped them with the necessary skills to work on 
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construction-related jobs. Awenboro, a male participant who worked on the project, narrated that, 

“Today as we are speaking, if they bring any construction job, all those who participated in the 

project can go and work, it is like we have been trained how to do construction work” (Interview# 

11). 

As evident from the discussion above, local labourers on the Kaasa-Zogsa road project 

acquired skills both from directly working on the road project and from the JSDF. Reading from 

the transcripts, most of my female participants focused on the skills acquired from JSDF, while 

male participants highlighted the skills acquired from working on the project. As will be seen in 

the next section, skills acquired by locals have not only helped generate income for locals but 

have played a critical role in reducing rural-urban migration. 

4.3.3 RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION  

Rural-urban migration in Ghana is well-established in the literature (Amoah & Eshun, 

2013; Awumbila et al., 2014). Rural-urban migration is the most common form of migration in 

Ghana.  It accounts for about 70% of all internal migration and is generally attributed to seasonal 

unemployment and economic difficulties in rural areas (Amoah & Eshun, 2013; Pickbourn, 2018). 

The Northern sector of Ghana, which is predominantly rural, has been identified as a zone of high 

internal out-migration (Anarfi et al., 2003), due in part to the prolonged seasonal dryness and high 

prevalence of poverty (Amoah & Eshun, 2013; Pickbourn, 2018). 

During my interviews, local youths and experts claimed that local participation in the 

road-building project reduced out-migration to major cities, especially during the road 

construction process itself. Participants stressed that seasonal unemployment, especially during 

non-farming seasons, pushes many community members, and especially the youth, to the cities in 

search of jobs. In this context, the news about community members working on the road project 
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with pay served as motivation for some locals to stay in the village. Providing details on the 

impact of locals’ participation regarding rural-urban migration, two participants (Anagzuk and 

Lamisi) narrated that: 

During the year they were building the road, rural-urban migration was minimized because 
you know people move from rural areas to the cities because of work but because of this, 
although people still left it was minimized it was not like the previous year. (Interview #2). 
 
Most of those who go to south [migrate], when they heard about the construction of the 
road, some stayed back, and others went, those who went when they returned, they were 
regretting, they said if they knew they would have stayed back to work on the project. 
(Interview #9) 
 
A few participants noted that, although out-migration had reduced during the construction 

period, some community members still migrated after the project. For example, 30-year-old 

Ateng, referencing subsequent youth migration after the project, shares that “Yes, they did because 

that year majority of the young ones did not go to down south. It was after the subsequent years 

that some went” (Interview #3). It is evident from Ateng’s narrative that some community 

members, especially the youth, had resorted to regular seasonal migration to cities in search of 

jobs following the project’s completion.  Reading from the transcripts, one explanation that can be 

provided for the subsequent migration of some youth after the project is their exclusion from the 

JSDF. Locals who did not seasonally migrate in subsequent years are those who were equipped 

with long-term skills and opportunities from the JSDF. For example, one of my participants, Teni, 

a 28-year-old married woman and mother, who became a trader after the construction of the road 

and the JSDF initiative, shares that: “Now that I have a business, I don’t even think of going to 

Kumasi” (Interview #1). Other participants also highlighted that their motivation to migrate had 

significantly reduced because they have to remain in the community to take care of their livestock, 
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earned from the JSDF. Also, many highlighted they were making decent income from skills 

learned through the JSDF.   

As briefly discussed, while the road construction project itself reduced out-migration and 

seasonal unemployment and income, its effect was not sustainable, because it only provided 

income for a short period of time. Rather, participants attributed the subsequently reduced out-

migration mainly to the implementation of the JSDF. This is evident as seasonal out-migration 

among the beneficiaries of the JSDF was low. Those youth who were not formally registered as 

labourers on the road project and who didn’t access the benefits of the JSDF were more likely to 

migrate after the project’s completion. This finding resonates with Eshun and Dichaba (2019), 

who found that the impact of the LIPW programs alone on rural youth migration is insignificant. 

The next section briefly examines how locals’ participation in the project influences agriculture in 

the community. 

4.3.4 IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE  

 As established in earlier sections of the thesis, Kaasa is a predominantly agricultural 

community, so it is not surprising that interview participants had lots to say about the implications 

of the road construction process for agriculture in the community. Some participants felt that 

residents’ involvement in the construction process had negatively impacted agriculture, partly 

because some locals spent significant time working on the project at the expense of their farm 

work, especially during the farming season. For example, Teni highlighted that “the road building 

process started in May, which was our farming season. That was the major challenge, but we 

manage to do it because it was flexible” (Interview #1). Participants who shared this sentiment 

noted that being paid biweekly – earning “quick money” as described by some – encouraged many 
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people to continue working a little longer into the farming season. For example, Ateng, a 30-year-

old married man and farmer said: 

That year, a lot of people did not go to their farms because of the money. People wanted 
money, so they were seriously working on the road, and the time was also going. By the 
time they thought of going back to their farms, it was late, and even if they go there to 
cultivate, they won’t get anything out of it, so I think that year, a lot of people missed their 
farms. Only a few people who were not employed went to their farms, and then there were 
some who got employed, but it got to the point that they left the work and went to their 
farms. Also, that year if you wanted people to work on your farm for you, you won’t get 
them... nobody will come because they were getting money through the road construction. 
(Interview #3) 
 
As evident from Ateng’s quotation, delay in undertaking farm work not only affected the 

agricultural productivity of those employed on the road, but also the productivity of farmers who 

rely on or hire other locals, especially youth and women, to work on their farms. Moreover, in 

addition to affecting agricultural productivity, delays and in some cases women’s refusal to go to 

the farm contributed to emotional stress and conflicts for many married couples, as discussed in 

the next theme (unity and conflicts) below. 

On the other hand, some interview participants – especially those who understood 

themselves as beneficiaries of the project and JSDF – argued that involving community members 

in the construction of the road did not negatively impact agriculture. These participants claimed 

that the road work during the rainy (i.e., agricultural) season was very flexible, such that they 

were permitted to work on their farms before or after their road-building tasks for the day. 

According to 35-year-old Asibi, who actively worked on the project: 

By involving us in the project, I did not see any negative impact. Regarding agriculture, as I 
started on earlier, the project was dominated by women, so the men were working on the 
farm; even with that, we did not spend the whole day on the project. Once we are done with 
the task for the day, we go back to our farms. (Interview #7) 
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Some participants suggested that working on the project actually boosted their agricultural 

productivity, as the money they earned was used to purchase farm inputs.  One participant, 

Awenboro, narrated that: 

It did not interfere with agriculture; it rather helped because after working and getting 
money, you can use the money to buy some fertilizer for your farm, so it rather helped. 
Unless you don’t like working because after working on the project you can still go and 
work on your farm. (Interview #11) 
 
As evident in the discussion above, there was no clear consensus on the impact of 

involvement with road construction on household agricultural production. Those who argued that it 

had negatively impacted agriculture noted delays in undertaking farm work and reduced 

availability of farm labour; others cited improved agricultural productivity through the purchase of 

farm inputs.  

4.3.5 UNITY AND CONFLICTS 

Another prominent narrative that emerged as participants narrated their involvement in the 

construction process was that the project fostered unity among community members. Many 

participants noted that working on the road construction had brought them closer as a community 

and increased their feeling of togetherness. Older participants stressed increased intra-community 

support for each other, including assisting each other to finish their daily road-construction tasks; 

younger participants emphasized the opportunity presented by working on the road to network 

and build meaningful friendships with others outside their immediate community. 

 It also brought about a lot of unity, as I narrated about us working on the project, we were 
each given a plot to work on, so if you finish yours and your friend is still working on 
theirs, you can go and help your friend to finish and get the mark for the day, so there was 
a lot of love and togetherness because of how we were helping each other. (Asibi, 35yrs, 
Interview #5) 
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The road-building process helped me make a lot of friends because when we were working 
on the project, I met many people on the site that became my friends. Also, I was happy, 
and there was peace of mind because when we were working, we were not fighting but 
happy. (Talata, 18yrs, Interview #8)  
 
Moreover, participants emphasised that the project also strengthened the relationship 

between Kaasa and neighboring communities, especially Zogsa. Some participants indicated that 

although the two communities are close in terms of proximity, their residents had previously been 

strangers to each other. For example, according to Awenboro, “The people who worked on the 

road were both from Kaasa and Zogsa, so it brought us together. Some people did not even know 

each other, but the road building brought them together and felt like we were one. (Interview #11)		

Beyond just getting to know each other, some locals from both communities intensified 

their bond by forming groups to support each other.  According to Temi: 

You see, Kaasa and Zogsa, although we are close, we are different and do our things 
differently; we hardly come together, but during the road building process, we became 
very united and close. We, the women, even formed groups for saving, but before the road, 
we did not have that union but now, it’s so nice. (Interview #1) 
 
As evident in Teni’s narrative above, women road workers from both communities formed 

groups to support each other financially through micro-savings. 

Although most of my participants stressed that locals’ involvement in the project had 

promoted unity among community members and between neighbouring communities, a few noted 

some disturbances. The first source of conflict relates to the selection criteria for working on the 

road. Some residents felt that the selection did not effectively cater to those who are poor. This 

continues to be a contentious issue, especially after the JSDF intervention, where participants in 

the road project were also beneficiaries under the JSDF. Quotations from Ayaami and Awenate 

illustrate this point: 
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  Also, there was an issue with some people feeling left out of the project, but again the sub-
chiefs and myself as the then assemblyman convened them and told them we did not want 
any issue and even placed a law, so nothing happened again. (Interview #14) 

 
There are issues because in Kaasa here some people were selected and others like me we 
were not selected, but they rather selected people from other communities, so it brought a lot 
of misunderstanding and conflicts. Also, some of the young people were not allowed to work, 
like there was this young person who really wanted to work but they did not allow, so he used 
his mother’s card, but when the benefits (things shared to those who worked on the project), 
he was excluded so he just had to leave the project and travel to south to work, you see, and 
all he was trying to do was to get money to support his education. (Interview #10) 
 
Lastly, the road construction process highlighted some of the persisting gender inequalities 

in the community. A few participants highlighted that some husbands were unhappy with their 

wives’ decision to work on the road project during the farming season at the expense of working 

on the family farm. This brought about friction and quarrels given the reduction in household 

labor for their farms.  Explaining some of the reasons for the quarrels, 26-year-old Akankisi 

narrates that:  

During the construction of road and because they were working, most people did not go to 
their farms, and some people are there, let’s say the women if they go to work, they leave 
only their husbands at home to go to the farm, but as he is at home and working on the farm 
alone, he will not be pleased, and so when the woman goes home, she and her husband will 
have issues. (Interview #7) 
 
To summarise, the discussion above highlights that the involvement of locals in the 

construction process had a mixed impact on unity in the community ranging from increasing 

togetherness among locals and even among neighboring communities on the one hand, to conflicts 

among community members and within families on the other. The following section focuses on 

how involving locals in the project influenced their sense of achievement and ownership of the 

road. 
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4.3.6 OWNERSHIP OF THE ROAD AND SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT 

An old African adage that resonates with the people of Kaasa in relation to their 

participation in the road-building project is, “Once you carry your own water, you will learn the 

value of every drop.” During my interviews, participants highlighted that their involvement in 

constructing the road through their physical strength had greatly influenced how they value and 

take care of the road. A few participants made comments including “we do not joke with it or use 

it anyhow” (Interview# 6) and “everyone has become a watchdog of the road” (Interview #14). In 

addition, and closely linked to skill acquisition, participants recounted that community members 

have taken the initiative to undertake maintenance and repair work on the road to prevent 

deterioration. For example, 19-year-old Anaalie recounts that: 

Because we [community members] took part in the road building process, we will not sit 
and watch the road deteriorate. When water starts washing away a part of the road, we will 
not sit down and watch the water spoil the road in a big way or create potholes in the road 
to bring about disturbances; rather, we will go and work on it and make it in such a way that 
the water will not wash away the road. (Interview #6)  

 
Moreover, participants expressed deep satisfaction with working on the project. They felt 

proud and excited to have contributed to the road’s construction, impacting their everyday lives. 

This strong sense of achievement is highlighted in the quotations below by Awenboro and 

Azumah, who narrated that: 

 We are so proud of ourselves because some people still don’t believe that it was “human 
beings” [manually constructed] who constructed the road. They keep asking is it humans 
that have constructed the road this nicely, anytime we hear these statements, it makes us so 
proud. (Interview #11) 
 
The project brought a lot of happiness to the community because most of them were able 
to work on the project especially constructing a good road that wherever you want to go, 
you can go freely and safely. So, it brought a lot of happiness to Kaasa and Zogsa, 
especially those who participated. (Interview #13) 
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The section above briefly highlights that locals’ involvement in the road construction 

process plays a significant role in increasing a sense of ownership and a strong feeling of 

achievement. This finding aligns with Mwiru’s (2015) work, where community participation at 

the local level in development projects at Dodoma Municipal Council in Tanzania increased a 

sense of ownership.  

 Drawing together the discussion above, this main section outlines six implications of 

involving locals in the Kaasa-Zogsa road construction. As evident, the outcomes of these 

implications are mixed among locals who participated in the project, and heavily reliant on the 

JSDF. In addition, although the majority of these implications align with the objectives of the 

LIPW initiative (see Osei-Akoto et al., 2019), some of the benefits were superficial and not 

sustained, especially income and employment opportunities and the reduction of out-migration. 

Expanding on the discussion of the implications of the road-building process, the next section 

shifts away from the implications of involving the locals as labourers in the project and focuses 

more broadly on some of the incidental negative and positive by-products of the road-building 

process in Kaasa. 

4.4 UNINTENDED IMPLICATIONS OF KAASA-ZOGSA ROAD BUILDING PROCESS 

Having discussed the implication of involving locals in the road construction process, this 

section highlights three incidental and to some extent unanticipated consequences of the road 

construction process at the community level, drawing on both experts and youth interviews. 

Across the interviews, three themes emerged, two of which highlight negative by-products and the 

other, a positive. The former includes the destruction of resources and health hazards, while the 

latter focuses on employment and income opportunities.  
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One significant incidental consequence of road-building emphasized by participants was 

the destruction of resources, including farmlands and economic trees, that served as sources of 

livelihood for community members. According to the project supervisor, although this was 

inevitable, it was a major worry for both international and local stakeholders, as well as 

community members, even before the projects commenced. Kaasa is predominantly a farming 

community where over 90% of community members rely on agriculture for a source of living.  

Interviews revealed that the destruction of farmlands without any compensation was a bitter pill 

for affected residents to swallow.  According to the project supervisor, some systematic steps 

were taken to gain permission from landowners to appropriate their land for the road:  

When we realize that someone’s land would be affected before we go ahead or do 
anything on the land, the assemblyman, subchiefs, and I meet up with the landowner and 
explain. We let them know we are not taking their land; we took time to carry out the 
survey work so that it would not eat much into your land, so this the only portion that 
would be eaten into, and sometimes lucky enough, it might be close to the person house, 
so the person already knows the benefits he/she will derive when the road is finally 
constructed. So, they were instances we go, and the person says I have no problem at all. 
(Project supervisor)  

 

The intervention of local stakeholders and some community members’ eagerness to finally 

be connected to the district’s road network made it difficult for residents whose farmlands were 

affected to fight against the destruction of their farmlands. One of my participants, Akaawen, 36 

years had this to say:  

As the saying goes, majority carries the vote, so even if your land was affected, because of 
the way everyone wanted the road and how you yourself have suffered on the path, you 
would permit them to go ahead with the road. (Interview #15) 
 

In addition to some loss of farmland, numerous trees were cut down during the road’s 

construction. In my interview with the project supervisor, he recounted that “over three hundred” 

trees (mostly trees with economic value) were cut down in the process of constructing the road. In 
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addition to the environmental implications of cutting trees, including deforestation and ecological 

depletion (Nwokoro & Chima, 2017), cutting trees during the construction process revamped 

charcoal burning in the community, a strongly discouraged activity. Although the socio-economic 

significance of charcoal production (see Figure 4) for rural dwellers is well recorded in Africa, the 

activity is frowned upon due to its contribution to woodland degradation (Aabeyir et al., 2016). 

Nevertheless, interviews revealed that some residents, especially charcoal burners, were excited 

about the cutting of trees during the construction process, with others reportedly using the 

construction process as an excuse to cut and burn additional trees. Ayaami, a 24-year-old mother, 

shared that: “The trees that were cut down, most of we the women use to collect them and bring 

home for firewood which means you won’t remove money for charcoal, so I think it was very 

beneficial for everyone” (Interview #13) 

A few of my participants who are more enlightened about the implications of cutting down 

trees expressed their dissatisfaction. A 21-year-old high school student had this say: 

Although we are told not to cut down trees, some people still cut trees for charcoal 
burning. So, some were happy because it was an opportunity for them to get charcoal, so 
they were not worried. But someone like me, I was worried because that is the end of that 
tree, I saw it to be a negative impact on my life, but some of them saw it as an opportunity 
for them to get the woods for charcoal. (Interview #2) 
 
 Unfortunately, the project did not provide any form of compensation for members of the 

Kaasa community who lost farmland or suffered from the destruction of economic trees. The 

project supervisor explained that: 

Because this is a ‘white man’ intervention [internationally funded], there is no 
compensation, so if you are crying for compensation, the worst is that the project will have 
to end at that point. This means you are equally denying those who are ahead access to the 
road, so why not understand and let the road pass through your land so that the project 
would be successful. This was the explanation we provided together with the intervention 
of the assemblyman and subchiefs.  (Project supervisor) 
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  The second incidental consequence of the road’s construction was exposure to hazards and 

social anxiety. The road construction process, which lasted over a year, posed some hazards to the 

community, especially air pollution.  Interviews revealed that dust generated during the 

construction period affected locals who lived closed to the construction site (see Figure 7).  

Elaborating on this concern, the project supervisor shared that: 

A lot of dust was generated during the construction process during the dry season, even 
though the people on site were protected (face mask), but what of those who are not part of 
the project? You can generate dust that would travel to someone’s house, but it was 
something we could not control. (Project supervisor)  
 
Although my research did not find documented cases of air-pollution-associated illness 

during and after the road’s construction, the literature is clear on the links between air pollution 

and health concerns. For example, Jones et al. (2016, p. 1) have attributed health concerns 

including “heart disease, stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, lung cancer, lower 

respiratory infections to air pollution.”    

Participants also noted that during the construction process many community members 

were fearful about the risk of adolescent girls getting pregnant out of wedlock, especially because 

most of the projects’ male technical workers were from outside the community.  Given high 

poverty levels, there were fears this could result in transactional sexual relationships between 

young girls and men from the outside. Despite this fear, none of my participants knew for certain 

that cases of teenage pregnancy were associated with road construction. Nonetheless, this was a 

concern even for the project managers. Speaking to this issue, the project supervisor elaborated 

that:   

Another thing that comes to mind is that when you bring in strangers to work – the 
culverts we did, the people came from across the country, which has an implication on the 
community. You come and see nice young ladies, deceive them with “I love you”, 
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impregnate them and run away. So, when we were going in, all these risk factors were 
factored in before the construction. (Project supervisor) 
 
More positively, many participants emphasized the economic opportunities, including 

income generation and employment that the road construction process facilitated. Participants 

noted that the road building process generated numerous ancillary jobs for community members, 

especially those not recruited to work on the project. For example, many locals made money from 

selling food, water, beverages, and snacks to road workers. These items were in higher demand 

during the construction process due to the labor-intensive nature of the project and the presence of 

visitors (external workers of the project) in the community. According to the project supervisor: 

During the project, we had food vendors, people who sell water and other consumable 
items which people were buying, but some of them were not selling these items before the 
project, so some people got indirect employment. (Project supervisor) 
 

Attesting to this, one participant, Teni, who actively worked on the project, confirmed that: 

During the road building process, a lot of people got money, like there was this particular 
woman who was not selected [for the project], but she was selling kenkey (staple food 
made from maize/corn dough] at the site.  It’s always not even enough, others were also 
selling gari, yam, water, and a lot more, and they always get money because people always 
buy all their things before, they go home. (Interview # 1) 
 
Rural road construction is a complex process that has numerous implications for 

beneficiary communities. As described above, the construction process of the 3km Kaasa-Zogsa 

Road had significant incidental consequences, including the destruction of resources, income and 

employment opportunities, and health hazards that directly and indirectly impacted residents of 

Kaasa.  

4.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

To examine the social and material implications of involving locals and especially youth in 

the Kaasa-Zogsa road-building process, this chapter briefly describes (a) the Kaasa-Zogsa road 
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construction process and the extent to which community members were involved (b) six major 

implications of involving locals in the road building process and (c) three major incidental 

consequences: the destruction of resources, employment, and income opportunities, and health 

hazards.  

To comprehend how the involvement of locals in the road building process influences the 

social and economic outcomes of micro-scale road projects in small, disadvantaged communities, 

it is crucial to understand the extent to which locals are involved. Therefore, in the first section of 

the chapter, I use Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of citizen participation framework to argue that locals 

of Kaasa were superficially involved in planning the road construction project. More specifically, 

community members were only recruited to work as laborers or to provide manual services, 

including cutting grasses and trees along the footpath, fetching water, crushing stones, and most 

commonly digging, shoveling, spreading, and compacting gravel. The planning process was 

commenced on their behalf by international and national-level stakeholders in consultation with 

the assemblyman, chiefs, and elders of the community.  In summary, the nature of community 

participation by community members (including assemblyman, chief, and elders) during the road 

construction project was limited to the lowest (non-participation) and second degree (tokenism) of 

participation where locals and even local elite stakeholders had little influence in the planning 

process of the project (Erdiaw- Kwasie et al., 2020; Ianniello et al., 2019; Owusu, 2014).  This 

fails to achieve community participation objectives in development projects that aim to engage 

locals in problem identification, planning, and implementation (DFID, 2002).   

As evident from the analysis, the Japan Social Development Fund played a critical role as 

a complementary project in the Kaasa community, specifically for the vulnerable (aged and 

disabled) and locals who worked on the project. Each of the six themes that emerged as 
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implications of involving locals in the road construction project link to the JSDF. This finding 

confirms Eshun and Dichaba’s (2019) recommendation to integrate complementary projects, 

including skill training and tools, with LIPW initiatives to assist beneficiaries and marginalized 

rural communities in fully utilizing facilities.   

In the following chapter, I discuss how different groups of people in the community 

experience the road differently, and the factors that account for these differences. It is evident that 

locals who worked on the project and/or are beneficiaries of the JSDF were able to enjoy a 

relatively higher mobility capital than other residents. That is to say, they were able to combine 

access to mobility, competence to exploit the new road, and appropriation of mobility in ways that 

were beneficial to them and their families.  
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CHAPTER FIVE:  YOUTH LIVED EXPERIENCES AND PERCEPTIONS OF THE KAASA-

ZOGSA ROAD 

5.1 INTRODUCTION  

This chapter addresses my second research question: What are the important material and 

social implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road for residents of Kaasa, especially the youth? In order 

to address this question, the chapter begins by describing the previous route locals of Kaasa 

traveled, with an emphasis on the experiences of the Kaasa youth I interviewed. Understanding 

how local youth describe the state of the previous route helps to contextualize the points they 

raised about the implications of the new Kaasa-Zogsa road for their everyday lives and for the 

community more generally.  

The chapter’s second section describes six main themes youth focused on when asked about 

the implications of the new Kaasa-Zogsa road for their own lives. These themes are improved 

mobility, increased social interaction, income and employment opportunities, reconstitution of 

spare time, social stratification, and feeling included in the nation/modernity.  Using quotations 

from the interview transcripts, I develop each of these themes in order to provide an overview of 

how young people think the road has affected their own lives and future prospects. The chapter’s 

third section deals with that part of the interview in which participants are asked to reflect on the 

road’s implications for the community as a whole.  By asking youth participants to speak separately 

about themselves and the community more generally, I hoped to get a sense of how youth thought 

their own experiences or priorities resembled or differed from those of older and younger 

community members. I identify five main themes that dominate participants’ comments about the 

road’s significance for the community as a whole and exemplify them with quotations from the 

transcripts. These themes are new infrastructural development, improved transportation and 

mobility, access to public facilities, income and employment opportunities, unity, and stratification. 
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As is evident from the two lists of themes, my youth participants articulated significant overlaps 

between the implications of the road for their own lives and for the community in general, although 

there are also important ways in which the two sets of themes differ. I will address these 

similarities and differences in the chapter’s conclusion in order to give a clear sense of how youth 

see their own circumstances in comparison to others in terms of how they relate to the road. The 

chapter concludes with a summary that comprehensively brings together the take-aways from the 

material discussed in the chapter.  

5.2 CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES OF THE PREVIOUS ROUTE 

Understanding the context of the previous route and the challenges experienced is crucial 

to better appreciate youths’ representations of how the new road affected their lives and 

circumstances.  When asked to describe the route they traveled on before the new Kaasa-Zogsa 

road, participants described a footpath, which was “very narrow,” “very bad,” “terrible,” “full of 

potholes,” “not safe,” “intersected by a stream,” “not motorable,” “not reliable” and “fearful of 

traveling on.” One of my participants, Teni, emphasized the narrowness of the path as follows: “If 

you are traveling on it [footpath] and you meet someone you have to branch to the grasses to 

make way for the person to pass before you come back to the footpath” (Interview #1).  According 

to participants, the path’s narrowness made it difficult for travelers to have meaningful 

conversations or build bonds when undertaking a journey.  This was well-described by Anaalie, a 

19-year-old student: 

Due to the structure of the road, because it was not opened, if you are walking with your 
friend, one has to be in front and the other behind, so even if you are having a conversation 
or chatting, it will not be interesting. (Interview #6). 
 
The path could not be travelled using vehicles with more than two wheels. Walking, riding 

bicycles and motorbikes were the only ways people could travel the route, and even these modes 
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were difficult. Participants who traveled by foot described stumbling over and into potholes and 

encountering other obstacles on the path. Those who traveled using bicycles remembered frequent 

flat tires due to the condition of the path.  19-year-old Apaawen provides details: 

When we used to travel on that footpath, there were plants roots, and while walking, if you 
mistakenly use your leg against a root, you will get bruised, and if you are using a bicycle, 
the root will puncture the bicycle tires; this is because the road is not broad, it is narrow. 
(Interview #12) 
 
The burden doubled during the rainy season as the footpath became muddy, slippery, and 

covered with weeds and dangerous animals, including snakes and scorpions. Awenate, a 35-year-

old former assemblyman, told me:  

During the rainy season, it is only those with the legs that walk on it [footpath], even with 
that, there are a lot of trees, branches, and weeds that stand as obstacles. Even motors 
could not really travel on it, not to talk of cars. So, we used to struggle a lot on that path 
till this project came…because it was not opened, there were a lot of snakes and scorpions 
biting people, but now that they constructed a road that is open when walking, you can see 
what’s on the ground, you no longer step on them to bite you. (Interview #3) 
 
Furthermore, the footpath was intersected by a stream, making mobility more difficult for 

locals of Kaasa and its twin community Zogsa during the rainy season. When I interviewed the 

current district assemblyman, he provided a detailed description of the footpath and mobility 

constraints during the rainy season: 

In the rainy season, when riding a bicycle from Zogsa, there are parts of the road that you 
have to come down and push the bicycle because there is water (a stream). When you get 
to the stream, you have to undress, leaving only your panties to cross it (the stream). Then, 
you wear your clothes again and then ride your bicycle, so that’s how we were traveling. 
And because of this, visitors were not coming to our communities because they won’t 
agree to undress when you get to the river, so they will return. (Assemblyman) 
 

One of the young women I interviewed, a trader and mother named Asibi, emphasized how 

difficult and complex it was to travel during the rainy season, especially for traders like herself:  
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During the dry season, you could travel on the footpath with your goods, but during the 
rainy season, you can’t travel with goods because of the water in the stream; once you get 
to that point, it is difficult to cross with your goods… Those who could really travel on 
that path, especially in the rainy season were those who could swim... But even with them, 
it was not easy; it limits those traveling with goods. Because if they want to send goods to 
the market for sale, they can’t swim with goods across the river. (Interview #5) 
 
It is evident from Asibi’s description that the footpath posed significant challenges to 

traders and community members who lacked the skills to swim. Even good swimmers had trouble 

crossing the stream if they were carrying heavy or bulky loads.  

          In addition to these physical challenges, participants told me that it was “emotionally 

exhausting” (i.e., stressful) to travel on the footpath, although for different reasons. While the 

concerns of younger participants (18-21 years) centered strongly on fear of travelling alone, fear 

of being captured into marriage, and fear of ghosts, the concerns of older participants centered 

more on the risk of spilling the goods they carried along the path. In this regard, Asibi related the 

following: 

Before I travel, I am anxious and worried because looking at the nature of the road and its 
potholes, it’s a norm to either slip and hurt yourself or pour away the things you are 
carrying. So, I am always worried about the things I am carrying because you can buy 
something from the market and mistakenly step in a hole and pour it away. So, it was my 
biggest fear. (Interview #5) 
 

This was an even more intense concern for Azumah, a 24-year-old nursing mother, who narrates 

that:  

When it rains, you can’t go to the market, especially if you have a baby, because of the 
potholes, the motor kings [i.e., three-wheeled motorbikes] use to get a lot of accidents. So, 
if even if you want to go the market, you will be so anxious, so when it gets to the rainy 
season a lot of people do not really go to the market. (Interview #13) 
 

The difficulties and anxieties faced by the young mothers among my participants are well-

expressed by Teni, a 28-year-old farmer, trader and mother:  
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You see, now that we are in the festive season, your friends might invite you to come over, 
but when you go, you will be anxious and worried about the time you will return. You are 
likely to return in the night, which is scary because of the footpath and grass which covers 
it. Because you see, the trees along the path too were a problem. Although we chopped off 
some of the branches, it was still challenging when walking or traveling with a baby, 
especially when the trees are flourishing. The leaves, fruits and even weeds keep whipping 
your face and your baby’s face. (Interview #1)  
 
As noted above, the anxieties of my younger participants related strongly to three 

preoccupations: fear of traveling alone, fear of ghosts, and being stolen away for marriage. The 

most prominent of these three preoccupations as expressed by younger participants is the fear of 

travelling alone, especially at night.  As noted earlier, Kaasa does not have electricity, so it is very 

dark at night and therefore difficult to travel. Many young participants expressed their fear of 

being crowded by a thick forest on either side of the narrow path, where they felt susceptible to 

dangerous animals and frightened by stories of adverse events that had occurred along the route. 

For example, 19-year-old Anaalie shares: 

It [footpath] passed through a forest, so when people are going, you’ll always be afraid. 
Because the pathway was not clear, like there were some grasses and bushes closer to it so 
when you are going, walking alone, it might be that you could go and meet a snake, and a 
lot of things have happened on that path too. (Interview #6). 
 
Additionally, two of my young female participants, around the ages of 18 and 19 years, 

shared concerns of being abducted or stolen away for marriage, while walking along the old 

footpath.  Although forced marriage and marriage of children is illegal in Ghana with many 

institutions actively fighting against it, the tradition of snatching girls into marriage has yet to be 

completely eradicated, especially in rural Northern Ghana (Quasem, 2017). Several young female 

participants expressed how emotionally challenging it can be to travel on the footpath due to the 

possibility of being captured into marriage without any rescue. One participant who shared this 

concern is Lamisi, an 18-year-old junior high student. She narrates that: 
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As a girl, you would even be afraid…you can be walking on the path and then they just 
catch [abduct] you and begin to sing songs [marriage] … so our parents won’t even allow 
us to roam as a girl compared to the boys. (Interview #9) 
  

` Lastly, a couple of young male and female participants said they were afraid of ghosts 

while travelling on the path. Story-telling forms an important aspect of the Builsa tradition and 

while stories vary in content, they are often used to teach morals to young children (Agalic, 1978).  

For example, if an elder or parent wants to warn a child about the danger of travelling in the night, 

the child is told a story or proverb relating to something dangerous happening to someone or 

people who travel at night. The stories of ghosts are commonly used to teach morals to children, 

which creates fear in the minds of children as they grow. It was unsurprising then when a few of 

my participants made reference to being afraid of ghosts. In the words of 24-year-old Akankisi 

“Also, what the white people will describe as a spirit [ghost] used to scare a lot of people. When 

we are returning from the market, we are scared” (Interview #10). Similarly, 26-year-old 

Akankisi said, 

If you wanted to go somewhere alone you will be afraid… and you see, some people were 
afraid of thieves and others were afraid of ghosts. Looking at the people of the Builsa land, 
we fear ghosts more than thieves because in the Buluk land the thieves don’t disturb as 
much as the ghost. (Interview #7) 
 
It is evident that participants experienced numerous physical and emotional challenges 

while navigating their everyday lives without a road. As described by my participants and outlined 

briefly above, the former footpath had physical characteristics that made it difficult and dangerous 

to travel, especially with loads, and increased the anxieties and fears villagers associated with 

mobility. As hinted in the quotations above, this had the effect of reducing interaction and 

commerce between the village and the outside world and restricted villagers’ commuting and 

trading activities. Some of these characteristics of the old route – and the implications they had for 
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local lives – will become more evident in the chapter’s following sections, where I discuss ways 

in which local youth think the new road has affected their own lives and the life of their 

community more generally. Unsurprisingly, participants’ reflections on the implications of the 

new road are often made in comparison with the old footpath. 

 

 
Figure 4: Current road, with bags of charcoal near the road waiting to be transported to the 
Market 
Photo credit: Shemen Photography 
 

5.3 LIVED IMPLICATIONS OF THE KAASA -ZOGSA ROAD FOR KAASA YOUTH 

After coding the 15 in-depth interviews I conducted with young people in Kaasa between 

the ages of 18 and 36, I sorted my codes into six themes (see Table 1), which reflect the main 

ways that participants described the implications of the new road’s construction for their own 
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lives. By developing these themes, this section helps to answer my second research question and 

responds to calls from mobilities scholars to examine how rural dwellers “experience and 

represent new roads and what they hope or fear from their anticipated completion” (Johnston 

2007, cited in Cook & Butz, 2011, p. 28; Hilling 1996; Leinbach 2000; Rigg 2002).  

The material I address in this section comes from the part of the interview in which I asked 

participants to talk specifically about the road’s implications for their own lives as youth in the 

community. However, as readers will see from the selected quotations participants sometimes 

spoke about themselves and their own lives and sometimes about Kaasa youth more generally. As 

a result, the distinctions between their own personal experiences and circumstances and those they 

attribute to other young people are often unclear.  

Not surprisingly, given the almost ubiquitous dissatisfaction with the old footpath, my 

participants were strongly positive about the new road, although not without noting some negative 

trade-offs, including more motor vehicle accidents and the potential for what they called increased 

“social deviance.” Like the Pakistani villagers studied by Cook and Butz (2011, p. 29), youth 

perspectives on the road ranged from “heady optimism to resigned skepticism…. with most 

articulating an ambivalent mix of beneficial and detrimental effect” (see also Dalakoglou & 

Harvey, 2012; Gurung, 2021). Below I describe and exemplify each of these six themes in order 

to provide an overall sense of how youth think the road has intersected with and affected their 

own experiences, circumstances and prospects for the future. The issue of how young people think 

the road has impacted other social groups or the community as a whole is addressed in the 

chapter’s third main section.   
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Table 1: Youth Narratives of the Social and Material Impacts of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road 
Main Themes Sub themes 
Improved Mobility  ·       Ability to move freely 

 
·       Reduced travel time 

 
·       Motor vehicular accidents  

 
·       Social deviance  

Increased Social Interaction ·      Improved communication  

 
·      Electricity to charge mobile phones 

 
·      Expansion of social networks 

 
·      Better marriage prospects  

  ·      Improved ability to attend social gatherings 
Income/Employment Opportunities ·      Trading 

 
·      Training 

 
·      Subsistence and market-oriented farming work  

 
·      Driving motor kings  

Reconstitution of Spare Time ·       Income generation 
 

·       Less parental restriction 
  ·       Motivation 
Social Stratification  ·       Divisions 
Part of the Nation/Part of the Modern 
World ·      Feeling of being recognised 

 
·      Absence of mocking  

  ·      Increased modernity 
 

5.3.1 IMPROVED MOBILITY 

A central recurring theme that cuts across youth narratives relates to the road’s impact on 

daily mobility. Participants spoke of increasing daily mobility in relation to education, 

employment, marriage, position in the family and society, and what we might call identity 

formation (Gough, 2008; Porter et al., 2007; Langevang & Gough, 2009). Indeed, most of the 

other themes discussed by participants relate closely to – and even result from – the central issue 

of improved daily mobility. Reading from what participants told me, improvements in daily 

mobility seem to have two main aspects: reliability and speed. In terms of reliability, all 

participants emphasized that the new road allows them to move freely regardless of time of day or 

season of the year without delay, fear, or anxiety.  In the words of 21-year-old Anagzuk, “Because 

of the road, I can now move freely from Zogsa to Kaasa and even to the main town, Sandema... in 
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the raining season, it has now help me to move freely to our farmland” (Interview #1). Similarly, 

36-year-old Akaawen, who is visually impaired, and 24-year-old mother Ayaami, respectively 

share:   

My everyday life has changed because of the road…as a blind man who used to travel on 
the footpath, it was hard but now because of the road once I walk to the road, I am more 
than a car; I am no longer scared of being bitten by an animal or stumbling on a stick or 
anything that would hurt me. I walk freely. (Interview #15). 
 
In my own life, what I see is that if there is an emergency in my life, it is the road that I 
will travel to sort it out. If I also get up and decided to go Guuta (a close-by community), 
even if it's barefoot I can go and return; even if it’s in the night, I can go and return 
without a challenge. Today is Sandema market day, if I walk to the roadside right now, I 
will get a means of transport to go and come back and all this is because of the road which 
is very beneficial in my life. (Interview #10) 
 
In addition to improving the reliability of access to daily mobility, participants noted that 

the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa road has also significantly reduced their travel times by 

increasing the speed at which they can travel. The ability to use vehicles like motorbikes and 

three-wheeled motor kings and candos (see Figures 5 and 6 for a motor king and cando, 

respectively) on the new road has made travel faster, and has also significantly improved access to 

farmland, nearby communities, and other basic facilities including schools, health centers and 

markets. Many participants emphasized their ability to travel quickly from one place to another 

without any delays or trouble. For example, 26-year-old Akankisi and 18-year-old Lamisi, who is 

a Junior High School student, respectively share: 

It has reduced the number of hours or minutes we used to walk to certain places. If you are 
from Kaasa and you go to Zogsa or from Zogsa to Kaasa and it’s like the place is 
becoming dark, you wouldn’t have been able to walk to your community because the road 
wasn’t broad but now that the road is open, even if it’s in the night, you will be able to 
return home because you can see what’s in front of you and can also see behind you when 
you turn, you will not be afraid. With people like us who use bicycle, motors or cars, you 
can get home or wherever you are going early and safe. (Interview #7) 
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When the road was not constructed, going to the farm used to keep long, by the time I get 
there, they have finished the day’s farm work, so I get insults for not making it on time, 
but now that there is a road, I go to the farm on time. It is the same when going to school; 
by the time I get to school, I also got beaten by my teachers for not coming to school early, 
although they knew the road is bad. (Interview #9) 
 
Similar to Lamisi’s narrative, a couple of participants who are currently students stressed 

how the newly constructed road is providing a quicker and more reliable access to school, which 

has significantly contributed to improving their overall educational experience. While some 

participants stressed their ability to arrive at school early without being beaten for being late, 

others narrated how the road construction facilitates their ability to travel fast and smoothly on the 

road to school due to less distraction, especially during the rainy season. For example, 19- year-

old Apaawen told me that: 

 Going to school used to be very far for me but now, after the construction of the road, 
going to school is now nice and easy, and it has made us the students happy to go and 
learn. When we close and are returning home, we don’t face any challenges on the way, 
we are not scared on the road. Also, when you arrived in the classroom to learn, it’s nice 
and it makes you happy because you took your bath, left the house and came to school and 
you didn’t experience any mishap on your way to school, no bruises on your body, and 
you are neat just as you planned when coming to school. (Interview #12) 
 
Moreover, participants narrated how the newly constructed road is facilitating their ability 

to quickly, safely and reliably access health facilities. For example, a few participants shared that 

it had become easier to have access to an ambulance in a timely manner in case of an emergency. 

Others like Azumah, a 24-year-old young woman, shared their experience of how the road’s 

construction facilitates safe, quick and reliable access to the hospital during a critical point in their 

lives. Azumah narrates: 

The road has really helped me; I just delivered six months ago. On my labor day, it was 
the assemblyman that we told in the night around 9 pm. He came with his motorbike to 
take us, we were two, to the hospital, and during that time the rains were still pouring out 
heavily. If it was the time that we did not have a road, he would not have been able to 
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carry us to the hospital because it was raining and he managed to carry two people plus 
himself, three to the hospital, so it has really helped me. On that day, I was just grateful 
that they constructed a road because if the road was not constructed, it would not have 
been possible to transport us while it is raining on the footpath to the hospital. (Interview 
#13) 
 
Although all participants were happy that the road has improved daily mobility, several 

also mentioned some problems that they thought came along with the improvements in mobility 

they described. A widely expressed concern or problem among many participants was the increase 

in motor vehicle accidents. While some participants highlighted that it had become riskier for 

them to travel because of careless riding, especially on market days, a few others also shared 

concerns about losing livestock through accidents or reckless riding. Generally, participants 

acknowledged that the community’s high rates of motor accidents were not due merely to the 

construction of roads but human actions, including speeding and careless riding. They attributed 

these harmful actions to young people. For example, 24-year-old Azumah expressing her 

frustration, narrates: 

The main problem is with the way we the youth over speed on the road, it’s very bad, 
every day someone falls/gets an accident on the road. Even if they are coming, instead of 
them giving a signal for you to know they are coming, they won’t do it and this problem is 
because the road is good for them to move at the speed they want, which really worries 
me. Last month, during the Christmas time two young people, I learnt one was coming 
from Sandema and the other coming from Zogsa, clashed; one is currently referred to 
Tamale hospital while the other person is in Sandema so it’s very bad, we the youth have 
really been creating problems by over speeding (Interview #13) 
 

Comparing the severity of this problem to an earlier danger that discomforted a lot of people 

decades ago, 30-year-old Awenboro shares that:  

At first, when we were growing up, we had mysterious creatures that caught people… 
there were also ghosts that attacked people. Right now, in our time, our ghosts are our 
motorbikes, and so when they constructed the road, all these challenges also came along. 
You will see someone, especially the young ones, over speeding with the motorbike and 
riding carelessly. (Interview #11) 
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Overall, concerns about young people driving carelessly and causing accidents resonate 

with the findings of Jones et al. (2016), that increased mobility (i.e., new roads combined with the 

introduction of motorized vehicles) can be associated with a rise in road crashes.  

A second problem that many participants associated with improved mobility is what they 

described somewhat generically as a rise in “social deviance” in the community. Two quite 

dissimilar types of “social deviance” were offered as examples by several participants. The first is 

theft, especially theft of livestock, which my participants attributed to outsiders (i.e., not 

community members). For instance, Apaawen told me that “at first thieves couldn’t come to our 

community but after the construction of the road thieves can now use the road to come and rob 

us” (Interview #12). Evidently, the problem of livestock theft has become a significant concern, 

especially for vulnerable villagers like visually impaired Akaawen, who is worried about losing 

his livestock to thieves: 

The way it is, the road has opened up the community, so if you are not careful, the armed 
robbers will steal all your livestock because they have motor kings, they will just pick your 
things and dump it there and ride away; how will you catch them? But if we had some 
security people it would be better and we will not be scared. (Interview #15) 
 
Participants’ worries about theft convey their sense that accessibility means more 

problems from outsiders; the community now needs security people to protect them from bad 

outsiders, which signals a potential change in social regulation in the community and a changing 

relationship with the government and the outside world. 

Beyond the issue of theft, the second type of “social deviance” youth participants associate 

most strongly with improved mobility is what they perceive as unnecessary gallivanting by young 

people, especially late into the night. A couple of participants highlighted how the road’s 

construction has made it possible for some youth to quickly move out of the community at their 
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will and stay out late into the night for various reasons, including late-night parties. Additionally, 

a few stressed that increased accessibility is a contributing factor to high rates of teenage 

pregnancies in the community, as many young people get to meet and interact with people in and 

outside of the community. Speaking broadly on the issue, 24-year-old Azumah – a high school 

graduate, wife and mother – claims:  

Since the construction of the road, when some of the young ones are going out, they are no 
longer afraid. When they are advised not to stay longer at where they are going to, they 
will not listen, why, because now there is a smooth and clear road, so they are not afraid, 
but the one at home gets scared. Sometimes too, when they get up, they go to the places 
that have electricity in the name of Jam (partying) and other events without saying 
goodbye to anyone…. Some of the youth are also engaged in things they should not be 
engaged in. If you do not have money for them, they will find their own way to get it, 
especially now that we have the road; by the time you realize they will just bring you 
problems. (Interview #13) 
 
From Azumah’s perspective, some young people are involved in activities they should not 

be, and this is possible because of their increased access to fast, reliable (and relatively cheap) 

transport along the new road.  Speaking specifically to the consequences of some of these 

activities, and the impacts of increased accessibility in general, 19-year-old Apaawen, a Junior 

High School student, indicates: 

 It has made teenage pregnancy rampant because now we have a nice road which is 
connected to other communities… people can come to our community and we can also 
travel to their communities, this has made it easy for us to have sex with one another 
which leads to teenage pregnancy. (Interview #12) 
 
Other participants were less inclined to blame these sorts of youth misbehavior on the 

road, noting that some young people engaged in “deviant” behaviors even before the road was 

constructed. For example, 35-year-old Asibi, a wife, mother and farmer, told me: “you see, the 

spoilt youth are already bad so whether there is a road or no road they will always find a way of 

doing their things, I don’t see the road impacting anyone negatively” (Interview #5). 
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 In conclusion, as we have seen in this section, participants emphasized that mobility is 

now faster and more reliable than it had been before the road’s construction, which enables a 

variety of social ambitions relating to school, income generation, social life, and so on.  This 

overarching theme will emerge in more detail in the discussion below.  In addition to increased 

mobility, some of my youth participants also acknowledged that improvements in community 

youths’ access to fast and reliable transportation were a mixed blessing in that they enabled 

thievery by outsiders and promoted certain types of misbehavior by community youth.  Further, as 

evident in the material from this sub-section, the construction of the road increased people’s 

mobility capital in terms of access to mobility. Speed and reliability are aspects of access, which 

is an aspect of mobility capital.  

	

Figure 5: Community members travelling along the new road on a motor king 
Photo credit: Shemen Photography 
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Figure 6: Cando. Candos and motor kings in addition to motorbikes and bicycles are the 
dominant forms of motorised transport in rural Northern Ghana 
Photo credit: Shemen Photography  

5.3.2 INCREASED SOCIAL INTERACTION 

  A second prominent narrative in the interviews I conducted, which relates closely to the 

issue of improved mobility, is participants’ assertion that their social connections and interactions 

had expanded. Participants spoke of improved communication with friends and family, easy 

access to communities with electricity to charge mobile phones, expansion of social networks, 

better marriage prospects, and improved ability to attend social gatherings. Many youth told me 

that the new road has made it easier for them to visit friends and family outside the community 

more frequently and has improved the quality of these visits, because they are no longer worried 
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about how they will get back to the village, or whether they will have to travel in the dark. 18-

year-old female student, Lamisi, noted: 

When there was no road, when I meet my friends, we just talk for a while; once it is about 
getting dark, we say goodbye to each other and go home because we know the road is not 
good and we need to get home early; the time that you want to spend and talk to each other 
you can’t, you have to go home. (Interview #9) 
 

A 26-year-old male participant, Akankisi, also emphasized the importance of the new road for 

allowing him and other youth to visit friends more often: 

It has helped we the youth because at first, it was very difficult to meet or visit each other 
but now we can easily meet each other and the time we use to spend before we meet each 
other has reduced, and so it is easy for us. (Interview #7)  
 
One of the keys to youths’ ability to make use of the new road for visiting and other social 

purposes is the availability of transport services, especially motorised tricycles, which are 

important aspects of mobility capital. According to Talata, an 18-year-old high school graduate: 

“I can now use cando or motor king to go their place [friends] often and at any time to play. Even 

now, I can go and charge my phone too at any time because the road is very clear” (Interview 

#8). 

The newly-available ability to quickly charge mobile phones surfaced in many interviews, 

especially among younger participants. Porter et al. (2012) argues that the continuous penetration 

and use of mobile phones on the African continent has made them a vital component of youths’ 

daily life.  However, like the finding of Kreniske et al. (2021) in rural Uganda, a significant 

barrier preventing rural youth from using mobile phones is difficulty accessing electricity to 

charge phone batteries (network issues are another significant barrier). This has been a particular 

concern for the youth of Kaasa, because their community does not have electricity. Many 

participants narrated how the new road has allowed them to travel to neighboring towns that do 
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have electricity, enabling them to keep their phones continuously charged. Two detailed quotes by 

26-year-old Akankisi and 18-year-old Lamisi are presented below to illustrate how Kaasa youth 

perceive the road’s importance in terms of keeping their phones charged, and the implications of 

reliable mobile phone connectivity for their lives.  

When you look at Siniensi, it’s not everywhere that has lights, so when the road was not 
constructed, even if your phone goes off, because the road was not good, you get scared 
when walking unless the people are many, someone is escorting you or if it’s a market day 
then you will be able to charge it, but now if your phone goes off you can walk to where 
there is light and charge it.  Now we can easily go and charge our phones which has 
helped, because if the phone is there, you can either go online or tune in to the radio and 
listen and know what is happening around the world. When the road was not there, it was 
difficult for us to walk and go and charge our phones anytime; it’s like we were in the 
dark, you don’t know what’s happening around the world. (Interview #7) 
 
Now that they have constructed the road, it has helped and we can go to Guuta or the 
market to charge our phones and after charging, you can play music and make calls with 
the hope that even if the battery runs low even in the night, because there is a good road, 
you can easily go and charge your phone.  And this has made me happy because when you 
look at the songs, when you are working and you are listening to music, it makes you feel 
happy when doing the work and you don’t even realize when the work is done. Or when 
you are angrily sitting down and you play music it makes you forget your anger or the 
reason why you were angry in the first place, you forget all that and play your songs. With 
this I don’t stay angry for long because anytime I’m angry I listen to music. Also, the calls, 
maybe you are there and your mother or your father or your friend lives far away, and I 
need help from the person there reason being that I’m here, when I charge the phone, I can 
use it to call the person to help me with money and I will use that money to help myself 
and all this brings benefits. (Interview #9) 
 
It is evident from both of these extended quotations that, for some youth, the road-enabled 

capacity to charge their mobile phone is experienced as an important benefit of the new road for 

their lives. These youth feel this new ability to easily keep phones charged helps bring the wider 

world closer to them and enables them to overcome some of the physical mobility constraints they 

face as residents of a far-flung rural village. For many young people, the road is as important for 

how it enables virtual communication (via phones) as it is for how it enables physical travel. In 
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fact, people use physical travel along the road to enable virtual communication via mobile phones 

(by allowing them to charge batteries). 

Two preoccupations were especially evident among the young men in my sample.  The 

most popular narrative (also noted by young women) revolves around how the road’s construction 

has made it easier for them to organize and participate in inter-community sporting events, 

especially soccer games. For example, Ateng, 30-year-old husband and farmer, said: 

We organize football matches among the young people in the Kaasa and Zogsa 
communities, as a result, we use the road to the field, and we close sometimes around 6:30 
PM and the place looks dark but we are able to go back to our various homes safely 
because the road is now constructed. (Interview #3) 
 
 The next preoccupation highlighted by a few male participants relates to how road 

construction facilitates their ability to attract prospective spouses. Specifically, participants who 

shared this concern indicated that the previous lack of a road to Kaasa had made it difficult for 

village men to attract wives from other communities due to the inaccessible nature of the 

community.  One of my female participants (35-year-old Asibi) attested to this concern by telling 

me that “most of the girls from Sandema did not want to marry the young men from this 

community, they used to say we come from the forest and they don’t want to come and live in the 

forest” (Interview #5).  Providing more context to this concern, one participant, a 30-year-old 

married man named Awenboro, explained: 

If you go to Sandema and meet a lady and tell her you are from Kaasa or Zogsa unless 
God has touched her heart, she won’t marry you because she does not want to marry and 
come and stay in the bush/forest.  This is because one day, when there is an emergency, 
she will be struggling, or if she is sick, she might lose her life. So, the road has helped 
those who are not married to get women from different places, a lot of people have gotten 
women to marry. Because now the road is accessible by vehicles, and she can easily access 
different places and even learn a trade or skill. Also, for those who are married, it has also 
helped their women to be able to learn new trades and skills. (Interview #3) 
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Awenboro seems to sympathize with prospective brides’ desire to live in more connected or 

accessible communities, but nevertheless appreciates the difficulties this presents for young men 

hoping to marry. However, according to most male participants, the completion of the Kaasa - 

Zogsa road, which facilitates increased mobility and accessibility, has resolved this problem. This 

finding resonates with the work of Porter et al. (2010), where youth access to mobility influences 

their relationship and marriage prospects. 

Overall, the material presented in this sub-section highlights youth narratives of how the 

newly constructed road influences their social connections and interactions, including improved 

communication, easy access to communities with electricity to charge mobile phones, expansion of 

social networks, better marriage prospects, and improved ability to attend social gatherings. 

Although this finding introduces new dimensions of youth social connections and interactions, it 

also confirms the research of Porter et al. (2012), where the authors argue that youth mobility 

promotes and extends youth inclusion in social networks.  Also, as evident throughout the theme, 

the youth of Kaasa are experiencing the road differently based on age, gender, possessions, 

physical ability and access to transport services.  In short, mobility capital is central to the 

narratives shared by youth regarding how the road is influencing their social connections and 

interactions. 

5.3.4 EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME OPPORTUNITIES 

Another important theme that emerged as a lived implication of the road is employment and 

income opportunities.  Participants expressed this theme in four ways, including how the road 

enables employment and income generation in the form of trading, training, subsistence and 

market-oriented farming work, and finally also provides employment and income in the form of 

driving motor kings and working in other ways in the transportation sector. Given that I was 
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dealing with young people, income and employment opportunities were central issues for those 

participants who were finding their way in the adult world of employment, but not at all important 

for those still concerned about their educational opportunities.	

In a district with few employers, and where about 72.5% of the active population is self-

employed (Builsa North District Assembly Composite Budget, 2015), learning a skill or venturing 

into business or trade is essential, especially for young people with little employment experience. 

Many participants claimed that the road has already been important for their ability to learn a 

trade/skill, start a new business, or generate income from selling farm produces, wild fruits, 

charcoal (see Figure 4), and firewood, especially during off-farm seasons.  For example, Teni, a 28-

year-old wife, mother and trader narrates, “now, most of us are engaged in businesses like going to 

Fumbisi to buy things for selling while saving, which has helped me a lot” (Interview #1). Located 

in the Builsa South District, Fumbisi (about 34 km from Sandema) has one of the biggest markets, 

with traders trooping in from the whole region every six days (market day) to do business.  As a 

result of the deplorable nature of the road from Sandema to Fumbisi, a journey that should last less 

than an hour takes a couple of hours to complete. Teni’s reference to Fumbisi indicates how 

extensively the youth of Kaasa are trading outside of their immediate community and district, and 

how determined young people are to appropriate opportunities available to them. 

Speaking about how the road’s construction facilitates learning new skills, Azumah, a 24-

year-old married woman who is currently learning hairdressing, describes how the new road has 

made it easier for her both to develop this skill and to show up to work/training on time and 

suitably well-put-together. Azumah’s narrative also helps to paint a picture of the difficulties 

presented by travel along the old footpath. She said:  

I am currently learning a trade [hairdressing], and the road has been helpful because 
initially, when the road was not constructed, if you want to go to work using a bicycle, it’s a 
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problem because of the potholes. Sometimes too, it rains, and by the time you arrive at your 
destination, you are very tired; also, by the time you arrive, your dress and body are all 
messed up because of the mud and water in the holes that splashed on you while riding the 
bicycle. So, if you don’t carry an additional dress, by the time you arrive you are so dirty, 
which is not right because as someone learning a trade, you have to be neat so that when 
someone coming from outside [a customer] sees you she will be happy and also dress well. 
But if someone is coming to dress [make the hair] and come and meet you dirtier than she is 
in the shop, it does not help. But now, because of the road when I dress, by the time I arrive 
at the shop, my body and dress are still fine, so since the construction of the road, it’s been 
helpful. Also, the amount of time that I used to spend on the path has reduced now so I get 
to work early, and even if we close late in the night, once I take my bicycle, I will arrive 
home early, so the road has really impacted my life. (Interview #13) 
 
Thirdly, participants shared their lived experiences relating to how the road construction is 

helping to generate income by facilitating the transportation of local resources traded at the various 

business centers for money. For example, a few participants highlighted that they are now able to 

generate income from harvesting and selling various items, including charcoal, wild fruit, fish and 

firewood, which is facilitated by the road.  Apaawen is one such participant, noting that: 

The road has helped me because at first, if I wanted money, going to the farm or forest 
wasn’t pleasant because going to the forest to get baobab fruit, sell it and make money was 
not easy.  Because at first, when you harvest the baobab fruit before you get to Sandema, 
you are tired, and spending the money will not make you happy.  But now although the 
road is not constructed into the forest, when you go to the forest and get some wild fruits 
or catch some fish and take it to the house, the main road is right ahead of you to use, and 
so you don’t suffer, and all this has benefitted and made us happy. (Interview #12) 
 
 Additionally, the ease of motorized transport facilitated by the road has created transport 

businesses for many individuals, especially young men, several of whom have ventured into 

operating motor-tricycles as their main source of living.  While none of these tricycles’ drivers 

were available to be interviewed, data from other participants indicates that some of these young 

people were able to purchase these tricycles themselves. For example, 35-year-old Awenate 

narrates that “I know about three young people who have bought their own new motor king and are 
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using it as a business. They carry passengers to Sandema” (Interview #14). Although some young 

people with access to cash or collateral are making income from operating tricycles, their 

commitment to operating these transport services can come at the expense of other community 

members’ income and agriculture productivity. Lamisi, for example, explains how it has become a 

struggle to get her brother to work on the family’s farm since he started operating a tricycle: 

At first, some people used to farm, but now that there is a road, some people have saved 
money to buy motor king, which they will use to be transporting people and when it’s time 
to farm, it becomes a challenge. It’s like they now get lazy with the farming, and the motor 
king has taken all their time. If they do not ride the motor king, they will not be alright. My 
own brother rides one, and when it is the rainy season, it is always a fight, especially if it’s 
market days because someone can tell him to go and load things; when he goes by the time 
he returns, it’s dark, and you can’t tell him to go and farm in the night. When it is the next 
day, he will do the same, that is what he does till the season is over. (Interview #9) 
 

Also, a few participants, including Akankisi, related how the increased operation of these tricycles 

is taking away other opportunities that would have benefitted many people. 

Work that the youth are supposed to do, they will hire a motor king. For example, if I am 
someone who attends school and I want money to buy books to support myself but since I 
didn’t get the job, it will be a problem for me, and there are people even if they don’t 
attend school, they need the money for clothes and other things but since the motor kings 
and cars have taken all the jobs, the person will not get the money to do the things he 
wants. (Interview #7) 
 
These two narratives provide great insights into the multi-faceted nature of road “impacts” 

and unpack the benefits and costs – at different scales – that come with some young people 

earning income by driving tricycles. In the case of Lamisi’s brother, the benefits and costs of him 

generating income from operating a tricycle settle on different members of a household 

differently. This exemplifies the concept of differential mobilities and the politics of mobility. Of 

course, Lamisi’s brother’s ability to drive for income (rather than spending time farming) depends 

on social and financial access to a motor king and the skills to drive it. Additionally, Lamisi’s 
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narrative is an empirical example of mobility capital coming together: access to a road and a 

motor king, competence to drive the motor king, negotiate fares, maintain the machine, and use 

for which to appropriate access and competence in the form of providing a paid service are all 

required for this scenario to unfold, and for this combination of benefits and costs even to exist. 

Overall, most participants were optimistic about the role of the road in generating 

employment opportunities and income, which according to a few participants, contributed to their 

migration decisions and outcomes.  For example, a few participants spoke about how the need to 

migrate out of the community during off-farm seasons has drastically reduced. This stems from 

their ability to make income locally from skills and training received under the JSDF initiative. 

For example, Teni, a 28-year old mother, farmer and beneficiary of the JSDF initiative, shares 

that: “Now that I have a business, I don’t even think of going to Kumasi” (Interview #1). Beyond 

reducing the need to migrate, participants also noted that some young people have returned to the 

community after the road’s construction to pursue business opportunities.  One such participant is 

Awenboro, who prior to the construction of the road, migrated to Southern Ghana to make a living 

and returned to the community upon the completion of the road. 30-year-old Awenboro narrated: 

At first, by this time, I am in the south, but after the construction of the road, it made we 
the youth and even those who were there have returned to do their business because in the 
south we struggle, and even sleep at places which are not appropriate, so the road has 
made many of us to return and even take care of their parents. (Interview #11) 
 
While the majority of participants alluded to the role of the road in creating employment 

and income opportunities, a few others shared mixed feelings about the road’s blessings. These 

participants thought that the construction of the road had in some ways negatively impacted 

employment opportunities and income generation. They spoke specifically of farming-related 

income, noting that an increase in mechanization after the completion of the road reduced the 

need for farm labor. Several participants also noted that farmlands and trees of economic value 
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were destroyed in the road’s construction, which also reduced farming labor demand. One of my 

participants, a 19-year-old farmer’s son named Apaawen, described how the construction of the 

road has negatively impacted his income through the destruction of economic trees and farmland: 

When they were constructing the road, they dug our land to spread out the road, which 
affected us. When they came to construct the road, they also chopped down our trees: shea 
trees, dawadawa trees, baobab trees, and other trees. The shea trees were helping us with 
shea nuts, like when the time it’s due. It starts bearing fruits; we go and pick some to sell 
in order to make money to feed ourselves. Also, the dawadawa trees were also helping us, 
we go and pluck it, remove the fruit from its cover, pound and sieve it and after that, you 
sell the fruits and the cover and then also eat its flour. So, when they constructed the road, 
these are the negative things that affected us, chopping down the trees and digging our 
farmlands. (Interview #12) 
 

  Apaawen’s narrative is an example of how the destruction of trees and farmlands 

negatively impacts livelihoods. Specifically, his narrative unpacks the opportunity cost of the 

road-building process itself as discussed in Chapter Four (i.e., the loss of resources without 

compensation, which later reduces the positive mobility outcomes of the road for some groups of 

people). Shea trees play an important role in Northern Ghana’s rural economy. Grown naturally 

and in the wild, shea trees are distinctive features of the savanna belt of West Africa with 

significant economic purposes (Kent, 2018). These trees are common pool resources but can be 

individually claimed if found on one’s farmland.  A recent report by Mohammed-Nurudeen 

(2021) on “Sustaining Livelihood in a Changing World with Shea Butter” in Ghana suggests that 

shea trees are reducing at an alarming rate. The report identifies several factors accounting for a 

reduction in the number of trees, including the commercialization of charcoal, harvesting of 

rosewood, bush burning and indiscriminate cutting of trees. In Ghana, the trees are found only in 

the Northern part of the country and form an essential aspect of rural livelihoods, as many rural 

dwellers collect the nuts for sale or process the nuts into butter (Hatskevich et al., 2011).   
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Regarding farmland destruction, Lamisi, one of my participants whose family’s farmlands 

were partly destroyed or taken during the road’s construction process, shares her thoughts on how 

the quantity of food produced annually has significantly reduced. According to Lamisi, this claim 

emerges from the fact that the number of acres available to cultivate crops has been reduced by 

the road’s construction. The issue of farmland destruction is particularly worrying for some 

participants, as many households in Kaasa depend heavily on seasonal farming.  A few of the 

people I interviewed think that their families were ill-treated during the construction process. In 

addition to not being compensated for their losses, some participants resented that people could 

not protest, because the people most affected (small landholders) could not complain as it would 

seem like they are trying to halt the road’s construction. Lamisi provides details of how the road’s 

construction directly impacted her family’s farmland: 

The main thing is the land. You see the road that was constructed; it has divided the land 
into two, destroying the land. So, the amount of food that we get when we harvest the 
crops reduces. Our farmland was affected by the road’s construction. But the way it was, 
we were not the only people affected, so if you refuse that they should not touch your land 
and the others agree, it won’t work. (Interview #9) 
 

  This was a minority perspective, reflecting the particular circumstances of a small number 

of families. Other participants felt strongly that the construction of the Kaasa – Zogsa road has 

significantly increased agriculture productivity, primarily through increased mechanization 

resulting in more food production and income generation. Asibi, who is one such participant, 

explains that: 

If you look at agriculture, the way we use to farm before and after the road is not the same, 
because after the construction of the road it expanded agriculture because you now you can 
get caterpillar [tractor] to come and farm. But initially, because of the water and the rivers, 
you won’t get any machine to work on your farm so now that there is a good road, it has 
promoted farming activities, meaning more food and money, so I don’t think it has any 
negative impact on people’s employment. (Interview #5)  
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In conclusion, the discussion offered in relation to the theme of agriculture and employment 

is a good example of how perspectives on the road – and the implications of the road – may vary 

depending on how one is positioned in the community. For some residents, the newly constructed 

road facilitates economic ventures and agricultural productivity through mechanization, while for 

others, the same road and its construction process have facilitated the loss of their very source of 

livelihood. A lot depends on social positioning and access to resources, but contingency also plays 

a part. The dynamics unpacked in this material display differential mobilities and provide some 

sense of who wins and who loses when a road is constructed and how the winning and losing 

process unfolds.   

5.3.5 RECONSTITUTION OF SPARE TIME 

Reconstitution of spare time is another theme that emerged from the interviews. As we 

have seen, young people feel that the road has offered them greater capacity to move around 

freely, as well as more income and employment opportunities. These two things together, they 

say, have prompted many youths to change how they spend their spare time. A couple of 

participants mentioned that, prior to the road’s construction, they found themselves sitting at home 

idling and at best just hanging out with their friends in the community, especially during the off-

farm season.  The inaccessible, slow and unreliable nature of the footpath they travelled on prior 

to the newly constructed road restricted how and what they could do with their spare time. These 

same participants emphasised that after the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa road they have 

reconstituted their spare time to become more economically productive instead of being idle. For 

example, Talata, a high school graduate and a part-time teacher, specifically attributes this change 

in her behavior to the new road: “Now I conduct extra classes, if the road was not constructed, I 
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would have been scared to travel alone but because it is constructed, I use my time going to teach 

my student, organizing extra classes for them” (Interview #8).  

Many of my participants (young people) are using what had previously been spare time to 

generate income.  Former assemblyman Awenate, for example, explained how young people are 

using their after-school hours to make money by harvesting and selling fruits:  

Nowadays, baobab fruits are expensive, so most of the youth, once they close from school, 
they use the road to the forest to harvest baobab fruits for sale. A big sack of the fruits is 40 
Ghana cedis (about $10 CAD), so they are making money, and this is because of the road. 
(Interview #14) 
 
Similarly, Anagzuk, a 21-year-old high school student who prior to the road construction 

spent his spare time idling, related how he has reconstituted his spare time into a more productive 

venture – trading: 

When we did not have a road, going to Sandema was a problem, but now we have a 
smooth road, so now I frequent the town. Also, personally, when I return from school I 
don’t want to be idle …I buy things from Sandema to our place for selling, but with the 
old route it was difficult, but now the new road has increased my movement. (Interview 
#2) 
 
Beyond the generation of income, one of my participants, Apaawen, shares his experience 

of how he reconstituted his spare time from idling at home partly as a result of parental concerns 

(unsafe nature of the previous route) to commuting to learn new things. In his case, his parents 

were less worried about him after the construction of the road, giving him more freedom to 

explore useful ventures and skills outside his immediate community. He narrates: 

At first, when there was no road, if I want to go somewhere, my parents will not allow me 
to go because they think I might get missing, and so it has made it in such a way that when 
you wake up in the morning, you will just be at home except on school days when you are 
going to school, or else you will be at home the whole day, and when it’s in the night you 
go and sleep, but now with the construction of the road, it allows me to go to different 
communities, learn new things. (Interview #19) 
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In several of the interviews, participants extended their comments about spare time and a 

decrease in “idleness” into observations about an increase in “motivation” more generally among 

young people. Participants think that youth have become more enthusiastic or motivated to work 

harder since the road’s construction because of the numerous opportunities that one can 

materialize using the road. Awenboro, a 30-year-old man, expresses this perspective well: 

The construction of the road has made us committed and given us the zeal to work, and 
every youth can go and work to earn a little something to bring home to help their parents 
and their household. (Interview #11) 
 
Asibi, a 35-year-old mother also thinks that many young people in Kaasa have become 

keener to work harder since the construction of the road, especially as those who were idle became 

inspired by the example of their colleagues who have utilized the road to their advantage.  She 

narrates that: 

Since the road construction, some of the youth have worked hard and gotten motor king for 
business. Because of the money they are making, it has even encouraged those not doing 
anything to start something because when they see and analyze the money other young 
people in the community are making, they also get up and start something. (Interview #5) 
 
The discussion above provides insights into youth lived experiences of the Kaasa-Zogsa 

road in relation to their spare time and helps to show how the road’s construction is related to a 

change in how young people think about themselves, their use of time, and their future prospects. 

For many young people, the newly constructed road has contributed to the reconstitution of their 

spare time, including shifting from being idle to becoming economically adventurous. Additionally, 

the ability of some youth to be mobile – which was initially hampered due to parental concern – 

has increased since the road’s construction.	 
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5.3.6 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

Social stratification is yet another theme that emerged from my interviews. As seen from 

the discussion provided above, although the implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road as narrated by 

participants are significant, they vary among youth. Participants expressed mixed feelings about the 

implications of the road for social stratification among youth.  While a few thought that the road 

had advantaged some youth more than others (e.g., tricycle operators, those from rich families), 

creating divisions and envy, others said that divisions have always existed in the community. 19-

year-old Apaawen is one of the participants who thinks that opportunities created by newly 

constructed road is facilitating stratification among young people in Kaasa. 

In this community, when you look at those who have motor kings, some will be like I have 
a motor king and I have this and that, and you don’t have …  and because these people are 
traveling to different communities and regions all the time, when they go and come, they 
become different from us, how he talks, and thinks becomes different from us. So, all this, 
because of where he has been to, when he/she comes, the way he/she will behave, you that 
have not been there if care is not taken there might be an argument that will separate you 
two and all this will make coming together not interesting. (Interview #12) 
 
Apaawen’s statement helps to understand some of the challenges of accessibility for 

marginalized rural communities. In the case of young people, the ability of some to be 

continuously exposed to the ‘outside world’ widens their scope and impacts their everyday life, 

which in turn can affect how they relate with their peers constrained back in the community. In 

the long run, this creates division and stratification among youth in the community, as expressed 

in Apaawen’s narrative. 35-year-old Awenate agrees that the road’s construction has led to social 

divisions, but believes that the pros of the road’s construction outweigh the cons once you ‘work 

hard’: 

If you look at these things, it happens in every community; once someone sees the friend 
developing, there is a tendency for jealously and division, but what the road has done it 
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has rather opened opportunities so if you work hard, you will get something. (Interview 
#14) 
 
 Contrary to the narrative above, which reflects the thoughts and experiences of the 

minority, other participants strongly expressed that the road is not creating division or 

stratification in the community. They emphasized that present-day divisions in the community 

existed prior to the road’s construction, while arguing that benefits gained by people who use the 

road to their advantage eventually trickle to the entire community. 35-year-old Asibi is one of the 

participants who expressed this opinion: 

I don’t think the road brings about any division/stratification in the community; I say so 
because once there is a road, those with money will get machines and farm extensively; 
regardless, they always need other people to work on their farms in addition to the machine, 
like for sowing. So now because of the road, if they expand the farm and get the poor 
people to help on the farm, they will also earn some money from working there to help 
themselves too, so it’s helping everyone, so I don’t think roads can bring about stratification 
in the community. (Interview #5) 
 
As seen above, opinions varied regarding the road’s implications for social stratification. 

Similar to other themes, including employment and income, the different perspectives shared by 

youth with regard to this theme reflect the differential implications of roads for differently 

positioned individuals in a community. 

5.3.7 PART OF THE NATION/PART OF THE MODERN WORLD 

A final theme that I drew from my conversations with youth about their experiences and 

perspectives on the implications of the road is the feeling of being more included in the nation and 

modernity than prior to the road’s construction. This theme was expressed in three aspects: the 

feeling of being recognized, the absence of mocking, and increased modernity. According to most 

participants, the construction of the Kaasa – Zogsa Road is a reminder that the government or 
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district assembly has not forgotten about them, creating “a feeling of being part of the 

nation/modern world.” 

A frequent narrative shared by participants was how their friends and other people were 

constantly mocking them due to the inaccessible nature of their community. Moreover, the youth I 

spoke to reported hearsay of outsiders referring to their community as an ‘outcast’ because of its 

inaccessibility. 18-year-old student Lamisi shares her experience:  

When we did not have a road, people used to insult us and call us names like villagers... 
But now that we have the road, we also feel like human beings, and if someone insults us, 
we can also insult them back. (Interview #9) 
 

Similarly, 21-year-old Anagzuk said: 
 

Sometimes they will tell you that you are not even from Ghana, because for your friends to 
come to your place, it is very difficult so they would count you as not part of Ghana. But 
because of the road, we are now known and counted as part of Ghana. At first, because of 
the road, when you go to Sandema, people insult us because of our road, they tell us they 
can’t come to our place because it is a bush. Also, we too can’t move from our place to 
their places. So, for me personally, I am happy because my friends can’t insult me again. 
(Interview #2) 
 

  According to Lamisi and Anagzuk, the mocking and insults Kaasa residents experienced in 

the past have diminished since the road’s completion. Other participants also associated the new 

road with being part of the district and nation at large. For example, Ateng told me that “due to the 

construction of the road, we felt that the government and NGOs are now aware of us and we are 

part of Ghana” (Interview #3) 

  The last aspect of this theme relates to an increased sense of modernity. Participants 

highlighted that increased mobility and accessibility have enhanced their lives and allowed them 

to be more current in their thinking and more connected to present or modern times. In particular, 

the road allows them to get into contact with more people and things both physically and virtually 
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outside of their immediate environment. For example, the road has exposed some youth like 

Talata, an 18-year-old female high school graduate, to new technologies and new skills. 

According to Talata: 

It has to help me to see many new things like cars, motors and the different kinds of 
machines I have never seen before. Also, it has made me fast because if I am walking on 
the road and someone is over speeding, I need to be fast and move to the right place 
(Interview #8) 
 

Additionally, a few participants indicated that the road has contributed to the modification of their 

diet, resulting from increased accessibility to market centers. Accessibility to markets and 

interaction with non-residents of Kaasa has increased participants’ awareness of, and access to, a 

wide variety of produce not readily available in their community.  One of my participants, Lardi, 

told me how the road construction has enabled her to incorporate variety into her diet beyond 

what is produced in the community: 

Before the construction of the road, I used to cook with only what we harvest from our 
farm only, because it was difficult to go to the market to buy any other varieties, but now 
because of the road, when I go to the market, I can buy yam and come and cook for you 
and your family. (Interview #4) 
 

  As evident in the discussion offered above, for many participants the construction of the 

Kaasa - Zogsa has helped them to feel that they are part of the Nation of Ghana and the Builsa 

District. In addition, many shared their experiences and perspectives of how they now feel modern 

or connected to recent times through increased accessibility and easier interaction with others, 

both physically and virtually. Summing up the discussion on modernity, 36-year-old Akaawen 

compares the difference the road has made in his life and community to the period when his 

parents’ generation lived in the community: 

Now we are also ‘guy’ (modernized), but initially we were villagers, we were like our 
‘old, old fathers’ who lived in the forest but now we are better than our fathers because 
they were villagers and did not have a road, but now Kaasa is a town. (Interview #15) 
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5.3.8 CONCLUSION 

The discussion above highlights the lived experiences of youth in relation to the newly 

constructed Kaasa-Zogsa road, and in so doing addresses my second research question, “What are 

the important material and social implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road among residents of 

Zogsa, especially youth?” In an attempt to provide an overview of how my participants think the 

road has affected their own lives and future prospects, six themes were discussed and exemplified 

with quotations. These themes include improved mobility, increased social interaction, income 

and employment opportunities, reconstitution of spare time, social stratification, and feeling 

included in the nation and modern world more generally. 

  As seen in each theme, there was no consensus on how the road is impacting the youth of 

Kaasa. Young people had different ideas of how the road is impacting their everyday life. Their 

narratives unpack the differential implications of rural road construction, and how mobility capital 

(access, competence, appropriation) influences how different people experience road 

infrastructure.  Findings from the material above relate closely to the works of Krzaklewska 

(2019) and Porter et al. (2007, p. 8), where rural youth do not experience mobility equally. 

Instead, their mobility is influenced and differentiated by resources and social divisions, including 

age, gender, education, marital and parental status, local circumstances, and the larger cultural and 

economic context. 

The next section of the chapter examines youth perspectives on the implications of the 

road for the entire community. Five major themes are discussed to explain and assess how youth 

understand their own perspectives, circumstances, and experiences to be different from or similar 

to those of other social groups in Kaasa. 
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5.4 YOUTH PERSPECTIVES ON THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE KAASA - ZOGSA ROAD 

FOR THE COMMUNITY AS A WHOLE 

	
When asked about the road’s implications for the community of Kaasa as a whole, youth 

participants emphasized five main themes, which are listed in Table 2 and discussed over the 

course of this section.  Similar to how the discussions on youths’ lived experiences unfolded, each 

theme is briefly developed with quotations from my transcripts to exemplify. It is important to 

note that the purpose of this section is not to get a general representation of the Kaasa-Zogsa road 

for community members, but rather to understand how my participants (15 youth) understand 

their own perspectives, circumstances, and experiences to be different from or similar to those of 

other people in their community. 

 

Table 2: Youth Perspectives on the General Implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road 
Main Theme  Sub theme 

Improved Transportation and Mobility  

Transport services 
Increased mobility  
Visitors 
Increased accidents  
Health concerns  
Theft 

Access to Public Facilities 
Health care 
Educational facilities 

New Infrastructural Development 

Schools 
Grinding mill 
Boreholes 
Church building 
Electrical poles  
Agriculture productivity  

Income and Employment Opportunities 
Economic adventures 
Destruction of resources 

Unity and Stratification 
Togetherness 
Division 
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5.4.1 IMPROVED TRANSPORTATION AND MOBILITY 

A prevailing theme that was shared among almost all research participants as they talked 

about the implications of the road for the entire community is the general improvement of 

transportation and mobility.  As highlighted in earlier sections (e.g., study context), before the 

construction of the Kaasa - Zogsa road, Kaasa was inaccessible to public or other motorized 

transport.   Many young people stated that after the construction of the road Kaasa became more 

accessible with increased mobility among community members. Participants also noted that while 

the newly constructed road has significantly contributed to the improvement of transport services 

in the community, resulting in increased mobility and an influx of visitors, it came at the cost of 

increased accidents, health concerns and theft.   

   Many participants observed that the construction of the road enabled different transport 

services that did not previously exist in the community. According to one participant, “The major 

change that has come to our community since the construction of the road is that there are now a 

lot of transport services available” (Interview #4). Different forms of transport services, 

predominantly in the form of motor-tricycles popularly called cando and motor king, have been 

introduced into the community. This has significantly increased many community members’ 

mobility. Participants highlighted that the influx of transport services facilitated by the road’s 

construction has increased how often and how safely community members travel from Kaasa to 

neighboring communities and to access basic facilities. One participant who shared both of these 

perspectives is 30-year-old Ateng:   

          It has also improved our safety. At first when the road was very bad people used to foot but 
now it is hard for you to see someone footing from Zogsa to Sandema; motor kings are 
moving there which is not costly. From Zogsa to Sandema is around 3cedis to 4cedis. 
(Interview #3) 
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        A few participants highlighted that they had noticed an increase in the mobility of 

vulnerable community members in particular (i.e., the aged and disabled), who had previously 

been stuck at home in the community prior to the road’s completion. They described that 

improvement of transport services in the community has now made it easy for vulnerable 

community members to move from one place to another with fewer challenges or difficulties.  

Teni provides details: 

Initially, if you look at the vulnerable people, they used to stay at home, but now because 
of the new road, they can also come out and take a walk. On market days when they go out 
at least they can beg for transport services to take them to market to sell their things. They 
don’t just stay at home waiting for someone to help them. So, I think it has helped them, 
because most of these vulnerable people, the blind, the crippled, they all used to stay at 
home because of the old route but now they all go to the market because of the new road. 
(Interview #5) 
 
In addition to increased travel among community members, participants highlighted that 

the new road has made Kaasa accessible to many visitors, including politicians and other people 

from neighboring communities. Azumah shares that “during the election periods, most politicians 

travel on the road to access other communities” (Interview #13). Another participant named 

Awenate narrates how increased accessibility in their community has served as an incentive for 

people from other communities to relocate to Kaasa for residential purposes or agriculture: 

If you look at the Kaasa-Zogsa road, it has made people from Sandema, Navorongo, 
Chuchuliga to travel all the way here to our community and beyond to farm… Even 
yesterday, I heard two people from Navorongo came to search for land to build their own 
house; all this is because of the road, at least visitors are coming into the community. 
(Interview #14) 
 
Increased transportation and mobility among community members and the influx of 

visitors for various reasons have not been without challenges for the community. While the 

statements by Azumah and Awenate suggest that Kaasa as a community is now being noticed by 
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outsiders, giving residents a feeling of being part of the nation, other participants reported that 

there had also been an increase in accidents, health concerns (e.g., dust) and theft. Lardi described 

some of these negative implications of the road as follows: 

Accidents and the dust, especially those with their house close to the road, also because of 
the road our community is open so now thieves are able to come and quickly steal and 
escape using the road, so it is difficult to catch them. (Interview #4). 
 
Although the Kaasa community is benefiting from increased accessibility and mobility 

resulting from improved transportation facilitated by road construction, as expressed by 

participants, the package is a mixed blessing.  For example, rampant cases of accidents and dust 

causing health issues (especially for community members whose houses are very close to the 

road) (See Figure 5) and loss of lives associated with overspeeding and high alcohol intake by 

transport operators have also been reported in the community. Additionally, some participants 

believe that their community has become less safe, especially for children, due to over speeding. 

Speaking on safety issues related to the new road, Asibi explains that: 

Comparing the old path to the new path, the new road is not really safe when it comes to 
children, because looking at how people speed with their motorbikes and cars if kids are 
playing near the road, it is not safe because they can easily be hit. (Interview #5) 
 
To conclude, the discussion provided in this sub-section unpacks youth perspectives on the 

implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa for other members of the community. Similar to their own lived 

experiences, youth participants claim that the newly constructed road has contributed to the influx 

of different transport services in their community, contributing to increased mobility of 

community members. In addition, youth reported that their community had become ‘on the map’ 

as evidenced by the increasing frequency of visitors. However, the implications of the newly 

constructed road for the community came with the package of increased accidents, health 

concerns, and theft.  
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Figure 7: Picture indicating houses likely to be affected most by dust due to their proximity to the 
road 
Photo credit: Shemen Photography 

5.4.2 ACCESS TO PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES 

           Closely linked to improved transportation is access to public facilities. Most of my 

participants described how it had become much easier for community members to access public 

facilities, including health care and schools. They stressed in particular how much easier it had 

become for community members to access health services.  As discussed in earlier sections of the 

thesis, accessing health care was nearly impossible for Kaasa residents prior to the construction of 
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the road, due to the absence of nearby functional health facilities and the poor state of the 

footpath. Many participants said it had now become easier for ambulances to access their 

community in cases of health emergencies. For example, one of my participants, named Talata, 

told me that “now when you call an ambulance it won’t keep long before coming or even if you 

are going there on your own it [the road] helps you to get there on time to get treated” (Interview 

#8). Participants told me that locals of Kaasa are now able to access health facilities promptly due 

to improved transportation and mobility, and in the case of emergencies, improved accessibility 

has made it possible for ambulances to travel to the community. Anagzuk and Anaalie shared this 

perspective, respectively: 

          In fact, the road has helped a lot, first if someone is sick it was a problem, but now because 
of the movements of motor kings, you can now carry sick people from my area to hospital. 
(Interview #2) 

 
          As the road is good, if someone is sick, the person can be rushed to the hospital; you know, 

delaying the person in the house can lead to death. But now it won’t happen because now 
the road is good, and they can easily get to the hospital. (Interview #6) 

 
           In addition to stressing access to health facilities, many participants also noted that they 

have observed a general improvement in education and school attendance in the community.  

They claimed that there has been a decline in teacher absenteeism, as teachers who live outside of 

the community and newly transferred teachers are now able to access the community easily. Also, 

students from the community are now able to travel outside the community to access educational 

facilities, including the District Library. Additionally, many students who were deterred from 

frequently going to school due to teacher absenteeism and the bad nature of the previous footpath 

have regularly been attending school since the construction of the road. In an attempt to create a 

general picture of school enrolment in the community, one participant said:  
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          Because of the nature of the footpath, a lot of the children were not going to school, like if 
you take like 100 children, it will only be about 15 or 20 out of the 100 will be in school, the 
rest used to stay at home. When they wake up, they will run and hide, but now because of 
the new road, I think that if you take the same 100, you will get about 90 plus going to 
school unless a kid that is lazy. (Interview #15) 

 
Speaking in regard to community members’ accessibility to the District Library, Ayami explains 
that: 
 

Here [Kaasa], we don’t have a library, neither does Zogsa or Guuta unless Sandema. When 
it is time to write the BECE (junior high final year) exam, some people organize extra 
classes outside the community to help the students, so the students travel outside the 
community to study then return at any time. (Interview #10) 
 
This theme brings together youth perspectives on how the newly constructed road influences 

community members’ ability to access public services, including health care and educational 

facilities.  As evident, in some of the quotations (i.e., access to educational facilities), youth spoke 

about the community as a whole, including young people more generally. As a result, the 

distinctions between youth experiences and circumstances and those of other community members 

is unclear. Nevertheless, youth participants generally agreed that there is an improvement in 

community members’ access to health and educational facilities. According to many, this is 

facilitated by access to and ownership of transport services (i.e., dimensions of mobility capital). 

5.4.3 NEW INFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Another prominent theme shared among most participants as they took a step away from 

their personal lives and talked more generally about what they observed to be the implications of 

the road for the community is the development of new infrastructures. Participants attributed the 

establishment and development of physical infrastructure, including schools, a grinding mill, 

boreholes, a church building, and electrical poles (if not electricity yet), to the newly constructed 

road.   
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Participants stressed how both Kaasa and Zogsa have been equipped with new educational 

infrastructures, which has relieved the burden of many students and young mothers. For example, 

several attested that before the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa road, students from Zogsa (a 

neighboring community) trod to Kaasa to access basic education (kindergarten and primary 

school). Also, students from both Kaasa and Zogsa who successfully graduated from primary 

school had to relocate or walk several kilometers to other big communities or the district capital to 

acquire their Junior High School education. This was mainly because Kaasa did not have a Junior 

High School. However, the new road’s construction has changed this narrative as the two 

communities have been served with a Kindergarten and Junior High School (see Figure 8). 

Providing details on access to education before the construction of the road, the assemblyman told 

me: 

Schooling was a problem; Zogsa did not have school. It’s recently they got a kindergarten, 
so the children from Zogsa used to come to Kaasa. Also, Kaasa did not have a Junior High 
School; it’s recently that we got one. So formerly students from Kaasa, once they complete 
their primary school, use to go to Seniesi central or Guuta. And it was a problem unless the 
child relocates over there because if you want to travel daily from either Zogsa or Kasaa to 
Guuta or Seneisi central, it won’t work unless a family is wealthy enough to provide a 
bicycle. (Assemblyman) 
 
 Participants reported that the construction of the two facilities has tremendously reduced 

the burden of young mothers in Zogsa who had to travel daily to bring their kids to daycare in 

Kaasa.  They also highlighted that these facilities encourage enrolment and continuation of 

education after basic primary school to junior high school.  According to a few participants this 

more protracted involvement in formal education has reduced early marriage and teenage 

pregnancy in the community. According to Awenate: 

The absence of a road made the young girls to just marry anyhow. They did not know what 
school was and how to comport themselves through school, but now that there is a road, it 
has made them know more about education, if you had analyzed, there was a lot of teenage 
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pregnancy in Kasaa and Zogsa, but after the construction of the road it has reduced” 
(Interview #14) 
 

	
Figure 8: The newly constructed Kaasa Junior High School 
Photo credit: Shemen Photography 
 

In addition to the facilities and developmental activities discussed above, participants 

highlighted that the road’s construction has enabled the construction of new boreholes, a grinding 

mill, and has led to the transportation of electrical poles (see Figure 9) to the community. Ateng 

told me that “as a result of the construction of the road, many boreholes have been constructed” 

(Interview #3), and Asibi said“initially we used to go Sandema or Seniensi to grind our flours but 

now after the construction of the road they came and built a grinding mill for us” (Interview #5).   

Speaking about the introduction of electrical poles in the community, Talata relates:  
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We do not have lights [electricity]… but after the road construction, they have started 
bringing electrical poles into our community. First, we did not know what they call cando, 
but now we know what cando is, now we know the different machines. Also, because of 
the road, they came and built a school in Zogsa. Aside from the school building, a lot of 
people were afraid to go to school, but now because of the new road people, a lot of 
people, are able to go school and don’t even get late. (Interviews #8) 
 
Although Kaasa is not connected to the national electricity grid, participants indicated this 

would soon be a thing of the past, because electrical poles have been brought the community. 

Many participants associate the importation of the poles with increased accessibility, while 

strongly anticipating that their community will soon be connected to the national electricity grid.   

In conclusion, this section assembles youth narratives relating to the impacts of the Kaasa- 

Zogsa road on Kaasa’s infrastructural development. Also, the latter part of the theme unpacks 

some of the anticipations of young people relating to the role of the road and the future prospects 

of the community (e.g., being connected to the national electricity grid). 
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Figure 9: Electrical poles 
Photo credit: Shemen Photography 

 

5.4.4 INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES  

Another major theme that emerged from the interviews as participants shared their thoughts 

on the implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road for other members of the community is the generation 

of income and employment opportunities. Like narratives of youth lived experiences, while many 

participants believed the road has positively influenced income and employment opportunities in 

the community, a few others noted it was at the expense of other community members’ livelihood.   
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Most participants reported that the community was experiencing a boost in agricultural 

productivity and more reliable access to market centers. Specifically, participants told me that the 

influx of transport services and infrastructure in Kaasa has improved access to farms and market 

centers. These increases in access have significantly improved agriculture as farmers can now 

easily access farm inputs and transport produce from the community to the market center at a lower 

cost.  For example, 21-year-old Anagzuk told me that “The road construction has brought about 

linkage which has improved agriculture because farmers can now access agriculture machines like 

tractors as well as transport their goods to the market” (Interview #2). Speaking to how the road 

has influenced income generation among farmers in the community Ateng similarly explains that:  

The main source of income in the community is the farm produce, but after harvesting and 
transporting the farm produce to the market square to sell and earn something was really a 
big challenge because of the bad nature of the path. Besides, motor kings, which are the 
main means of transportation did not travel to Kaasa or Zogsa because of the bad nature of 
the road. Again, one cannot even tie a bag of rice on a bicycle and travel on that [old] road 
to the market to sell. (Interview #3) 
 
These two statements suggest that the mechanization of agriculture has been instrumental in 

increasing productivity as some community members can now farm in large quantities in and 

beyond the community. Moving beyond the issue of increased agricultural productivity, 

participants spoke about how some community members are now able to travel to nearby business 

centers using the road to sell farm produce, firewood, and livestock. Additionally, a few 

participants noted that some community members are generating income from starting up small 

businesses and operating transport services. Illustrating the impact of the road on community 

members’ income generation, Awenboro stated: 

Today is a market day, and you check on the road; a lot of people are on the road; some 
are carrying firewood to go and sell while others are going to sell some of their livestock 
to get money. All those who could not cross the river are now all able to travel to the 
market to look for money. (Interview #11) 
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Similarly, Awenate shares that: 
 

I know about three people that have bought their own new motor king and are using it as a 
business; they carry passengers to Sandema. A couple of women also have set up small 
bars; some are even selling Kenkey (staple Ghanaian dish). (Interview #14)  
 
 While most participants acknowledged the importance of the newly constructed road in the 

generation of income and employment in the community, a few participants were more sceptical 

about the road’s impacts in this regard. These participants indicated that while the road has 

positively influenced income and employment opportunities in the community, it has been at the 

expense of some people’s livelihoods. For example, participants cited how some community 

members lost their farmlands without compensation during the construction of the road. 

Additionally, according to participants, major economic trees that served as a source of income in 

the community for many residents were destroyed.  Awenboro provides details: 

The road passed through farmlands that people use to cultivate food to feed themselves; in 
our communities, our shea trees are also the cocoa that we use to survive. During the 
construction of the road, they uprooted a lot of the shea trees before constructing the road 
…these are some of the negative impacts, but the positive impacts are enormous. 
(Interview #11) 
 
Several other participants also noted that farmlands and economic trees were destroyed in 

the road’s construction, which also reduced farming labor demand. Awenboro, for example, spoke 

of how increased vehicular mobility after the road’s construction reduced farming employment 

opportunities for some people, especially women: 

During the harvesting period, women are invited to harvest millet and transport it to the 
owner’s house. At the end of the day, they earn something for a living, but now that the 
road has been constructed, most people now use motor kings and donkey carts to transport 
their farm produce to their homes. As a result, the employment rate has decreased. 
(Interview #11) 
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This theme brings together youth perspectives on how the Kaasa-Zogsa is influencing 

income and employment opportunities in Kaasa. Similar to the experiences of youth relating to the 

role and impact of the road on their income and employment opportunities, there was no 

consensus regarding the road’s implications for community member’s employment and income 

opportunities. Most youth stressed improved agricultural productivity, which is unsurprising due 

to community members’ heavy dependence on agriculture; however, the process varied among 

community members. The material presented above gives some sense of the differential 

implications of rural roads in marginalized rural communities. Some residents are benefiting 

significantly in terms of income and employment at the expense of other residents who have lost 

their livelihoods.  

5.4.5 UNITY AND STRATIFICATION 

Participants also had varied viewpoints regarding the implication of the road for unity and 

stratification in Kaasa. While most participants believe that the road construction has fostered unity 

and togetherness in the community, others felt that the new road has brought some sort of 

stratification and division to the community. Regardless of viewpoint, the majority of participants' 

narratives suggest that social relations have intensified locally and over space. 

Expressing how the newly constructed road is fostering unity among community members 

and even between the Kaasa community and other neighboring communities, Akaawen shares: 

“After the construction of the road, there has been a lot of togetherness and love in the community. 

Even the communities that were not in contact with us now get together with them” (Interview 

#15). Other participants also discussed how the road is deepening social relations and facilitating 

support among community members. For example, participants indicated that it has become easier 
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for the community to rally support for each other in and out of the community, especially due to 

improved transportation.  Illustrating this point, Awenate said: 

 After the construction of the road, we [Kaasa community] have become united; before the 
road construction, if you had an issue somewhere or if there is a program somewhere, you 
will only get at least one of your friends to go and support you. But now that there is a road, 
if there is a program, they will just hire motor king to convene people like 10 to go and 
support, which has brought about happiness and love in the community. (Interview #14) 
 
A practical example of what Awenate described is provided by Ayaami, who explains an 

instance where some community members rallied and traveled to the district capital to support 

community members who had graduated from a vocational training center:  

The last time some of our youth were graduating from FISTRAD (Foundation for 
Integrated & Strategic Development) we came together and got a motor king to go and 
support them; there was no river that we needed help to cross. (Interview #10).  
 
However, this has not been the case for everyone, as the ability to travel outside the 

community to support community members depends on the capacity to pay transportation costs. 

The cost associated with supporting community members at events, including funerals, 

graduations, and weddings determines who is most likely to use the road or receive support. 

According to Akaaba: 

Truly, if there is a program somewhere far or a poor person in the community has a funeral 
or event somewhere far, it is difficult to rent transport service.  However, some of motor 
king drivers are from Kaasa or Zogsa so if there is a case like that the drivers are good 
people so they will agree to do it on credit still when you get money to pay them or better 
still if you have some money you can pay for fuel to transport you. (Interview #14) 
 

  Additionally, some participants told me that the newly constructed road had created a 

binary division in the community, where residents who are not able to use the road to their 

advantage are labeled ‘lazy’ or not serious; in the words of Akankisi, “it makes it look like those 

who can’t are aimless or lazy” (Interview #7).  Moreover, locals who did not participate in the 
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road construction seem to be left out, as discussed in Chapter Four.  One of my participants, 

Azumah, speaking on unity, indicates that residents who did not participate in the project are 

likely to be the problem when it comes to unity, because most of them, including herself, are 

unhappy about not being involved in the project.    

It is only those who did not participate in the project that are the problem because they did 

not get to learn a skill or trade, but all those who participated are happy and are using what 

they learned during the project to support themselves. (Interview #13)  

Similarly, Awenboro and Azumah share that:  
 

At first, when you come to this community, you can’t even differentiate between those 
who are poor and those who are rich. It’s after the construction of the road that you can 
differentiate between different social groups of people. It is even now that I know that my 
community has people who have a lot of insights to buy motor king to make money and 
bring in tractors to farms. (Interview #11) 
 
The road’s construction has brought some sort of division into the community because it 
has made us recognize those who are hardworking and those who are not, those who are 
looking for a good life and those who are not. Because just imagine you are taught a skill or 
trade to use as a source of livelihood, and you are sitting down. Some people are just sitting 
at home; they are not making use of what they learned while others are seriously using it to 
make money… So the road has made us differentiate between those who have money and 
those who do not have it, because those who have, every market day they go to the market, 
but those who do not have money can’t do the same. Because if you go to board a motor 
king and you do not have money, they won’t allow you, unless you walk, which is difficult 
so people who do not are always at home, they don’t really go to the market. (Interview 
#13) 
 
The narratives above provide insight into how the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa road has 

contributed to stratification in the community. Apparently, community members with higher 

mobility capital who have been able to trade it for economic benefits have been ranked rich and 

hardworking. On the other hand, community members who have not been able to fully appropriate 

the road due to other complexities or variables have been labeled lazy or poor. Basically, people are 

being labelled and ranked on the basis of their ability to take advantage of the road or based on 
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their mobility capital.	  This is particularly evident in Azumah’s narrative, where locals who have 

not been able to utilize their acquired skills have been labeled as lazy.  

5.4.6 CONCLUSION  

The discussion above under this main section brings together participants’s perspectives 

on the implications the Kaasa-Zogsa for the community as a whole. Five major themes, including 

the emergence of new infrastructural development, improved transportation and mobility, access 

to farmlands and facilities, income and employment opportunities, and unity and stratification, 

emerged as youth shared their perspectives on the implications of the new road in their 

community.  

In addition to providing answers to my second research question, the discussion in this 

section allows us to assess how youth understand their own perspectives, circumstances, and 

experiences to be different from or similar to those of other people. As evident, most youth 

perspectives on the implications of the road for the larger community overlap with their personal 

experiences, especially income and employment opportunities, improved transportation, and 

stratification.  Nevertheless, having youth speak about their own lived experiences separately 

from the general community helps us understand how youth experience and represent new roads.   

For example, having youth speak about their lived experiences reveals that they are not just 

gallivanting through space but also navigating their way through purposefully and instrumentally. 

As argued by Langevang and Gough (2009, p. 743), although youth mobility is “intentional and 

goal-directed, [it] is not an individual free-will affair but is influenced by young people’s social 

position and by the shifting constraints and possibilities …including the relationships and 

networks people are bound up in and seek to create” (Langevang & Gough, 2009, p. 743). 
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In both materials (i.e., narratives of youth lived experience of and perspectives on the 

implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road) it is evident that the implications of the road are differential 

even within the same group of people.  Additionally, it is evident that while roads can have 

tremendous benefits for rural dwellers including accessibility and connectivity, they are equally 

tools for intensifying vulnerabilities and creating social disconnection (Dalakoglou & Harvey, 

2012; Gurung, 2021).    

 In the next chapter, mobility capital will be discussed in detail to unpack the factors that 

account for the differential implications that evidently influence how community members 

appropriate the road for their own benefit.  

 

5.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

To examine the important material and social implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road 

among residents of Kaasa, especially youth, this chapter describes how youth (a) expressed their 

perspectives on, and lived experience of the Kaasa-Zogsa road, and (b) what they understood to be 

the implications of the road for the community more generally. As is evident throughout the 

chapter, and perhaps not surprisingly, these two sets of implications overlap significantly.  

Prior to unpacking these narratives, I started the chapter by outlining the context and 

challenges of the footpath residents of Kaasa traveled on before the construction of the new road.  

Here, I highlighted both the physical and emotional difficulties that locals faced as they navigate 

the footpath. Insights from this section are useful for two main purposes: (a) provide a glimpse of 

rural inaccessibility and the need to advocate for more rural road investments (b) to understand 

and appreciate the lived implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road. 
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Delving more directly into my research question, the second section of the chapter 

discusses six themes that emerged from my interviews as the youth shared their lived experiences 

of the new road. These themes include improved mobility, increased social interaction, income 

and employment opportunities, reconstitution of spare time, social stratification, and feeling 

included in the nation and modernity more generally.  It is worth noting that there is no consensus 

as to how the road was impacting youth under each theme. For example, while the majority of my 

participants believe that the road is influencing youth income and employment opportunities, 

participants expressed this theme differently.  Additionally, as evident throughout youth narratives, 

the implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road are differential among young people along the lines of 

genders, age, marriage, educational background, skills, parental concerns, and economic status.  

The third main section of this chapter broadens the scope beyond young people’s lived 

experiences to youth perspectives on the implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road for the general 

community. Five major themes emerged: improved transportation and mobility, access to public 

facilities, new infrastructural development, income and employment opportunities, and unity and 

stratification. While some of the themes overlap with youth lived experiences, a few differences 

were noted. This confirms Porter and Turner’s (2019) point that, in rural communities, the 

experiences and practices of youth may differ from the overall picture. 

   Overall, the discussion and insights from the chapter provide useful answers to my second 

research question while adequately responding to the call for “case studies …at the scale of 

particular communities and from the perspective of the people involved to understand more fully 

the complex implications of new roads for community organization, development outcomes, and 

the sustainability of those outcomes” (Cook & Butz, 2011, p. 29).  In the following chapter, which 

concludes the thesis, I analyze the factors that account for the differential implications of the 
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Kaasa-Zogsa road and its construction process among the youth in Kaasa, and between the youth 

and other demographic categories. 
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CHAPTER SIX: UNPACKING THE DIFFERENTIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE KAASA-

ZOGSA ROAD 

	

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

	
This chapter draws together findings from Chapters Four and Five to address my third 

research question: What accounts for differences in the social and material impacts of the road and 

its construction among the youth in Kaasa, and between the youth and other demographic 

categories? Findings from Chapters Four and Five will be reviewed through a motility lens to 

unpack the factors that account for the differential implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road and its 

construction among youth and between youth and other community members.  

As will be evident, while the new mobility platform in Kaasa has introduced numerous 

opportunities for the community (Jones & Lucas, 2012; Urry, 2008), the benefits of these 

opportunities expressed in youth narratives settle differently on community members. Individual 

motility (access, competency, and appropriation), which is needed to accomplish mobility, greatly 

influences how locals of Kaasa experience the road differently.	  It is important to note that the 

factors that influence the differential implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road and its construction 

among youth and between youth and other community members overlap and will be discussed in 

an integrated manner using the motility framework. 

The second and third sections of the chapter conclude the thesis by (a) summarizing key 

findings and policy recommendations from the thesis and (b) reflecting on the contribution of my 

thesis to scholarly knowledge.  
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6.2 MOTILITY/MOBILITY CAPITAL  

	
This section applies the concept of motility to account for the differential implications of 

the Kaasa-Zogsa road for differently positioned community members based on participants’ 

narratives expressed in Chapters Four and Five.  As outlined by Weig (2018, p. 421), motility or 

mobility capital significantly contributes to the comprehension of “diversified mobilities by 

focusing not only on actualized observable mobility but also considering the choices and 

limitations which precede movement.”  It factors in both “structural and cultural dimensions of 

movement and action in that the actual or potential capacity for spatio-social mobility may be 

realized differently or have different consequences across varying socio-cultural contexts” 

(Kaufmann et al., 2004, p. 750). Employing the concept of motility to understand the differential 

implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road provides a useful foundation to move beyond the physical 

movement of locals to focusing on who or which group of people are mobile or immobile, and 

various ways in which community members appropriate opportunities for movement (Weig, 

2015). The discussion in the following sections will unfold by analyzing the implications of the 

Kaasa - Zogsa road as narrated by participants in line with the three aspects or variables of 

motility, including access, competence, and appropriation. 

6.2.1 ACCESS 

An overview of youth lived experiences of and perspectives on the implications of the 

Kaasa-Zogsa road project examined in the thesis’ two main analytical chapters (i.e., Chapter 4 and 

5) exhibits how the newly constructed road offers new avenues for achieving personal or 

collective ambitions (Cook & Butz, 2018; Jones & Lucas, 2012; Urry, 2008).  Beyond the ability 

of pedestrians to travel freely, youth narratives tell of how the new mobility system or platform 
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has increased community members’ motility by increasing the use and availability of motorbikes 

and three-wheeled motor kings and candos in the community. While the Kaasa-Zogsa road 

facilitates opportunities for improved mobility (speed and reliability), as expressed by many 

participants in Chapter Five, it takes locals’ ability to access these opportunities in order to enjoy 

social advantages. Reading from youth narratives, three factors, including access to money, 

perception of safety, and autonomy, potentially influence how community members are likely to 

access opportunities facilitated by the road infrastructure.  

Firstly, as evident in many narratives in Chapter Five, the ability of locals to quickly 

access farmland, nearby communities, and other basic facilities, including schools, health centers, 

and market centers, depends on access to transport services and the financial capacity to pay for 

them. Lack of money does not only limit community members’ access to transport but 

differentiates quite a bit between people in terms of how, how far, and how much they use the 

road. Although some community members, including the poor and some young people (e.g., 

unemployed, students) resort to walking and do not necessarily need financial resources to be 

mobile, access to money nevertheless influences how, how far, and how much they use the road. 

Given that many young people are dependent on their parents and are now finding their way into 

the adult world of employment, they lack enough financial resources compared to adults in the 

community to access transport services. Beyond the fact that money is needed to own or fund 

transport services, it plays a role in how locals’ appropriate opportunities (e.g., trade, learn a skill, 

charge a phone, access to health care) outside of Kaasa. 

Access to money in Kaasa, as expressed in participants’ narratives, commonly correlates 

with gender and age.  Among young people, narratives suggest that older youth (in their late 20s 

to 30s) were more likely to have more financial resources to fund transport costs than younger 
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ones, because of their ability to earn wages. This relates to the finding that most adults and some 

youth (e.g., unemployed mothers in their late 20s) were beneficiaries of the Japan Social 

Development Fund (JSDF). Regarding gender, several participants, citing the role of societal 

structures (e.g., expectations of a certain gender), explained that men in the Kaasa community 

generally are more likely to have greater access to money compared to women. This is because 

community norms put more pressure on males to be economically viable, which translates to them 

having more financial resources to access mobility opportunities.  

Perception of safety is another factor evident in youth narratives that accounts for how 

members of Kaasa access opportunities for movement facilitated by the road.  As evident 

throughout Chapter Five, the newly constructed road has improved the challenges (both physical 

and emotional) that many community members experienced prior to its construction. Specifically, 

the perception that the new road is safer in terms of their ability to move around freely without the 

possibility of being abducted into marriage, scared by a ghost, or bitten by snakes and scorpions, 

contributes to community members’ motility.  This is evident in youth narratives relating to 

increasing mobility in the community and the extension of social connections and interactions 

among youth. However, this has not been the case for everyone; the perception of safety differs 

and affects individuals differently. Increased motor vehicle accidents and the perceived risky 

nature of the new road restrict the mobility of some community members.  

Younger youth (mostly those under parental guidance) and girls experience more restricted 

mobility due to the perceived danger associated with the newly constructed road.  Increased 

vehicular movements and accidents have triggered many parents to restrict the mobility of their 

young ones as the road is perceived to be dangerous. Additionally, although the road has generally 

improved the mobility of young girls who were initially scared of being captured into marriage, 
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issues relating to increased accessibility (e.g., teenage pregnancy) generally restrict young girls’ 

movement compared to boys’ mobility in the community. As outlined by Porter (2010), many 

rural young girls encounter restrictions on their mobility, which continue into their adulthood and 

eventually affect their livelihoods and opportunities.   

Most youth perceive the newly constructed road to be safer than adults do, which translates 

to their frequent utilization of the road both day and night. This is evident in their willingness to 

travel at any time to charge phones, connect with friends, play soccer, attend programs and late-

night parties, among other things, as discussed in Chapter Five. However, in my conversations with 

older community members (e.g., the assemblyman), it is apparent that while these activities were 

common among youth, parents and other older members of the community were uncomfortable 

especially traveling in the night.  

Lastly, reading participants narratives autonomy plays a role in how and which community 

members have access to opportunities created by the road. It influences who has the free will to 

travel as well as access to opportunities for movement. In addition to playing a critical role in 

decision-making processes in many households (Cook & Butz, 2018), age and gender are key in 

autonomy. Critical analysis of the interview transcripts underlines that parental concerns and the 

association of young people’s mobility with deviance and girls’ promiscuity generally restricts 

youth mobility, especially for females. 

Like many rural communities in developing countries, Kaasa is a patriarchal community, 

which translates into men overseeing decision-making in households and possessing the greatest 

authority in the family unit (Akyelken, 2013; Cook & Butz, 2018; Porter, 2011).  My interactions 

with youth indicate that men who hierarchically are the “head of the family” have more access to 

financial resources and transport vehicles than women in the Kaasa community. Beyond social 
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structures giving more privileges to men to freely make decisions and own or control resources, 

which eventually enhances mobility capital, marriage also plays a role in the mobility of 

community members, especially women. This stems from the cultural responsibilities associated 

with marriage, especially in the case of women, who need to take permission from their husbands 

and are constrained with domestic duties (Akyelken, 2013; Cook & Butz, 2018; Porter, 2011). As 

outlined by Porter (2011), the restrictive nature of women’s mobility in rural communities is a 

problem both of inadequate financial and physical resources as well as broader social and cultural 

factors.  

6.2.2 COMPETENCE 

 In addition to the different factors influencing community members’ access to 

opportunities precipitated by the newly constructed road, competency plays a role in the 

differential implications of the road. As outlined by Bernier et al. (2019, p. 20), mobility	maybe a 

challenging “experience when competencies are not sufficient to make use of the transportation 

offer and to realize mobility aspirations.” While licenses and permits are not strictly required to 

operate transport services in Kaasa (e.g., tricycles), the physical and cognitive ability to operate 

transport services, walk, bike, or take tricycles influences community members’ mobility capital. 

Additionally, the capacity and competency to develop social networks underlines how locals 

experience the Kaasa-Zogsa road differently. 

  An aspect of competence emphasized throughout my data is the cognitive ability to 

operate transport services, including motor tricycles and bicycles. Although the newly constructed 

road and the availability of transport services enhanced the mobility capital of most community 

members, interviews reveal how locals operating motor tricycles were especially able to exploit 

the road for their own and their families’ benefit. As shown in Chapter Five, men with the 
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resources to access and skills to operate a motorised vehicle are able to travel more frequently and 

extensively than others, as well as turn their access and competence (i.e., ability to drive, negotiate 

fares, and maintain the machine) into a source of living.  

 Furthermore, training, skills and funds provided through the JSDF significantly contribute 

to the competence (motility) of some community members and account to some extent for the 

differential implications of the road. As evident in Chapters Four and Five, the capacity of the 

JSDF beneficiaries to be mobile has increased as many of them are fully appropriating the skills 

and funds acquired from the project to their advantage. For example, the project provided 

beneficiaries with skills (e.g., shea butter making) that many beneficiaries turned into income, and 

therefore, mobility access. Additionally, other beneficiaries were equipped with useful 

information (e.g., workshop training on finances), money and skills to venture into new economic 

activities (e.g., trading) which yielded money to access mobility. It is important to note that while 

the skills and funds acquired from the project influence community member’s ability to fully 

experience the road, it depends on how community members appropriate these available 

opportunities. In several of my interviews, participants (see Azumah’s narrative on p.129 with an 

excerpt below) highlight how some beneficiaries of the project, although equipped with some 

forms of competence, are still idling at home without using the skills acquired.  

Just imagine you are taught a skill/ trade to use as a source of livelihood and you are 
sitting down; some people are just sitting, they are not making use of what they learned 
while others are seriously using it to make money. I know this woman still to date she is 
still making her shea butter, and it never shorts (always available) unless you don’t go her 
place because anytime you are in need of butter she has available. (Interview #13) 
 
This quotation suggests competence alone is not enough to fully exploit the road; 

differences in people’s appropriation of access and competence also figure importantly in the 

differential implications of the Kaasa-Zogsa road.  
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6.2.3 APPROPRIATION 

While access and competency play a role in the differential implication of the road, 

appropriation, or the realistic aspiration to make use of a range of mobility options, is key in how 

locals of Kaasa experience the newly constructed Kaasa-Zogsa road differently.  Expressed in the 

form of attitudinal change (e.g., reconstitution of spare time), motivation, and desire to optimize 

opportunities created by road, appropriation underlines how locals experience the new mobility 

platform differently. As outlined by Kaufmann et al. (2004, p. 750), “appropriation is shaped by 

needs, plans, aspirations and understandings of agents, and it relates to strategies, motives, values 

and habits”.	 	 While youth narratives unpack the road’s importance to generating numerous 

opportunities in the community, like learning a skill, venturing into trade, facilitating the 

transportation of local resources, it takes community members’ desire and determination to take 

advantage of these opportunities and skills to increase their motility capital.  

 According to my participants, variations in how young people experience the road relate 

strongly to individual attitude: whether and how they developed the desire or ambitions to take 

advantage of opportunities afforded by the road. Thus, although the road and its construction 

process have been instrumental in creating opportunities (i.e., income and employment 

opportunities) and improving young people’s capacity to move freely, a major difference lies in 

how youth individually understood and acted on the opportunities available to them. As evident in 

Chapter Five, before the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa Road, many young people in Kaasa 

spent their spare time idling.  However, after the introduction of the new mobility platform, those 

who recognized the new opportunities created by the road reconstituted their spare time (e.g., 

transitioned from being idle into being productive) to fully appropriate opportunities and avenues 

available. Thus, the desire and willingness to appropriate opportunities, including but not limited 

to acquiring education, learning new skills, venturing into new trades, and harvesting and selling 
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local resources, including fruits, differentiates between which group of young are benefiting from 

the road.  	 

  Similarly, while the Kaasa-Zogsa road and its construction process have improved 

transportation facilities in the community and equipped locals with some form of competence 

(i.e., JSDF project), the ambition and desire for personal development, including having a 

sustained livelihood, underlines how different community members appropriate opportunities 

(e.g., skills and availability of transport services) created by the road project. In several youth 

narratives, participants referenced how the actual road is not making any significant difference in 

community members’ lives compared to locals’ cognitive ability to appropriate opportunities 

facilitated by the road.  For example, one of my participants, whose narrative nicely articulates the 

role of appropriation in the differential implications of the road, is Azumah. 

You see, Fumbisi has the largest market in this district and even beyond. Because there is a 
road, during Christmas you will find that a lot of people will strive to get some money then 
use it to travel to the south buy goods and bring it home to sell. Others too will go to 
Fumbisi and purchase millet and other produces to sell, all this is through the road. So even 
if there is a road and you don’t have the ‘sense’/ability to use it, it won’t help you because if 
you are sitting down while there is a road, it won’t make a difference that there is a road in 
your community, but those who have the sense will get up, go to Sandema and trade, others 
will also go Chiana market and Navorongo market to trade and come back. (Interview #13) 
 

 As evident in Azumah’s narrative, which captures the findings outlined in Chapter Five, 

the road as a facility undoubtedly presents numerous opportunities in the community; however, 

appropriation produced out of access and competence combined with intention and desire is key 

in translating the opportunities created by the road and its construction process into mobility.	

Certainly, the ability to fully appropriate opportunities and avenues available depends greatly on 

what opportunities and avenues are available to individuals in the community. As evidenced 

throughout this discussion, this not same for everyone (not even for the same demographic group); 
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therefore, the capacity to appropriate differs based on different variables including the influence 

of access and competence.  

6.2.4 CONCLUSION 

The discussion above begins to draw the curtains on my thesis by reflecting on factors that 

account for the differential implications of the newly constructed Kaasa-Zogsa road through a 

motility lens.  As evident above and throughout the thesis, while the new Kaasa-Zogsa road and 

its construction process have created several mobility possibilities and opportunities for locals of 

the Kaasa, its outcomes settle differently on community members. Beyond the fact that mobilities 

of locals are relationally shaped, where the mobility of some community restricts and impedes the 

mobility of others (Cook & Butz, 2018: Cresswell, 2010), as extensively discussed in Chapter 

Five, motility or mobility capital is key in the differential implications of the new road. Thus, 

locals’ ability to experience the benefits of the newly constructed road depends mainly on their 

motility, including the assets and opportunities they possess as well as the ambition to act on 

opportunities available. 

Specifically, among youth and between youth and other social demographics in Kaasa, a 

critical factor in how people differently experience the road lies in their capacity to recognize and 

appropriate the available opportunities.  It is important to note that while the factors accounting 

for the differential implications were discussed under the different pillars of motility, they are not 

independent variables; instead access, competence and appropriation all work together to 

influence an individual’s motility (Kaufmann et al., 2004).    
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6.3 SUMMARY OF KEY ARGUMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.3.1 KEY ARGUMENTS 

This thesis’s journey was born out of my curiosity to understand the uneven and 

differential implications of rural road projects within differently situated rural communities by 

focusing on specific social groups (i.e., youth) whose experiences and practices in relation to road 

construction may differ from the aggregate picture. Additionally, I was interested in 

understanding the extent to which locals are involved in development projects and how the 

involvement of locals influences the social and economic outcomes of micro-scale road projects in 

small, disadvantaged communities. 

Using Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of citizen participation framework, the first analytical 

chapter of my thesis discusses the extent and implications of involving locals of Kaasa in the 

road-building project. In this chapter, I argue using both theoretical material and empirical data 

that despite numerous calls to fully involve residents in community development projects (Dill, 

2009; Osei-Akoto et al., 2019; Porter, 2012), residents of Kaasa were only superficially involved 

in the construction process of the Kaasa-Zogsa. Building on this argument, my thesis concludes 

that this strategy does not empower locals and fails to achieve community participation objectives 

in development projects that aim to engage locals in problem identification, planning, and 

implementation (DFID, 2002). 

In the second analytical chapter (Chapter Five), I examine youth lived experiences of the 

Kaasa-Zogsa road, and what they understood to be the implications of the road for the community 

more generally. Findings reveal that these two sets of implications overlap significantly; however, 

having youth speak about their own lived experiences separately from the general community is 

useful in understanding how youth experience and represent new roads. Using rich empirical data, 
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I argue that the implications of the new Kaasa- Zogsa road are uneven and settle differently on 

community members, even for people with the same socio-demographic characteristics.  This 

argument aligns with the critical road impact literature where scholars argue that, while roads can 

undoubtedly be instruments for connectivity, they can equally be powerful tools for deepening 

vulnerabilities and social disconnections (Akyelken, 2013; Baptista, 2018; Cook & Butz, 2011, 

2015, 2020; Dalakoglou, 2010; Dalakoglou & Harvey, 2012; Gurung 2021; Murton, 2017; 

Pedersen & Bunkenborg, 2012). 

Building on the argument established in Chapter Five, the first section of this chapter 

discusses the factors accounting for differences in the social and material impacts of the road and 

its construction among youth in Kaasa, and between youth and other demographic categories. 

Here, I argue that locals’ ability to experience the benefits of the newly constructed road depends 

mainly on their motility, including the assets and opportunities they possess as well as the 

ambition to act on opportunities available. Furthermore, I argue that while access and competence 

are important in how locals experience the road differently, appropriation (e.g., attitudinal change, 

desire, and ambition to improve well-being) is key to youth’s understanding of the differential 

implications of the Kaasa -Zogsa road. 

 

6.3.2 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although the study was not designed for the purpose of generating policy 

recommendations in terms of its locational specificity, methodology and sample size, I would like 

to offer the following general observations from my research that may be relevant in contexts 

where policy is being formulated to construct infrastructure as an element of rural development. 

Primarily, this study draws attention to the important fact that the construction of rural 

roads in marginalized communities without capacity building is not enough to bring about the 
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positive changes promised by development discourse.  Specifically, in deprived rural communities 

like Kaasa, road construction is most likely to achieve positive development outcomes that are 

experienced equitably by different social groups (including youth, who constitute a large 

percentage of the population) if that road construction occurs in conjunction with a broader 

program of capacity building, for example through projects like the Japan Social Development 

Fund (JSDF).       

In thinking about capacity building, it is important to implement schemes that enhance 

community member’s mobility capital (access, competence and appropriation) in a just manner 

that includes all people in the community. For example, findings from my study reveal that the 

design of LIPW model used in the construction of the Kaasa-Zogsa did not specifically target 

youth, which translated into their virtual exclusion from the JSDF initiative. While the logic has 

been that targeting and recruiting youth to work contributes to dropping out of school for quick 

money, it is nevertheless important to create a just system that will not deepen the inequalities and 

differences that exist in small rural communities. This can be done by providing more 

opportunities for youth to be included in the planning process of development projects. For 

example, it is important to offer suitable and flexible work schedules that provide opportunities 

for youth to be included in capacity building without negatively impacting youth education. 

Thirdly, barriers including high cost of transportation, perception of safety, and limited 

autonomy, potentially limit marginalized people in rural communities from fully appropriating or 

experiencing the advantages of road construction. Therefore, in addition to constructing roads it is 

critical for development practitioners, donor agencies, and policy makers, to subsidize transport 

fares, build motility competence and make transportation in rural communities safer. 
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 More generally and in line with many LIPW studies (Eshun & Dichaba, 2019; Osei-Akoto 

et al., 2019), there is the urgent need to increase wages paid to participants involved in 

developmental projects.  While the logic for paying low wages is to attract the very poor or to 

self-target women through the payment of low wages, wages must be adjusted to reasonably 

improve the living condition of vulnerable people. 

 

6.4 CONTRIBUTIONS TO LITERATURE 

	
Through an in-depth qualitative study of youth’s lived experiences and perspectives 

regarding a newly constructed rural road, my thesis contributes to the sparse literature on 

community-level implications of infrastructural development in the Global South. As outlined in 

the introductory chapter of my thesis, the majority of the literature on rural road infrastructure (see 

Asher & Novosad, 2018, p. 2; Ren & van de Walle, 2009; Sieber & Allen, 2016; Starkey & Hine, 

2014) has focused predominantly on the simplistic narratives of road impacts (i.e., roads as agents 

for stimulating development), especially from a regional and national perspective.  However, little 

research has been done in a Global South context (but see Akyelken, 2013; Baptista, 2018; Cook 

& Butz, 2011, 2015, 2018, 2020; Gurung 2021; Murton, 2017; Pedersen & Bunkenborg, 2012), 

and to the best of my knowledge none in Ghana, on the differential effects of road construction 

and resulting changes in inaccessibility or mobility among members of a rural community.   

  As one of few studies to carry out a micro-scale analysis on the differential social and 

material implications of new roads and road-building projects in a rural community and one of the 

even fewer studies to investigate these issues among young people, my thesis expands and 

contributes to knowledge on the multifaceted material and social implications of rural road 

construction for differently positioned individuals in small rural communities. Specifically, in 
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Chapter Four and Five, where I examine the extent and implications of involving locals of Kaasa 

in the road-building project and unpack the differential implications of the new road from the 

perspectives and lived experiences of youth, my analysis contributes to (a) knowledge on rural 

development research and practice, and (b) the interdisciplinary scholarship that critically 

examines multifaceted impacts of road infrastructures. 

Additionally, beyond providing young people in Kaasa with a rare opportunity to speak at 

length about an important change to their community and to the context of their lives, the 

empirical data presented throughout my thesis makes a contribution towards increasing youth 

visibility and inclusiveness in development literature and practice at the local level.  As outlined 

in Chapter One, “policies and investment decisions that affect rural youth in Africa are often not 

evidence-based and, at times, are based on misconceptions, conjecture and wrong assumptions 

about youth” (Mabiso & Benfica, 2019, p. 6). This study, therefore, makes a significant 

contribution to the literature by presenting rich empirical data based on youth perspectives and 

lived experiences 

Lastly, by using a motility lens to analyse the mechanisms that advantage some social 

groups more or differently than others in the context of road construction, my thesis makes a 

contribution to critical mobilities scholarship. As argued by Langevang and Gough (2009) and	

Porter (2011) ‘the mobility turn’ in the social sciences has made little impact in the Global South. 

By drawing attention to the differential implications of a new mobility platform for differentially 

positioned people from the experiences and perspectives of young people in the Global South, my 

thesis contributes to the new mobilities scholarship in the social sciences. 
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6.5  LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

   Regardless of the thesis’ significant contributions to scholarship and policy, this study has 

some limitations. A key limitation relates strongly to the current global Covid-19 pandemic. While 

the technique and method used in the study was appropriate in recruiting and collecting rich 

empirical data, Covid-19 related travel restrictions posed a significant challenge to the method and 

technique used in the study. For example, travel restrictions at the time of study prevented me 

from being physically present in the field. Physical presence is critical as it enables the researcher 

to observe and experience some of the issues narrated by participants. Additionally, the remote 

nature of the study, especially with participants in a rural community (with limited technology and 

unstable internet connectivity), made it impossible to include other data collection methods, 

including focus group discussion and surveys that would have contributed to the data. For 

example, the use of surveys would have been instrumental in not only capturing the general 

perspectives of youth on road construction but also influence the sort of questions asked as well 

participants recruited. 

  Additionally, the snowball sampling used in the study likely resulted in a sampling bias. 

Since participants were employed to recruit other research participants, there is a possibility that 

initial participants recruited participants from only their immediate network, which potentially 

limits the perspectives analysed in the research. This limitation must be recognised, despite my 

efforts to recruit youth from a wide range of social positions within the community. 

Furthermore, although the criteria for defining youth achieved its purpose in the research, 

there was potential to include other population groups within this category (e.g., younger youth, 

youth in power). While youth below 18 years were excluded from the study due to ethical 
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concerns, including obtaining consent, excluding them from the study restricted the perspectives 

and experiences presented in the research. 

 

6.6  DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Findings from my research call for understanding youth mobility, especially in terms of 

youth livelihoods and well-being. Contrary to most research that has tended to focus more on 

rural-urban migration, more micro-scale study is needed to understand the daily mobility patterns 

of rural dwellers. Further empirical research needs to be done especially to understand youth's 

daily and circular mobility patterns in rural communities and its implications for their livelihoods 

and overall well-being.  

Additionally, it would be interesting to conduct this study in similar communities and 

explore a longitudinal qualitative study in the same research setting.  A longitudinal study 

provides the opportunity to build on the current research through the assessment of how the 

participant's individual motility variables (access, competence, and appropriation) have evolved 

over  the years and its influence on how they now understand and experience the road.  
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